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ABSTRACT
In 1996, the U.S. Congress initiated a change to the Department of Defense (DOD)
military family housing program. Applying organizational learning and change theories,
this study of the Department of the Air Force (AF) reveals how the AF used $617 million
of federal funds and $8.3 billion of matching private investment to significantly upgrade
or construct and manage 53,323 AF family housing units. Using an outcome-oriented
process tracing methodology, I examine the process changes, organizational structure
modifications, and strategy adjustments the AF instituted to implement this latest
attempt at providing military family housing. To understand how those adjustments
occurred, this research uses organizational routine theory to help explain how
organizations generate change by performing their day-to-day activities. This singlecase historical study of AF family housing privatization, used process tracing to identify
five primary organizational routines that determine when there is a minimally sufficient
explanation of how the AF learned and changed while privatizing the existing military
family housing stock. These organizational routines help to clarify the organizational
strategy, implementation process, and structure changes that emerged during
privatization to address the quality, quantity, affordability, and timeliness of AF military
family housing. The AF approach to transforming military family housing might be
applicable to other publicly funded housing programs.
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Chapter One
Introduction
In 1995, the report of the Defense Science Board Task Force (1995) on military
personnel quality of life explicitly linked the readiness of the armed forces to service
member quality of life. This report identified the poor condition of military family housing
across the Department of Defense (DOD) and specifically emphasized the shortage of
quality, affordable family housing. At the time, DOD managed 387,000 housing units,
and more than 65% of the housing was inadequate (Marsh, 1995). DOD defined
inadequate housing as not meeting modern design standards, or unaffordable (Marsh,
1995; Office of the the Deputy Undersecretary of Defense (Installations and
Environment) (ODUSD (I&E)), 2010). In addition, the Defense Science Board report
(1995) identified the largest segment of service members, junior enlisted personnel, as
the most vulnerable and underserved segment. The report highlighted the need for a
transformed process that would reduce the time needed to improve the quality of family
housing for all eligible service members (Marsh, 1995; Twiss & Martin, 1999).
The Defense Science Board report (1995) was significant for identifying the
quality-of-life expectations of military families and their follow-on decisions to remain on
active duty in an all-volunteer military force. First, DOD had been unsuccessful in
resolving military family housing inadequacies and managing 387,000 family housing
units (Marsh, 1995). Second, the delivery mechanisms DOD used to provide family
housing provided limited capability to obtain the $20 billion needed to improve the
condition of existing housing stock (Else, 2001; Marsh, 1995). Last, the overall number
of military members had steadily decreased since the end of WWII until the present day
(Walker, 2013). While the number of DOD members decreased, starting in the 1970s,
1

service members began expecting quality, affordable housing and used it as a
consideration for remaining in an all-volunteer military. Military members identified
adequate military family housing as housing that provides a sense of community, is
affordable, and meets quality and quantity standards (Marsh, 1995). The military
members’ perspective on housing as a significant component of quality of life and
military leadership’s desire to comply with the Defense Science Board
recommendations (1995) drove DOD toward managing a housing program for
excellence.
The DOD has a history, dating back to before the 20th century, of providing
housing for military members (Baldwin, 1996). Starting in the 1930s, however,
competing priorities from domestic and other defense programs severely constrained
military family housing funding (Baldwin, 1996; Else, 2001). As will be discussed in a
later chapter, for a variety of reasons, inadequate funding levels continued for the next
70 years.
Over the course of the intervening years, in an attempt to remedy inadequate
housing conditions, DOD, along with Congress and private industry, explored the use of
private capital to provide military housing. Beginning in the late 1940s with build-to-rent
programs, then build-to-own programs in the 1950s, and eventually guaranteed housing
lease and rental programs in the 1980s, the DOD had limited success using private
equity for military family housing (Baldwin, 1996, 1998; Else, 2001). Budget deficits,
Congressional partisanship, and lack of mechanisms to provide adequate oversight
hindered the use of private equity for military housing (Baldwin, 1996, 1998; Else,
2001). An attempt to remedy these problems and provide adequate housing to all
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service members began in 1995 when the Defense Science Board (1995) assessed the
impact of housing on troop retention in an all-volunteer military.
This dissertation uses organizational routine as a framework for examining the
AF strategy, processes and organizational structure during implementation of the
Defense Science Board recommendations (Marsh, 1995). The AF approach to
transforming military family housing has many possible theoretical lens that provide
research alternatives: organizational theory and governance (Feldman & Khademian,
2002; Goodsell, 2011; Ott, 2012; Wilson, 1989); the budgetary process (Wildavsky,
1974); public management and privatization (Chamberlin & Jackson, 1987; Feldman,
2005; Moe, 1987; Moore, 1995; Sullivan, 1987); public policy, analysis, and evaluation
(Kingdon, 1995; Pressman & Wildavsky, 1984); economic perspectives on public
organizations (Coase, 1974; Vining & Weimer, 2005; Williamson, 2010); public housing
theory (Cisneros & Engdahl, 2009; Crowley, 2009; Edson, 2011; Hunt, 2009; Husock,
2003; Schwartz, 2006); and there are others. This research approach is concerned with
organizational learning and the transformed AF military family housing processes,
strategy development, and organizational structure that changed because of that
learning. Transforming the AF military family housing program and implementing a new
approach to providing housing is a complex, often ambiguous and interactive public
policy concern. Organizational routine theory, provided a reasonable approach to
organizational learning and is the approach taken for this research.
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The Defense Science Board report (1995) recommended a housing renewal
strategy that was divided into three stages for a 21st century approach to providing
military family housing:


Foundation of change.



Review and revision of key pillars of change.



Planning, organization, and establishment of an overall DOD military housing
authority.

Using organizational routine as a theoretical lens, the researcher considers how AF
strategy, process, and structure evolved during the AF transformation of military family
housing that began in 1996. The overall DOD approach included using private equity to
privatize military family housing under a program called the Military Privatized Housing
Initiative (MPHI).
The definition of privatization deserves some attention. Within scholarly
literature, contracting out and outsourcing are contracting strategies often combined
with privatization. The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-76,
Performance of Commercial Activities, governs the federal uses of these types of
acquisition strategies.1 Since OMB Circular A-76 was instituted in1966, the policy of the
federal government has been to rely on and not compete against the private sector for
commercial services when economical (OMB Circular No. A-76, 1999). However, the
economic effectiveness of the OMB A-76 policy has been the subject of debate (Moe,
1987; Warner, 2008). Some proponents view the policy as a catalyst for competition in
the marketplace and as the vehicle to increase efficiencies, lower costs, and encourage
1

Within the OMB Circular A-76, Performance of Commercial Activities, outsourcing and contracting out are used
interchangeably and represent synonymous contracting/acquisition strategies.
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technological advancements (Shafritz & Hyde, 2012). Opponents tend to view OMB
Circular A-76 as an effort to dismantle what has been traditionally the proper role of
government, often referred to as inherently governmental (Grasso, 2005; Moe, 1987).2
Since the early 2000s, contracted out or outsourced commercial services are
increasingly being reversed for a variety of reasons including cost, accountability and
control, effectiveness and quality of services, employment impacts, and inherently
governmental responsibilities (Luckey, 2009; Sullivan, 1987; University of Maine, 2008;
Warner, 2008).
For the military family housing privatization initiative, DOD does not contract out
or outsource commercial services or inherently governmental responsibilities. This
distinction is important, since the legal basis for DOD housing privatization is not a
contract mechanism, but rather a real estate lease agreement; therefore, housing
privatization is subject to real estate law and not contract law. In essence, the federal
government leases federal land to a developer for the developer to own, operate,
maintain, sustain, and recapitalize the developer owned housing units. The developer
does not determine the military member’s eligibility, housing allowance, housing
requirement, or market; privatization legislation required the federal government to
continue performing those functions as inherently governmental (National Defense
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1996).
Since the functions DOD includes in the housing privatization real estate
transaction are neither inherently governmental nor a commercial service, they are not
subject to the OMB Circular A-76 Performance of Commercial Activities (Grasso, 2005).

2

The Federal Activities Inventory Reform Act (FAIR Act), Public Law 105-270, defines inherently governmental as so
intimately related to the public interest it mandates performance by federal employees.
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Specifically, housing privatization legislation provided for the transfer and leasing of
federal property to real estate developers as part of a 50-year real estate lease
agreement, not as part of a commercial services contracting transaction (National
Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1996). Once DOD enters into a lease
agreement with the privatization developer, DOD divests housing infrastructure that
then becomes the property of the developer to own, operate, maintain, sustain, and
divest (Executive Order 13327, 2004), and the inherently governmental functions of
determining housing allowances, housing eligibility, and housing stock requirements,
and performing private market analysis remains with DOD.
To implement the Defense Science Board recommendations (1995), the DOD, as
part of a legislative proposal, set a goal to eliminate military family housing
inadequacies by 2006 (Else, 2001). The parties involved in providing DOD housing
recognized reaching this goal was unattainable given the lack of available federal
appropriations at the time, inadequate existing legislation, out-of-date housing size and
amenity standards, and a limited understanding of the housing deficit DOD-wide. In
1996, prompted by an under-resourced, inefficient, and outdated delivery system for
military housing, Congress established the bipartisan Military Housing Privatization
Initiative (National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1996).
Using a case study, this dissertation considers how the AF institutionalized
privatization of its family housing stock. The analysis specifically examines how the AF
upgraded and repaired or replaced 53,323 family housing units through the use of
housing privatization as an alternative housing delivery mechanism (Air Force Civil
Engineer Center (AFCEC), 2013). To understand housing privatization, and how the
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most recent approach changed the way the AF provides housing for military families,
the researcher examines the process changes, organizational structure modifications,
and strategy adjustments made by the AF. To understand how the adjustments
occurred, the researcher uses organizational routine theory to explain how
organizations generate change by performing their day-to-day activities (Feldman &
Pentland, 2003). These organizational routines help explain how the AF organizational
strategy adaptation, implementation process improvement, and structure modifications
for housing privatization evolved to address the quality, quantity, affordability, and
timeliness of military family housing.
Data gathering occurred in two stages. First, documentary data was gathered
from archival records, interviews, direct observation, program documents, and
participant observation. These sources helped frame the historical DOD housing
program and highlighted the various attempts by DOD and the private sector to provide
housing for military members. Presidential executive orders, budgetary guidance, and
the Defense Science Board report (1995) helped link data on the impact of family
housing on military quality of life. These sources offered insights into DOD housing
programs regarding enabling legislation, financial status, execution strategies,
milestones and implementation goals, and overarching policy guidance and directives.
This first phase of data gathering was important in establishing a housing privatization
perspective and background for designing questions for use during one-on-one
interviews in the second phase of the research. The first phase also was instrumental
in identifying organizational routine as a theoretical lens for the researcher’s
observations (Feldman, 2000; Feldman & Pentland, 2003). Just as important, this first
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phase helped establish AF housing privatization organizational routine as a unit of
analysis for this research and helped the researcher select an investigative, outcomeoriented approach to process tracing as the research methodology (Beach & Pedersen,
2013; Pentland & Feldman, 2005).
In this initial phase of research, data collection focused on existing data from
housing privatization performance, program management, and historical context. The
most meaningful data provided insight on financial and program performance, previous
housing privatization program organization, and structure, processes, and strategy.
Collected data also focused on adequacy of housing stock and programmatic issues,
determination of housing standards and amenities, and enabling legislation or
congressional oversight investigations. This data established the framework for
questions in follow-on interviews with DOD and AF housing privatization senior staff,
program managers and housing residents.
Questions developed for interviews with housing privatization program managers
and oversight officials included financial indicators, program assessment, quality-of-life
objectives, and long-term viability of privatization. For military members who lived in
privatized housing or in local community housing, interviews included questions about
the value of privatized housing compared to local market housing, quality of privatized
housing, and comparative data to previously occupied DOD housing or private-market
housing.3 The research and data gathered from the initial phase and during interviews
eventually revealed five causal mechanisms that are discussed in Chapter 5. These
causal mechanisms led to identification of housing privatization organizational routines
that influenced the processes, organizational structure, and execution strategy that most
3

A full accounting of the research questions is included in the research protocols in Appendix A and B3.
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significantly changed during the AF implementation of housing privatization. The five
causal mechanisms for housing privatization, identified by using an outcome-oriented
methods approach, helped the researcher understand privatization implementation from
an organizational routine perspective (Beach & Pedersen, 2013).
The second stage of data gathering involved interviewing individuals involved in
housing privatization and reviewing source program documents to validate interview
data. Individuals were interviewed for a variety of reasons and selected mostly for their
responsibilities and experience with military family housing privatization (see Table A1
for an accounting of the 21 interviews and the subjects’ involvement in military family
housing privatization engagement areas). Several senior program official interview
subjects included Congressional, OSD, and AF staff members who authored the original
1996 housing privatization enabling legislation and the 2006 permanent legislation
(National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1996; National Defense
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2006). Other interviewees were in the Office of the
Principal Assistant Deputy Undersecretary of Defense (Installations and Environment)
and the OSD privatization offices. AF senior executive service and staff members from
the AF Housing Privatization Executive Steering Group and from the AF central
program office were also interviewed. Private developer interviews included persons
located on military installations with housing privatization projects as well as persons
identified during previously conducted interviews. Housing resident interviews included
military members and their families who currently or previously lived in government,
privatized, or local community housing.

9

The data collected for this phase concentrated primarily on the AF from an
organizational strategy, structure, and process perspective. Additional interview
subjects included housing residents, program oversight individuals, and housing
developers involved in day-to-day operations of housing-privatization projects. During
the interview process, archival, program management, and process documentation
provided validating data that added clarity and depth to previous data collected and to
how organizations learn and change by constantly updating and refining organizational
processes, strategy and structure (Feldman, 2000; Feldman & Pentland, 2003;
Jarzabkowski, 2008; Mintzberg & Waters, 1985).
The interviews and documentation provided insight into how projects evolved
from decentralized execution of projects into a more centrally managed program. Data
recounts how the AF processes, organizational structures, and strategies changed from
disparate organizations and structures to consolidated project oversight and a
centralized portfolio management activity that could oversee and apply lessons learned
across the entire AF housing privatization program (HQ U.S. Air Force Installations,
Logistics and Engineering (HQ USAF ILE) 2001).
In Chapter 2, this dissertation establishes the context of the research setting by
briefly identifying the state of military family housing before the 1995 housing
privatization initiative. This chapter discusses previous attempts to provide family
housing and highlights the major components of the previous programs to privatize
military family housing. Previous programs such as Wherry Housing and Capehart
Housing privatization efforts, build-lease and rent-lease guarantees, and traditional
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military construction highlight DOD’s previous attempts to provide housing for military
members and their families (Baldwin, 1996; Else, 2001).
Chapter 3 defines the broad elements of housing privatization. This chapter
presents why housing standards, understanding the local housing market dynamics and
availability of adequate, affordable housing is essential in defining military family
housing needs. Financing, revenue streams, and motivated developers are the core
component to making the 50-year real estate lease agreements work. Yet, housing
privatization goes beyond brick and mortar structures; multiple interviews with residents
living in privatized housing reflect aspects of privatization such as quality of life and the
importance of community. Additionally, the interviews addressed the responsibilities
and accountability of the people who manage the day-to-day activities of privatized
housing. This chapter frames the perspectives of residents, developers, and
administrators. In particular, the sense of community, commitment to quality of life,
building military member personal wealth, and sense of purpose is important to them as
they made choices to reside in, and manage and operate AF privatized housing.
As a retired AF colonel and the son of an AF officer, the researcher lived in
Wherry Housing, Capehart Housing, and historical AF housing. Throughout his career,
he often exercised options to live in local communities as well. As an AF officer, he
commanded a variety of military organizations and negotiated single- and multiplelocation privatized housing agreements to leverage federal appropriations for housing
privatization while assigned at installation, intermediate headquarters, and Air Staff
organizational levels.
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Chapter 4 shifts to the basis for the theoretical research and introduces the
theoretical lens and framework that guided the research. Organization theory provides
the foundation for the theoretical lens and, specifically, organizational routine helps
explain how people in the AF housing privatization program generated change by
performing their day-to-day activities (Feldman & Pentland, 2003). Also introduced in
this chapter are reciprocal relationships and emergent strategy as well as how
organizational strategies resulting from individual behavior and action evolve over time
(Jarzabkowski, 2008; Mintzberg & Waters, 1985). Jarzabkowski’s (2008) reciprocal
relationships and emergent strategy and Mintzberg’s and Waters’ (1985) evolving
organizational strategies are complementary to Feldman’s and Pentland’s (2003)
organizational routine theory.
By adapting Feldman’s (2003) theoretical framework on organizational interaction
of performance and understanding, the researcher develops an AF framework for
housing privatization. The framework conceptualizes how organizations allow agents,
through their day-to-day activity, to change performance of organizational routines
(Feldman, 2003). The research considers a theoretical framework capturing how
organizations establish structures, processes, and strategies for program
implementation and how conditions might change throughout a program’s lifetime.
Since this dissertation investigates a single-case study for the outcome of the AF
implementation of military family housing privatization, process tracing was used as an
outcome-oriented methods approach. Chapter 5 centers on how process tracing, as an
investigative, outcome-oriented method, provides an adequate and minimally sufficient
accounting of the most important aspects of how the AF implemented housing
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privatization (Beach & Pedersen, 2013). The investigative, outcome-oriented approach
uncovered five causal mechanisms that contributed to AF housing privatization
implementation and directly links to the five organizational routines that influenced the
outcome.
The causal mechanisms uncovered by using an outcome-oriented process
tracing methodology are:


Structuring governance processes.



Collaborating and developing competency.



Structuring real estate leases.



Validating and managing business processes.



Financing.

The one-to-one mapping analysis of these five causal mechanisms guided data
collection and led to discovering how the five organizational routines changed during
housing privatization implementation. These five organizational routines are discussed
in Chapter 7 and are presented in Table 7.1.
In the data analysis in Chapter 6, the theoretical framework and methodology
guide the AF housing privatization initiative research. This dissertation indicates, within
the AF housing privatization program, that organizational routines allow the day-to-day
activities to act as incubators of change that influence overall program change
(Feldman, 2000; Feldman & Pentland, 2003). At the same time, AF organizational
dynamics allowed interaction between higher and lower levels in the organization where
opportunities for change in organizational routines resulted in improvements to the
overall housing program implementation (Feldman, 2000; Feldman & Pentland, 2003).
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This analysis strengthens the organizational routine approach as a framework and
provides insight into how organizational routine processes, strategy, and structure
evolved during the first 15 years of AF housing privatization implementation.
Chapter 7 maps the causal mechanisms and organizational routines across the
theoretical lens and framework. Process tracing as an outcome-oriented investigative
methods approach helped identify the most significant, dominant and legitimate housing
privatization organizational routines (Pentland & Feldman, 2005). The outcomeoriented investigative approach and the resulting organizational routines explore and
define the minimally sufficient explanations of how AF military family housing
privatization evolved over the first 15-years of implementation (Beach & Pedersen,
2013).
The five organizational routines reflect the most relevant AF organizational
learning during housing privatization implementation (Pentland & Feldman, 2005).
These AF housing privatization organizational routines are:


Establishing one authority for developer selection.



Establishing an AF housing privatization center of expertise.



Combining multiple locations into a single lease.



Centralizing operational oversight.



Bundling leases across geographical regions.

Understanding these organizational routines led directly to the characteristic features
that most affected AF learning. This analysis revealed the domination, signification, and
legitimization of the five organizational routine characteristics (Feldman, 2003). Based
on this analysis, the most meaningful organizational routine that led to organizational
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learning was establishing one authority for privatization developer selection. This
organizational routine proved to be the most dominant routine that cut across the lines
of communication, origins of power, and program sanctioning internal to the AF and
externally to the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) and Congress (Pentland &
Feldman, 2005). Largely, the developer selection routine allowed the remaining four
organizational routines to evolve and advance at a faster pace than they would have
otherwise. Uncovering underlying processes, resolving conflict, discovering sources of
organizational power, overlapping organizational routines, standardizing procedures,
idealizing organizational routines, and contesting the nature of organizational routines
all have a place in the domination, signification and legitimization analysis of the AF
housing privatization organizational routine structure (Pentland & Feldman, 2005).
This research reflects organizational change theory and suggests ways to
advance the theory incrementally because of the insights this case study offers. While
this research captures the theoretical implications of how the AF revised processes,
strategy, and structure during the delivery and management of privatized military family
housing, it also introduces an approach that others who provide and manage publicly
funded housing programs might consider. Most significantly, this dissertation advances
the research on military family housing, especially research on operating, managing,
and funding military family housing privatization as a public housing concern. There is
limited scholarly research on military family housing, and this research investigates the
internal processes, strategies, and structure of a DOD program that, according to one
senior official, is “one of the largest, if not the largest, quality-of-life programs the
Department has ever initiated.” While this research is significant to the body of literature
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on military family housing privatization, it also adds a unique perspective for all
programs engaged in providing public housing. This research shows how
organizational power shifts as organizational routines change and organizations learn
through the dynamic interaction of people, processes, strategy and structure (Feldman
& Pentland, 2003; Jarzabkowski, 2008; Mintzberg & Waters, 1985). The five
fundamental organizational routines experienced by the AF might also apply at state,
regional, county, municipal, academic, institutional, or public housing authority levels.
Of secondary significance is the theoretical contribution organizational routine
might add to housing policy research. This, coupled with process tracing and the
resulting causal mechanisms, demonstrates how organizational theory benefits from
discovering the minimally sufficient basis for building a plausible explanation of how
organizational routines evolve through the day-to-day activities of an organization.
While this research investigated a single-case historical study, AF family housing
privatization implementation, the five organizational routines might be applicable in a
broader context or in theoretical research. The centralization of dominant organizational
routines might also contribute to theory-building research where theories formulated as
a causal mechanism might work within a bounded context (Beach & Pedersen, 2013).
In this context, it might be possible to separate the centralization of organizational
routines from this housing privatization case study and consider other spatially or
temporally oriented case study research where understanding the outcome of a
complex case study is the research goal (Beach & Pedersen, 2013).
The latest AF approach to providing housing for military members significantly
changed the delivery mechanism, quality, quantity, and timeliness of family housing.

16

The results directly affect the military family’s quality of life and the management and
leadership of family housing programs on military installations.
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Chapter 2
Military Family Housing as an Institutional Value
From early in their history the Armed Services accepted a commitment to provide
government-owned housing for their members. Where government housing was not
available, eligible service members received monetary compensation, called a housing
allowance, to obtain housing in the private market.4 “After World War II, the Services
had only a small stock of adequate military family housing units in the United States.
During World War II, there had been little permanent construction, and upkeep of
existing facilities had been a low priority” (Baldwin, 1996, p 4). Beginning in the early
1950s, the shortage of housing units grew larger during the Korean War and Cold War
eras. To help solve the housing crisis, DOD acquired a number of units built by the
Federal Public Housing Administration during World War II (Baldwin, 1996). These
public housing units provided temporary housing for World War II workers and military
family members. These housing units, originally built using temporary construction
measures, quickly deteriorated and became unsuitable for military families to live in
(Baldwin, 1996).
As an additional measure, to help alleviate the military family housing crunch,
DOD constructed trailer parks and provided leftover wartime trailers to military members
who could not afford to buy their own (Baldwin, 1996). In this post-World War II era, the
DOD search for adequate, affordable housing for the military paralleled the civilian
housing market where millions of veterans sought homes in a housing market

4

The military family housing allowance is based primarily on military rank and the rental cost of local housing.
Allowance rates are updated annually and are paid directly to the military member. There are two rates: a single
rate for military members without dependents and a with-dependent rate for military members with dependents.
The number of dependents does not influence the with-dependent housing allowance rate.
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constricted by almost 2 decades of depression and war (Baldwin, 1996). Concerned
about morale and reenlistment and resigned that Congress would not appropriate
sufficient funds to solve the problem, DOD sought new ways to address the Services'
housing crisis (Baldwin, 1996).
In 1948, the Secretary of the Army met with representatives from
insurance companies and encouraged installation commanders to meet
with businesses in their local communities to see if private industry could
help solve the housing problem. While the business communities were
sympathetic, they considered building housing near installations too risky
because the number of soldiers at the base could fluctuate or installations
could close. Army local post commanders approached federal public
housing officials and encountered the same response. The Federal
Housing Administration could provide mortgage insurance to private
developers who constructed rental housing, but in most cases, the agency
could not certify that a housing project geared toward a military installation
was an acceptable risk. By 1949, a long overdue program to address
these issues and the military's housing crisis took shape. (Baldwin, 1998,
p 5)
Early Attempts at Military Family Housing Privatization
Although there have been a variety of attempts to leverage private financing for
military housing there were three key private sector housing construction initiatives, the
first beginning in 1949 (Baldwin, 1996). Housing privatization efforts are generally
grouped into mortgagee guarantees and leasing and rental guarantees (Baldwin, 1998).
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The earlier privatization programs were primarily Wherry Housing, Capehart Housing,
and Section 801 Lease Housing and Section 802 Rental Housing. All of these
programs were plagued with problems ranging from technical and resource issues to
political and diplomatic problems, and they ultimately were terminated (Baldwin, 1998;
Else, 2001).
Wherry housing.
In 1949, under the Wherry program, named after Senator Kenneth Wherry, a
developer arranged private financing and constructed homes on government-controlled
land in return for rental to military personnel (Baldwin, 1996). Using standard housing
floor plans, the Services applied to the Federal Housing Administration for an appraisal
and eligibility statement to establish a maximum insurable mortgage, thereby creating
the high-end value for an individual housing unit (Else, 2001). Bids were solicited and
the lowest bidder was awarded a certificate of need which allowed the bidder to apply to
the FHA for mortgage insurance (Else, 2001). The developer built the housing, retained
the real property title, and rented to individual service members. A total 264 Wherry
projects were built providing 83,742 housing units for the DOD (Baldwin, 1996; Killinger,
2010).
Problems with the Wherry program occurred immediately. The most immediate
Congressional oversight problem was that developers built the housing on government
land that transferred to developer ownership at the end of a 50-year lease period
(Baldwin, 1996, 1998).5 In the beginning, construction costs were capped at no more
than $9,000 per unit with $8,100 covered by the mortgage guarantee and $900 covered

5

This oversight was corrected by legislation in 1950 where the real property and any improvements transferred
back to the federal government at the end of the 50-year lease performance period.
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by the developer (Baldwin, 1998; Else, 2001). As a business strategy, developers
constructed housing units that cost, on average, $8,100, an amount that was up to the
mortgage guarantee amount but not the intended $9,000 cap (Baldwin, 1998; Else,
2001). This approach resulted in windfall profits for developers and low quality housing
for residents (Baldwin, 1996, 1998; Else, 2001). In addition, the developers did not
properly maintain the units (Baldwin, 1998; Else, 2001). Since Wherry housing rentals
were constructed primarily for the enlisted population, these problems resulted in
housing standards and conditions that varied between locations and created inequities
for residents (Baldwin, 1996, 1998). The rents, collected directly from the military
members, were intended to service the mortgage debt, maintain the property, and
provide a profit for the developer (Baldwin, 1998; Else, 2001). To cover these
obligations, the rent usually exceeded the service member’s housing allowance
resulting in out-of-pocket expenses for service members (Baldwin, 1998; Else, 2001).
After a 5-year program life, between developers’ windfall profits, rents exceeding
military member housing allowances, and attempts to raise rents even further as
expenses increased, Congress terminated the program in 1954, purchased the Wherry
units, and turned the private rental housing into a government-owned and managed
program (Baldwin, 1996, 1998) . The Wherry Housing units were sub-standard from the
outset, so once the Services purchased the units, the Services needed to combine
housing units to provide additional occupancy space and upgrade most of the units to
improve quality (Baldwin, 1996).
As a whole, the Wherry program was a failure and even the combined and
upgraded units continued to be energy inefficient, sub-standard, and under-sized
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resource hogs (Baldwin, 1996, 1998). Even after the federal government took over
ownership of the housing units, because of insufficient appropriated funds for
replacement housing, most of the Wherry houses remained as sub-standard housing
inventory (Baldwin, 1996). It wasn’t until the early 1980s when increases in construction
funds finally allowed demolition of the worst of the Wherry units and replacement with
new, more modern (but too few) family housing units (Baldwin, 1996).
Capehart housing.
Wherry’s successor, Capehart Housing, named after Senator Homer Capehart,
was constructed similar to the Wherry program; however, DOD purchased the housing
from the developer once construction was completed (Baldwin, 1996; Else, 2001). The
Capehart Housing Act, passed in 1955, insured the mortgages on behalf of the private
developers who, like Wherry housing, built the homes on government-controlled land
(Baldwin, 1996; Else, 2001). The major difference was that once constructed, the
federal government purchased the housing units to own, operate, and maintain
(Baldwin, 1996, 1998; Else, 2001). Unlike Wherry housing, Capehart occupants
forfeited their entire housing allowance to the government and then DOD paid singlemortgage installments to the developers (Baldwin, 1996; Else, 2001). The ceiling for
Capehart construction increased to $16,500 per unit; the larger units were more
desirable than Wherry housing, and operation and management of the Capehart
program ran much better than the Wherry program (Baldwin, 1996, 1998). The
Capehart program had constructed more than 115,000 housing units for DOD by the
time the program ended in 1962 (Baldwin, 1996).
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There were two primary detractions to the Capehart program. Most significantly,
the program created jurisdictional issues between competing Congressional committees
and ultimately lacked the bi-partisan Congressional support it needed to survive
(Baldwin, 1998). There were politically motivated accusations of mismanagement and
fraud, but mostly it was the perception of backdoor spending and the drain on future
budgets due to lack of program oversight and long-term budget obligations that
effectively killed the program (Baldwin, 1996, 1998). Even after cancellation, by the
early 1970s with continuing pressure on the defense budget, more than 25% of the
housing budget was spent on Capehart housing mortgage debt (Baldwin, 1998). This
drain on the housing account severely restricted funds needed to operate, maintain,
sustain, and repair existing housing and stifled any meaningful replacement housing
construction (Else, 2001).
Sections 801 leased and 802 rental housing.
Authorized by Congress in 1984, Sections 801 and 802 housing programs
attempted to encourage the Service secretaries to enter into contracts with private
developers to meet military housing needs (Baldwin, 1996). The Services used these
programs sparingly. The Section 801 program provided build-to-lease guarantees and
the Section 802 program provided build-to-rent guarantees (Baldwin, 1996). Due to the
impact of the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) budget scoring of guarantees,
both programs were costly to Service budgets and had nowhere near the impact of
Wherry or Capehart programs in terms of the overall number of housing units provided
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(Baldwin, 1996; Else, 2001).6 The OMB budget scoring would eventually affect the
1996 housing privatization program as well and will be discussed later (Else, 2001).
Conclusion
Since the beginning of the 1900s, DOD’s commitment has been to provide
adequate, safe, affordable housing for military members and their families (Baldwin,
1996). Due to constant budget pressures since the early 1930s, DOD could not find
adequate funds to provide military family housing so they turned to the private sector to
help finance, construct, and operate family housing (Baldwin, 1996, 1998; Else, 2001).
Two earlier programs, Wherry and Capehart housing, provided significant housing units
but proved inadequate over the long-term for budget and operating concerns so
Congress terminated both programs (Baldwin, 1996, 1998; Else, 2001). In 1996, DOD
turned to the private sector once again for help with financing, constructing, operating,
and maintaining family housing units located in the United States and U.S. Territories
(Marsh, 1995; National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1996).7
Wherry and Capehart construction programs and Sections 801 and 802 lease
and rental housing programs had relatively short life spans (Baldwin, 1996, 1998; Else,
2001). Each program employed a different approach for providing housing by
leveraging appropriated funding with private developers (Baldwin, 1996, 1998; Else,
2001). Eventually DOD would need to provide for maintenance and repair of existing
units, replace those that were substandard or had exceeded their service-life

6

Under Section 801 leasing projects, lease performance periods were generally restricted to 5 years. Five-year
performance periods were too short to make lease agreements financially viable for the developers.
7
For enabling legislation purposes, Congress could only provide the expanded privatization authorities within the
United States and U.S. Territories. The military housing privatization initiative did not extend privatization
authorities to overseas locations.
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expectancy, and provide housing where the local community could not meet the military
housing need with adequate private housing stock.
Wherry failed because of service-debt problems, windfall profit gouging, and
resident inequities (Baldwin, 1996, 1998; Else, 2001). Capehart failed because of
political bickering, conflicting budget priorities, and mounting Vietnam-era and Great
Society budget pressures (Baldwin, 1996, 1998; Else, 2001).8 The number of units
constructed under Capehart and Wherry programs was 198,742 (Killinger, 2010).
Combined, these two housing programs were the largest in DOD history; however, they
created severe housing budget demands to service the debt, and the overall quality and
size of the housing stock did not keep pace with evolving housing needs for the 21st
century (Baldwin, 1996; Killinger, 2010; Marsh, 1995). Overall, Congress and the
Services eventually recognized the preferred way to provide affordable, well-built, and
well-maintained housing, while keeping developer profits under control, was to use
traditional military construction funds (Baldwin, 1996, 1998). However, this approach
had its budget challenges as well. The traditional appropriated military construction
programs provided updated construction standards and improved operations, but
insufficient long-term funds for DOD housing proved inadequate to properly upkeep and
improve the housing units over time (Baldwin, 1996, 1998; Marsh, 1995).

8

For Wherry and Capehart housing programs, the AF lacked the central mechanisms to properly enforce the
desired housing end state.
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Chapter 3
Air Force Military Family Housing Privatization Program
Chapter 2 established the context of the research setting by briefly identifying the
state of military family housing before the 1996 housing privatization initiative. Previous
programs such as Wherry housing and Capehart housing privatization, build-lease and
rent-lease guarantees, and traditional military construction highlight DOD’s previous
attempts to provide housing for military members and their families (Baldwin, 1996;
Else, 2001; Marsh, 1995). This chapter defines the broad elements of housing
privatization and explains why defining housing standards and understanding the local
housing market dynamics and availability of adequate, affordable housing is essential in
determining military family housing needs (Holman, 2006; Lepore, 2009; Marsh, 1995;
Schuster, 2002).
Financing, revenue streams, motivated developers and affordability are the core
component in making the 50-year real estate lease agreements work (HQ U.S. Air
Force Office of of the Air Force Civil Engineer (HQ USAF A7C), 2012; Schuster, 2002).
Yet, as this research identifies, housing privatization goes beyond brick and mortar. In
particular, the sense of community, commitment to quality of life, building service
member personal wealth, sense of purpose, and managing for excellence are important
to residents as they make choices to reside in AF privatized housing. These attributes
also figure into the planning, construction, and maintenance of privatized housing by
developers and administrators.
By the time of the Defense Science Board report (1995), Congressional and
Service interest in military housing had gone through numerous funding peaks and
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valleys (Baldwin, 1996, 1998; Else, 2001). The Wherry and Capehart programs injected
a significant quantity of housing units into the DOD inventory, yet funding for
maintenance, repair, and replacement was still insufficient (Baldwin, 1996; Else, 2001).
Housing units constructed under these programs lacked the size and amenities
common in civilian communities, and the funds in the DOD investment accounts were
insufficient to bring the housing up to adequate and modern standards (Baldwin, 1996,
1998). At the time of the Defense Science Board report (1995), DOD controlled
387,000 housing units with an average age of 33 years; the estimated cost to bring the
units up to reasonable standards exceeded $20 billion. The Services were already
spending, on average, more than $4.5 billion per year on housing and had little
expectation of finding the additional $20 billion needed (Else, 2001; Marsh, 1995). Even
if funds were available, the 30-year timeline to complete the required upgrades was
unacceptable (Else, 2001; Marsh, 1995).9
The Defense Science Board report (1995) established an initial benchmark to
have the housing upgraded or replaced at a much more rapid rate than the $20 billion,
30-year cycle. As a result and at the request of DOD, in 1996 Congress enacted
legislation in response to the Defense Science Board recommendations (1995). This
legislation included new authorizations for DOD to work with the private sector to build
and renovate, sustain, and divest military family housing ownership from DOD to private
sector developers (National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1996). As part of
the original 1996 privatization legislation, a 5-year pilot program was proposed (National
9

Due to a variety of issues, driven primarily by a reduction in housing units needed because of base closures and
installation realignments, the $20 billion and 30-year timeline fluctuates based on different housing investment
strategies and calculations. Calculations range between $16 and $20 billion in investment and a 20- to 30-year
timeline. Since the Defense Science Board report settled on a $20 billion investment and a 30-year timeline, these
are the program estimates referenced in this research.
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Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1996). Along with this legislation, the Office
of the Secretary of Defense established a 10-year goal to eliminate housing
inadequacies by 2006 (Else, 2001).10 All parties involved in providing DOD housing
immediately recognized that reaching this goal was impossible given the current funding
stream, existing real estate legislation, lack of standards, and lack of understanding the
magnitude of the housing requirement at each installation (Else, 2001; Schuster, 2002).
Military Housing Privatization Initiative
The Defense Science Board report (1995) identified numerous improvements
needed for providing and taking care of military family housing. These improvements
ranged from changes to the policy governing how personnel were assigned to housing
units to how housing requirements were calculated as well as revisions to architectural
and construction standards (Marsh, 1995). After more than a century of providing
military housing, DOD needed to completely overhaul its housing policies and programs
(Else, 2001).
At the time of the enabling legislation, DOD had declared 180,000 of the U.S.
housing units inadequate and recognized there was a significant deficit in housing to
meet the remaining undetermined demand (Else, 2001; Marsh, 1995). The
undetermined housing demand deficit was impacted by a variety of events between
1990 and 2010. During this timeframe, the Services reduced troop strength after the fall
of the Soviet Union, restructured as a result of the Base Realignment and Closure
legislation, re-stationed troops returning from Europe, transformed the Army into
combat-brigade teams, and, in 2006, increased Army and Marine Forces by more than

10

Based on initial slow progress by the Services, Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) adjusted the 2006
program timeline goal to 2010 (Else, 2001).
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100,000 troops to relieve pressure resulting from the number of deployments in Iraq and
Afghanistan (Holman, 2006; Lepore, 2009; Mansoor, 2013).
The Defense Science Board report (1995) recommended a housing renewal
strategy that was divided into three stages for a 21st century approach to providing
military family housing:


Foundation of change.



Review and revision of key pillars of change.



Planning, organization, and establishment of an overall DOD military housing
authority.

The first stage created the new housing privatization legislative authority as a test
case; then, Congress made the authority permanent in 2006 (National Defense
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2006). The second stage focused on key pillars that
allowed privatization to proceed: policies (general and assignment), design standards
(suitability and construction), procurement (laws and regulations), funding (availability,
consistency, and member allowances), and a variety of miscellaneous items such as
infrastructure, security, and local management (Marsh, 1995). The third stage, intended
to establish a separate housing authority for DOD military family housing, has not
occurred, and it remains unlikely considering Service peculiarities and nuances in the
variety of missions (Else, 2001).11 However, oversight by the Office of the Secretary of
Defense was strengthened to include formal responsibilities and comprehensive

11

Each military service (Army, Air Force, Navy, and Marines) is tasked with providing different combat arms
missions. These different military missions require significantly different numbers of military members. OSD was
not prepared to account for the difference in missions and left those details to the individual services to
administer.
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housing privatization performance reviews (Else, 2001; Holman, 2006; Lepore, 2009;
Marsh, 1995; Schuster, 2002).
The foundations of change and some of the key pillars became the source of
authority and eventually provided the ability to fund and manage the revamped DOD
housing programs (Marsh, 1995). The housing privatization legislation allowed DOD to
make direct loans and infuse limited amounts of appropriated funds to close financing
gaps so developers could construct and renovate housing units (National Defense
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1996). The developer agreements did not use
traditional construction contract law but took on the less-used form of real property
transfer and lease agreements. The Services generally conveyed existing homes along
with the land lease for the duration of the 50-year lease agreements. At the end of the
50-year lease, the land and capital improvements return to the Services for a yet-to-bedetermined follow-on housing replacement strategy. This research and the review of
related archival documents consistently identified the elements needed in structuring
housing privatization lease agreements (HQ USAF A7C, 2005, 2012; Schuster, 2002):


Having well-defined housing standards to meet expectations.



Understanding the need for housing at a specific installation.



Creating a consistent revenue stream.



Finding motivated and willing developers and partners.



Properly financing housing privatization projects.

Housing standards and understanding the need.
The Wherry and Capehart Housing programs highlighted a severe shortfall in the
overall DOD housing program strategy at the time; the size and function of DOD
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housing units were inconsistent and created inequalities in housing provided for military
families (Baldwin, 1996, 1998; Else, 2001). In the 1990s, the Office of the Secretary of
Defense (OSD) declared itself a reluctant landlord and only wanted to provide housing
for personnel required to live on the installations because they were in key leadership
positions, and to meet the need for housing the local community could not provide
(Else, 2001; Marsh, 1995). This meant the majority of service families would live in
local communities.
For those living on installations, most were families of enlisted personnel whose
salaries and housing allowance were at the lower end of the military pay scale making it
difficult for them to find affordable housing in the local community within a reasonable
commuting distance (Marsh, 1995). Furthermore, some communities were located in
extremely rural or high-cost metropolitan areas where there was insufficient affordable,
quality housing to accommodate service members and their families. In order to assess
the condition of DOD-owned housing and how military housing compared to available
housing in local communities, DOD had to establish a consistent set of housing
standards and, within reason, adjust for local conditions (Marsh, 1995; NAHB Research
Center Inc., 2001).
In 2001, Congress declared that construction or renovation of military family
housing must be consistent with local community housing floor plans and square
footage (National Association of Home Builders (NAHB) Research Center Inc, 2001). In
other words, in Alaska, DOD could provide additional indoor living/play space to
compensate for the extreme weather conditions that require children to spend more
time indoors. Conversely, in Hawaii DOD would construct less indoor living space and
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provide outdoor lanais to compensate for Hawaiian weather conditions and allowing
families to spend more time outdoors year-round.
DOD contracted with the National Association of Home Builders Research
(NAHB) Center to establish DOD-wide standards for military family housing (NAHB
Research Center Inc., 2001). Consistent with expectations, the study confirmed that the
hodgepodge of existing housing standards were outdated and did not allow the Services
to assess housing needs accurately on a location-by-location basis. The NAHB
standards (2001) became the revised basis used by all Services to assess family
housing requirements. These new standards reflected the new construction size and
features standards along with recommendations for measuring unit size, use of
apartments and multi-family units, as well as additional categories of users (NAHB
Research Center Inc., 2001). 12
As part of military family housing privatization, each Service was required to
conduct their own local housing requirement and market-analysis studies (HQ USAF
A7C, 2005). The studies establish the minimum housing requirements necessary to
maintain a viable military community, such as providing key-leadership housing,
preserving historic housing, and providing suitable housing for lower-income military
families (HQ USAF A7C, 2005; Lepore, 2009). Just as important, the studies determine
if there is sufficient, suitable, private sector housing for the military households not
accommodated by on-base housing. The market analysis defines the competitive
markets, housing supply and demand, adjusts for market share to military households,

12

As of 1972, junior enlisted personnel were not allowed to live in military family housing except under special
considerations. After 1972, junior enlisted personnel were allowed to live in military family housing but only on a
space available basis. Not until the 1990s did DOD recognize the need and begin planning for the military housing
demands of junior enlisted troops.
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and provides a basis for assessing a wide variety of local housing markets (HQ USAF
A7C, 2005).
This assessing-a-wide-variety clause is extremely important to local installation
commanders; it allows them flexibility to exclude certain housing areas or tracts based
on local conditions that might otherwise appear appealing. As an example, sections of
private sector housing that may have otherwise affordable housing units but also have a
high concentration of convicted child molesters might be excluded.13 Finally, the
housing market analysis determines the total military family housing requirement
necessary to compensate for any private sector shortfall according to the NAHB revised
DOD housing standards (HQ USAF A7C, 2005).
Establishing DOD housing standards and a process for the Services to use to
conduct local housing-requirement and market-analysis studies created the basis for
consistent assessment of government and local housing supplies. At the same time,
the analysis defined the overall military family housing needs and shortfalls at specific
locations. The military family requirement for local housing became the starting point for
housing privatization efforts. This requirement directly links the available revenue
stream to the Service member since an individual member’s housing allowance pays
the rent collected by the privatization project. However, in the first 5 years, the market
analysis and requirements determination were somewhat flawed though not
intentionally.
Since housing allowances had not caught up with local community housing
expenses, most Service members still could not afford local community housing (Else,

13

This was actually the case at one AF installation. Adjacent to the installation were apartment complexes and
housing units where junior enlisted military members otherwise would have been eligible to reside.
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2001). The market surveys typically identified an insufficient inventory of affordable
housing in local communities based on housing allowance amounts. As a result, the
local market analyses overstated the amount of DOD privatized housing needed. As
housing allowances eventually caught up with the prevailing housing markets, more
service members chose to live in locally provided housing. DOD, because of overstated
housing requirements in early privatization agreements, ended up with lower than
expected occupancy rates in privatized housing (Lepore, 2009).
As discussed in the next section, maintaining the occupancy rate is crucial to
financial success. In essence, the 50-year success or failure of housing privatization
relies heavily on dependable and consistent housing requirement and market analyses
coupled with a consistent revenue stream to developers. The fallback positon for DOD
and the military services was that the privatized housing units would be attractive to
non-DOD renters if DOD occupancy rates dropped.
A consistent revenue stream for privatization developers.
Each year, DOD sets the monthly basic housing allowance for military members
based primarily on Service member rank (ODUSD (I&E), 2010). DOD determines this
allowance mostly on the local median monthly housing costs including current market
rents, utility expenses, and renter’s insurance. The allowance fluctuates (typically only
marginally) from year to year as demand within housing markets varies (Else, 2001).
As is the case with most long-term housing rental projects, to fund housing
improvements, home maintenance and property management expenses, and related
costs such as utilities and developer management fees, a developer needs a consistent
revenue stream. For housing privatization, the consistent revenue stream comes from
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service members paying their housing allowances in the form of rent directly to the local
privatization developer (Else, 2001; Holman, 2006; Lepore, 2009; Schuster, 2002).
Rents paid directly to the developer by Service members are an important
difference from Capehart Housing where DOD withheld service member housing
allowances and paid the developer centrally. Under housing privatization, the renter
and developer base their relationship on quality, condition, location, and cost of the
privatized housing units. The difference is that the renter can now choose, based on
market demand, to live in privatized housing or go elsewhere in the local housing
market (Holman, 2006; Lepore, 2009; Schuster, 2002). Therefore, in order to maintain
high levels of occupancy, a developer must operate and maintain the privatized units at
least as well as the local market or risk losing market share. As housing allowances
increase (or decrease) from year to year, by the terms of the privatization-lease
agreement between the developer and the AF, service members’ rent paid to
developers fluctuates in accordance with their housing allowance and military rank
(National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1996).14
For privatized military family housing, a member uses his or her housing
allowance to pay for rent and utilities. Since the government establishes housing
allowances based on local rental rates, members now consider the cost (primarily rent
and utilities) and quality (housing conditions, schools, commutes, and crime) of living off
the installation with the cost and quality of residing on the installation. Historically, if
members chose to live off the installation, the housing allowance covered between 80%

14

It is probable that a military member will be promoted while living in privatized family housing. Once promoted,
the member’s housing allowance reflects the housing allowance rate of their new military rank. This means the
member’s rent increases in concert with the new housing allowance rate even if the military member stays in the
same housing unit.
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and 85% of out-of-pocket expenses (Else, 2001; Holman, 2006). Because of the
Defense Science Board report, OSD began an initiative to reduce the out-of-pocket
expense to less than 15% and eventually to 0%. As expected, through the mid-1990s
and until 2006, housing allowances continually increased to meet the no-out-of-pocket
expense mandate (Else, 2001; Lepore, 2009; ODUSD (I&E), 2010; Schuster, 2002).
Based on the OSD no-out-of-pocket expense mandate, increased housing
allowances became the financial fuel for privatization project financing. However, once
set and because they now reflect local rental market rates, housing allowances tend to
fluctuate modestly and mostly in concert with cost-of-living indices. Since OSD sets the
housing allowance based on annual surveys, a privatization developer has almost no
control over the rental rates they can charge. Because the developer cannot adjust
rental rates upward, the most significant influence the developer has over project
income results from maintaining a high level of resident occupancy.15 Since the housing
allowance can fluctuate, even moderately, from year to year as local housing market
demand increases or decreases, this fluctuation creates risk in financing privatization
projects (Lepore, 2009).
Finding motivated and willing housing privatization partners.
The housing privatization program gave the Services the tools to provide safe,
affordable, quality housing for military members within the United States; however, the
Services cannot accomplish this without motivated and willing partners from the private
sector. Structuring privatization efforts requires a partnership between the military
Services, financiers, property managers, design and construction teams, and residents.
15

Housing privatization developers can charge rents below military member housing allowance rates for
inadequate family housing units. Until developers can upgrade all housing units as part of their capital upgrades,
some developers use this approach to attract renters into inadequate housing units.
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Privatization lease agreements formally structure this partnership as a management
review committee (MRC) (HQ USAF A7C, 2012). The MRC is comprised of the
installation leadership, local property managers, developers, the Service portfolio
manager, and appropriate high-level military Service oversight authorities (HQ USAF
A7C, 2012). These committee members are required to work together in the best
interests of military residents and to keep a project financially healthy. Since local
senior installation leaders are also residents of privatized housing, a positive working
relationship between local factions is an indicator of success. Committee members are
responsible for balancing their local housing investments across renovation, new
construction, maintenance, and operations.
As the housing privatization program matured during implementation, the MRC
structure gradually shifted from an installation level activity to an intermediate
headquarters level and eventually to the centralized portfolio manager. 16 Eventually
program managers and military leadership recognized the MRC as a fundamental
component in housing privatization oversight and guidance for developers and vice
versa. Over the 50-year lease agreement, a meaningful, productive, working MRC
relationship between developers, portfolio managers, residents, and military leadership
will likely be a testimony to project success.
A properly financed project and OMB financial scoring.
The focus of military family housing privatization and oversight continues to
ensure quality construction is completed on time and within budget, projects remain
financially viable, emerging changes in requirements are incorporated, and members
have access to affordable, well-maintained, and safe housing (Lepore, 2009). Since
16

See Chapter 6 for details on the organizational structure of the AF housing privatization program.
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there is no occupancy or long-term military presence guarantee, developers need to
build their business case around local community housing market demands and
available financing (Lepore, 2009). Within this context, the federal government has two
primary financial goals: leverage government funds and lower project life-cycle costs
(ODUSD (I&E), 2010).
Privatization project financing comes from three primary revenue streams:
government, private sector, and financial institutions (Lepore, 2009). Government
financing varies but is usually in direct-cash contributions or loan guarantees along with
land and housing unit conveyance to the developer (Lepore, 2009). Private sector
financing provides direct financing from private entities. The majority of financing
comes through construction loans or housing bonds (Lepore, 2009). When issuing
housing construction bonds a developer uses the service members’ housing allowance
as the primary security for bonds. Additionally, because financial markets issue bonds,
other financial institutions are involved, i.e. bond insurer, bank/underwriter,
investor/bondholder, and rating agencies. All of these institutions help determine the
quality and risk of the construction bonds (Lepore, 2009).
Typically, privatization developers create a limited liability corporation (LLC) or
partnership to acquire debt, lease land, and construct and manage projects (Schuster,
2002). The LLC or partnership uses professionals with the variety of skills needed to
execute the housing privatization transaction over a 50-year performance period. Real
estate developers, construction and project managers, property managers, and financial
and real estate portfolio managers make up the team (Schuster, 2002). When the
government provides direct funding, it is also included as an active member of the
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team.17 A military Service with an active interest in the LLC possesses decision-making
authority for the number of houses, renovation versus new construction, and project
financing (Schuster, 2002).
The Services also lease land to a developer for 50 years along with any existing
real property that includes housing, utilities, and roads. In all cases, the federal
government conveys existing housing units to the developer (Else, 2001). The
conveyed houses are in a variety of conditions, ranging from units not requiring any
upgrades to those that need immediate demolition, replacement, or major upgrade.
Because of the Credit Reform Act of 1990, the Budget Enforcement Act of 1990,
and for federal accounting purposes, privatization projects have a budget score
associated with the amount and type of federal contribution (Else, 2001). Budget
scoring allocates the federal contribution for a project to the Services’ annual budget.
For example, a cash contribution in any form is a 100% scored allocation. Depending
on the risk or degree of exposure, loans are scored between 30% and 70%. Land and
housing units conveyed to the developer contribute 0% to a Service’s annual budget.
The land and housing unit conveyance 0%-scoring seems counterintuitive; however,
because the land and housing units produce no direct revenue stream, they are
determined to be budget neutral, that is, having no impact on federal budget surpluses
or deficits (Else, 2001).
The budget neutrality for federal land and housing conveyance is foundational in
a developer’s housing privatization business-case analysis. Since developers do not
need to purchase land and most existing housing units are at least functional, even if

17

The 1996 privatization legislation authority restricted government funding to no more than 33% cash of the
overall project value (National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1996) .
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inadequate, there is an immediate revenue flow from existing residents. This helps a
developer avoid the single largest cost of housing project development, purchasing land
already zoned for housing while maintaining a positive cash flow for the project.
Selecting the type and amount of the federal contribution is a significant consideration in
the privatization strategy. The federal government’s goal is to minimize the overall
federal contribution and budget score in order to leverage funds for the maximum
number of projects that need additional financing to ensure project viability (ODUSD
(I&E), 2010).
By using private sector investments, the federal government expects to obtain a
minimum $3:1 return on investment; that is, the federal government expects three
dollars of private sector funded improvements for every federal dollar invested. During
the initial rounds of privatization, DOD obtained a $6.4:1 return on investment of federal
funds. Although there were discrepancies in calculating the initial investment ratios, the
overall DOD rate of return remained favorable and accuracy improved as the program
matured. Overall, the OSD return on investment rate is now consistently more than
$10:1 (ODUSD (I&E), 2010).
Perspectives on AF Military Family Housing Privatization
While organizations responsible for providing family housing plan, design,
construct, operate, and maintain housing projects, housing is not only about the
physical structure but about the people who occupy the buildings as well. Housing in
the literal sense is concrete, brick, and mortar that are inanimate and lifeless. The
housing residents bring the housing to life. They transform their desires, perspectives,
and opinions into a tangible, enlivened community.
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Understanding how the Defense Science Board report (1995) defined quality of
life with respect to family housing is important. According to the report, the Defense
Science Board found that:
… the Department of Defense has practical as well as equity reasons for
providing all Service members with suitable housing (well-repaired, meeting
statutory size standards, complying with technical codes, and equipped with
commercially comparable amenities). Comfortable housing improves morale and
encourages individuals and their families to make careers of military service, thus
promoting retention and readiness, now and in the future. (Marsh, 1995, p. 18)
The outcomes of the Defense Science Board report (1995) helped shape housing
privatization perspectives into four broad categories: sense of community, commitment
to quality of life, building service-member wealth, and sense of purpose.
Sense of community.
Military communities, as a whole, reflect the leadership emphasis and program
initiatives deemed important over the many years of installation development. The AF
requires each military installation to have an updated installation master plan that
reflects mission demands, population changes, and compatibility with local communities
(HQ USAF A7C, 2013). Typically, these comprehensive general plans adequately
capture the mission, installation leadership’s vision, comprehensive planning goals, and
strategic planning guiding principles. Comprehensive plans also reflect natural and
cultural resources, environmental quality, and operational and safety constraints. These
plans identify significant infrastructure requirements, land-use planning, and capital
improvements (HQ USAF A7C, 2013).
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Part of the capital improvement program includes the installation’s plans, needs,
and desires for a sense of community. While the installation master planning process
includes comprehensive planning goals, strategic planning vision and principles, the
planning process does not provide the funding necessary to implement the plan nor is it
intended as a funding mechanism (HQ USAF A7C, 2013). Appropriated funds are the
usual funding source for implementing general plans, and, historically, there was never
enough funding to meet the needs of military family housing and quality-of-life programs
for military members and their families. Military family housing privatization changed
this dynamic and directly influenced the sense of community on military installations.
AF military installations date back to 1917 and even farther back for facilities
inherited from former Army cavalry installations that, in some cases, date back to the
late 1800s. These early installations did not reflect the needs or the demands of an AF
military installation requiring contiguous yet separated operational airfields,
maintenance complexes, and administrative, living, and recreational areas. While the
Army invested in master planning for installations, the Army Air Corps did not start to
design purpose-built military installations for airfield operations until the mid-1920s
(Garner, 2003; National Park Service, 2010). Even though the Army Air Corps started
planning aviation airfields as early as the 1920s, over time, WWII, Korea, Vietnam, and
the Great Society funding demands left little for the military family housing and qualityof-life programs needed to attract and retain military members, especially once the allvolunteer force was established in the 1970s.
Available funding was too little, housing and quality-of-life program needs were
too great, and the Defense Science Board report (1995) too clear: something had to
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change if the Services wanted to create the sense of community needed for a 21 st
century military force. Thus, military family housing privatization provided the needed
private sector resources to alter this dynamic. While the installations had master plans,
they had limited funds to implement the plans to bring about needed change.
Privatization developers had access to the resources required to provide quality,
affordable housing in a reasonable amount of time, and they brought the added
dimension of additional amenities such as community centers, fitness centers, pools,
parks, athletic fields, playgrounds, elementary schools, and, in some instances, entire
communities where none previously existed. Where housing was seldom desirable
before housing privatization, if available at all, during the first 15 years of the AF
housing privatization program, housing was improved and communities built to create
modern, safe, neighborhoods with attractive amenities that provide a sense of
community for the residents.
Quality of life and lifestyle.
The Defense Science Board report (1995) was extremely critical of many qualityof-life factors involving military life, childcare, housing, compensation, workplace
environment, youth activities, playgrounds, fitness centers, and child education.
Housing, along with pay and workplace, were the top three factors that needed
improvement (Marsh, 1995). The manner the AF used to structure the housing
privatization agreements and negotiations helped resolve quality-of-life challenges
beyond just housing. The Defense Science Board report (1995) frames this quality-oflife perspective:
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Housing can and should play a pivotal role in mitigating some of the
extraordinary stresses of military life, the Task Force finds. . . . Armed Services
members and their families live every day with the possibility of frequent
relocation, abrupt departures, lengthy deployments—and always—possible death
in the line of duty in peace or war. Military personnel therefore consider good
housing an essential linchpin in their daily lives, basic to their quality of life and to
that of their families. (Marsh, 1995, p. 18)
Part of the military-developer negotiations identifies amenities beyond housing
that the developer is willing to provide as project enhancements and that contribute to
the overall quality of life and lifestyle on the military installation. At one location, the
developer provided playgrounds, basketball courts, a community center, tennis courts,
walking trails, and gathering pavilions. At another location, the developer provided
similar amenities and was able to provide a fitness center and outdoor swimming pool.
By working with the local state department of education, the developer at one
installation constructed an elementary school building and the state now operates the
school mostly for children living on the installation. This effort resolved one of the
longest standing quality-of-life issues that the installation leadership had been unable to
resolve during the previous 40 years. The privatization developer referred to the school
facility as “their crowning amenity achievement.”
At another location, one of the interview subjects mentioned they had moved into
military housing when they first arrived in 2006, but within a couple years they decided
to purchase a house in a community 23 miles away from the installation. It did not take
long, though, before the needs of three children, demands of a swing/graveyard shift,
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and a 1½-hour commute each way changed their perspective. Five times a week one
of the parents drove 23 miles to drop off their three children at the military childcare
center, then traveled to yet a different installation for work, and then reversed the trip at
the end of the day. Eventually, the family decided to move back into privatized housing
on the installation. By then, the military member had changed jobs and was working on
the same installation where they now lived. Her round trip commute became
. . . a walk across the sports field from privatized housing to my office and
since our house is directly across the street from the childcare center, I
now get to walk the kids to childcare on my way to work.
Another family had previously lived in privatized housing at three separate
locations and considered the quality of their current housing the least desirable so far;
however, they admitted they made a conscious choice to settle for sub-standard
housing in favor of location, convenience, and availability. They had also made
tradeoffs on family housing while at their previous assignment. Even though the quality
of the privatized housing was very nice at their previous location, they decided not to
live in privatized housing. At the previous location, the privatized housing was located
an hour from the installation and they wanted to live closer to reduce commute times.
Because of the poor quality schools near the previous base, they also decided to
homeschool their kids. In spite of making a quick decision to live on the installation at
the current location for school purposes, once they discovered the poor performance of
the local schools, having homeschooled at their previous assignment made the choice
to continue homeschooling easier. One of the parents was completing her PhD in
education and mentioned:
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Living on the installation while home schooling was an easy choice
because of the overall quality of life. Both our parents were military, so we
grew up on military bases and prefer living in military communities; we
enjoy the safety, security, and positive sense of community.
Building military service member wealth.
The Defense Science Board report (1995) focused on providing improved
housing for military family members. However, as a guiding principle, DOD is a
reluctant landlord, which means if there is adequate housing in the local community
DOD will only provide housing to meet the shortfall (Else, 2001). The housing
allowance DOD provides reflects local fair market rental rates. However, military
members are not restricted to the rental market; they can use their housing allowance
toward purchasing housing as well. Because DOD encourages military members to use
the local market as a first option for housing, the privatization process creates an
opportunity for military families to purchase housing instead of renting if local market
conditions permit. The Defense Science Board report (1995) recognized that home
ownership provided a positive impact on service members.
The Task Force finds that home ownership is fully consistent with departmental
policy to look to the private sector as a primary source of housing and that home
ownership is still a goal of most American families. Further, the Task Force finds
that the Defense Department should actively seek to eliminate hurdles to home
ownership. (Marsh, 1995, p. 21)
At several military installations, family housing was not available and the
members’ only option was to consider renting or purchasing housing in the local
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community. Depending on local housing conditions, some military members chose to
purchase property and others to rent. After housing privatization and the OSD mandate
for no-out-of-pocket living expenses, 60% to 75% of military members now reside off the
installation (Else, 2001; ODUSD (I&E), 2012). After privatization, as housing
allowances began to reflect the local market, more military members were able to
consider entering the local rental market or purchasing housing (ODUSD (I&E), 2012).
In one instance, a military family decided to buy their house because they wanted
to live in a single-family home—“With the increased housing allowance, we could afford
the payments, so we purchased a house and began to enjoy the benefits of home
ownership.” Both liked living in their own house, but the quality of life, cost of living on
the installation, and reduction in related transportation costs and travel time seemed
more important to them, so they moved back into privatized housing. Since the rent
they collect on their home is enough to cover the mortgage costs, they feel lucky to
have privatized housing as a realistic alternative. They remain in the housing market
but also have the opportunity to live on an installation in privatized housing; for them it is
a good financial and quality-of-life tradeoff.
Sense of purpose—managing for excellence.
The housing privatization initiative included new authorities for DOD to privatize
military family housing by creating new policies, developing suitability and construction
standards, revising procurement laws and regulations, and establishing mechanisms to
transfer DOD funding to private developers (Marsh, 1995; National Defense
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1996). The legislation that resulted from the Defense
Science Board report (1995) also required increased oversight to structure and required
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OSD to conduct corporate-level performance reviews (National Defense Authorization
Act for Fiscal Year 1996). While 50% to 60% of military members lived in military
housing prior to privatization, DOD was concerned about getting rid of inadequate
housing and satisfying unmet inventory needs (ODUSD (I&E), 2010). At the same time,
budget pressures resulting from weapons systems modernization and the lack of a
direct link to military readiness prevented adequate DOD investment in family housing
projects.
The 1996 DOD housing privatization initiative enabled private capital investment
in housing and long-term land leases that resulted in an alternative delivery mechanism
for military housing. Because of increased housing allowances, more service members
could afford to live in community housing (Else, 2001). As a result, the need for
privatized housing decreased considerably, and as of 2012, between 25% and 40% of
military members lived in privatized housing; the rest either purchased or rented in the
local housing markets (ODUSD (I&E), 2012)
Since each privatization project took several years to award, there was almost no
chance of having all projects awarded to meet the original 10-year target (AFCEC,
2013). Initially housing privatization leases started as one-project, one-installation, onedeveloper efforts, but they eventually evolved into multiple-location, multiple-project,
and single-developer efforts (AFCEC, 2013). Additionally, project oversight matured
from one-project, managed by one-installation to all projects managed by a single
center of expertise. These changes reflect a sense of purpose and commitment to
excellence as the AF transitioned to central oversight and multiple locations managed
as one project. These improvements resulted from compressed timeline mandates for
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housing improvements, limited housing funds, and the desire of installation
commanders to maximize housing development amenities (AFCEE, 2006; HQ USAF
ILE, 2002).18
Monitoring and measuring financial performance and resident satisfaction were
two main areas of program oversight. Financial performance of a project provides an
indication of the level of customer satisfaction. Because of the housing privatization
program, military members now have a reasonable choice of housing. If members find
privatized housing more desirable than local housing, they will choose privatized
housing; if not, they will live elsewhere and privatization project financial indicators will
suffer. This dynamic is the underlying motivation for developers to maintain desirable
privatized housing stock. Only by maintaining attractive housing units that are
competitive with local market housing will developers continue to attract viable renters.
Decoupling rent from utility payments is a significant concern of military residents
and developers. Residents view introduction of a utility payment scheme as something
different from the normal process of living on installations. One of the developers
provided insight: At a minimum, any accounting for utility consumption separate from
rents would be a concern for the residents, especially if some units had upgraded
energy efficient appliances and construction standards and others did not. As of 2012,
46% of DOD privatized housing residents were being provided with mock utility bills to
prepare them for when the utility bill becomes their responsibility to pay (ODUSD (I&E),
2012).
From an overall program perspective, the utility payment concern is the reason
developers invest so heavily in energy efficient appliances and utilities. The utility
18

For detail on how these changes occurred, see Chapter 7.
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consumption baseline helps determine the percentage of the housing allowance used
by residents to pay their utilities. The smaller the utility baseline, the more housing
allowance is available for the developer to use for operating expenses and profits. In
order to keep the rent component of the housing allowance high, a developer needs to
reduce the utility baseline. As one the senior program managers mentioned,
By installing energy efficient appliances and utilities, the developer can
direct a greater percentage of the housing allowance toward rent. In
essence, the energy conservation effort by a developer is a businessbased decision to increase the percentage of the housing allowance going
toward rent.
Once centralized housing oversight and operations occurred, the intermediate
headquarters still had direct involvement with housing privatization and improved quality
of life and community (AFCEE, 2006; HQ USAF ILE, 2002). However, the intermediate
headquarters no longer conducted day-to-day housing privatization activities, managed
financial performance, or interacted directly with installation oversight of privatized
housing. In fact, centralized oversight of the privatized housing portfolio effectively
eliminated the intermediate headquarters from direct oversight of most aspects of
military family housing programs.
Yet, there are areas where the intermediate headquarters needs to engage in
housing privatization matters. The intermediate headquarters and installation
leadership remain responsible for ensuring the housing privatization program has the
type of housing that satisfies the needs of the military community and that military
members have first priority for the housing. The intermediate headquarters is also
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responsible for ensuring that the enhanced amenities proposed by the housing
privatization developer result from a careful calculation between the installation and
developer. Understanding the demands and needs of military members on an
installation helps determine the amenities provided by the developer and helps achieve
the goal of attracting and retaining residents in privatized housing.
Since developers, bankers, bondholders, financial investment securities, DOD,
and resident stakeholders are involved in housing privatization projects, striking the right
balance between the number of units, upgrades, replacements, demolition, and
amenities was important, and since the privatization leases are for 50 years, had a longterm impact. As mentioned earlier, at one location, the most important amenity to the
installation and developer was an elementary school. Before privatization, the quality of
school performance in the local community was substandard and families that could
afford the cost enrolled their children in a private school that was a daily 30-mile round
trip commute. Travel time and tuition costs negatively affected military members’ quality
of life, sense of community, and disposable income, yet for those families there was no
reasonable alternative. The calculus changed with the addition of the developerconstructed school. This is where the intermediate headquarters leadership asserted
their knowledge of the installation dynamics. One of the intermediate headquarters
senior managers mentioned:
Failure to provide the right balance of amenities and ensure the right
housing for the most underserved military members are two of the
greatest threats to a successful housing privatization program. So far, I
think we have struck a nice balance on our installations.
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At one installation, the private developer and senior project manager had an
over-performing project because:
We have taken a 50-year perspective on housing privatization. Rather
than upgrading, replacing, or modifying all housing units at the outset, the
installation was willing to consider alternatives that might enhance the
types of amenities and future improvements. The tradeoff for delaying
investments on some properties was the positive cash flow that was
funding the enhanced amenities.
This example clearly illustrates the benefits to privatized housing residents of a
50-year perspective. This approach also retained some inadequate housing units for
members who wanted to save some of their housing allowance for other financial
considerations. While some military members choose to live in substandard privatized
housing for expedience and cost factors, most are not satisfied with the quality of the
substandard housing but consider the tradeoff acceptable. Usually the installation
allows members in inadequate housing to add their name to a waiting list for better
housing if it becomes available.
At another installation, the developer constructed the newest privatized housing
specifically for junior enlisted troops. In two separate areas, the developer demolished
original duplex-style housing then replaced them with modern, attractive townhouses
designed on local architectural standards. Additionally, numerous single-story,
handicapped accessible units were intermingled with the other units. In at least two
separate locations, privatization developers provided military family housing and
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community amenities at AF installations where none had previously existed (AFCEC,
2013).
One of the uncertainties of housing privatization is the potential of legislation to
decouple housing allowances from the rents. Right now, as part of the housing
privatization lease agreements, rents are the same as individual housing allowances.
When housing allowances fluctuate, rents fluctuate accordingly. If the rents are decoupled, a developer will set the rental rates and members will decide if the rent is
appropriate. Whether this shifts more risk onto the resident or developer will be market
and location dependent, but it will likely influence military members’ decision to rent or
purchase their housing.
Fluctuating housing allowances are a challenge for developers. One developer
confided there are unknown challenges that could create risk in the housing
privatization process, particularly if housing allowance fluctuations migrate too far from
the projected 3% annual growth. With fluctuations much greater than 3%, privatized
housing residents begin to look off the installation for better housing they can afford,
which decreases the overall occupancy rates. With fluctuations much less than a 3%
growth in the housing allowance, the project begins to underperform financially because
of reduced rents even if the developer maintains high occupancy rates.
One of the primary concerns expressed in the Defense Science Board report
(1995) focused on housing occupancy rates and whether junior enlisted members are
satisfied with the improvements and expense. Last and most likely, the greatest threat
to the housing privatization process would be elimination of a housing allowance
altogether. The military would offset members’ basic pay to compensate for eliminating
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the housing allowance. This scenario would affect junior enlisted troops the most since
they have less disposable income. This possibility conflicts directly with the findings of
the Defense Science Board report (1995):
Overall housing allowances are about 22% below costs in the civilian community.
The Task Force finds that some of the most junior service people experience
exceptional hardships because of their inadequate housing allowances and
limited access to military housing. . . . Of the 25% of families in grades E1-E3
with dependents, 19 percent live in military housing, and about 12 percent are
unsuitably housed in the civilian community, because of cost, size, condition, or
location (Marsh, 1995, p 24).
Conclusion
Initially, military family housing privatization projects were 50-year, singleinstallation and single-developer real estate lease proposals. These projects carried
substantial developer risk; as a result, private equity financial risks were high and, in
several instances, would require substantial government subsidy. At numerous military
installations, because of the overall poor housing conditions that required substantial
investment coupled with inadequate local market conditions, developers could not
create a business case to secure financing. At the time, substantial government
subsidies provided the only realistic mechanism to offset these detrimental conditions.
Thus, these projects were not good initial candidates for privatization (Else, 2001).
Even for the proposals that did materialize, since they were single-installation
ventures, they reflected each installation’s unique desires and conditions and were
negotiated from that perspective. Because of these single-developer, single-location
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proposals, even the lower risk locations were more costly than they needed to be since
they still involved high, risk-mitigating guarantees for private equity (Schuster, 2002).
For locations where financial risks were lower, developers provided housing with
upgraded appliances, increased overall square footage, additional bedrooms, and new
or improved playgrounds, fitness centers, athletic courts and fields, and recreation
centers. At higher risk locations, developer demand for increased risk guarantees
resulted in limited housing features and fewer amenities. Since there are multiple
stakeholders involved in housing privatization projects, striking the right balance
between number of units, upgrades, replacements, demolition, and amenities, was
complex and had a long-term impact. In addition, initial learning curves were steep
because each installation negotiated its housing privatization projects only once over
the course of the 50-year project agreements. As a result, projects in the initial
privatization implementation period were more expensive, provided varying amenities,
and took excessive time to consummate because each project was a unique lease
negotiation (Schuster, 2002).
While privatization offered a promising option for providing military family
housing, because of the high risk factors, not every location could use privatization as a
delivery mechanism. However, Congressional legislation still required accelerated
housing investment, regardless of delivery mechanism, in order to meet the 2006
upgrade mandate (Else, 2001). For every location where DOD chose not to privatize,
DOD needed to invest directly to comply with revised housing standards and to meet
the timeline mandate. However, traditional appropriated funds for housing improvement
remained inadequate and delivery mechanisms were too slow. In order to meet the
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deadline to eliminate housing inadequacies, private equity investment risks had to be
reduced, real estate lease negotiations accelerated, and quality of housing and
amenities balanced across locations.
Historically, the military family housing program has been unable to maintain
funding levels necessary to provide the quality, quantity, and timeliness of housing for
military family members (Baldwin, 1996; Else, 2001). Because of the pressure to retain
military members in an all-volunteer force, DOD implemented recommendations from
the Defense Science Board report (1995) that linked military readiness to the quality of
military housing. The DOD housing privatization initiative evolved into the policy that
guides use of private equity to fund, accelerate, and improve housing stock. The
housing privatization program reflects savvy investment strategies plus a philosophy
that supports providing military families with a sense of community, quality of life and
lifestyle, and a sense of purpose and excellence. These attributes are fulfilling the
promise of the Defense Science Board report (1995) and the housing privatization
initiative.
Military members and their families choose to live in privatized housing because
of the quality of life, sense of community, and financial factors. These factors have led
to overall occupancy and satisfaction rates that indicate positive traction for the goals of
housing privatization, at least during the first 15 years of a 50-year program. Senior
leadership, program oversight, and developer interest appear aligned to provide the
best housing for the right people. However, there are concerns moving forward voiced
by all persons interviewed. The change in utility charges, fluctuating housing
allowances, potential elimination of housing allowances tied directly to local housing
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conditions, and maintaining occupancy rates were high on the list of concerns identified
by those responsible for providing safe, affordable housing. The residents’ concerns
reflect the more traditional concerns of households and are tied to commuting, budgets,
balancing demands of children, schools, and the uncertainty created by change.
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Chapter 4
Organizational Routine and the Air Force
Military Family Housing Privatization Process
Previous chapters established the context of the research setting by briefly
identifying the state of military family housing before the 1995 housing privatization
initiative. Earlier housing programs highlight DOD’s previous attempts to provide
housing for military members and their families. This research presents broad elements
of housing privatization, defines housing standards, deciphers local housing-market
dynamics, and explains how affordable housing is essential in understanding military
family housing needs. Quality of life, the importance of community, and the need for
affordability reflect intangible aspects of privatization. The people who manage the dayto-day activities of privatized housing include residents, developers, and administrators.
The sense of community, commitment to quality of life, building personal wealth, and
sense of purpose is often as important as the lease agreement for the people who
choose to reside in, manage, and operate AF privatized housing.
Organization theory provides the foundation for the theoretical lens, and
organizational routine helps explain how people in the AF housing privatization program
generated change and learning by performing their day-to-day activities (Feldman &
Pentland, 2003). Introduced in this chapter are reciprocal relationships and emergent
strategy as well as how organizational strategies resulting from individual behavior and
action evolve over time (Jarzabkowski, 2008; Mintzberg & Waters, 1985).
Jarzabkowski’s (2008) reciprocal relationships and emergent strategy and Mintzberg’s
and Waters’ (1985) evolving organizational strategies are complementary to Feldman’s
and Pentland’s (2003) organizational routine theory. Also, March’s and Simon’s
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Organizations (1993) and Ansell’s Pragmatist Democracy (2011) are introduced to
frame the boundaries of institutional learning as it relates to this research.
Organizational routine theory can mean many things to many people within
academic and scholarly literature. This research considers organizational routine theory
and how it enables bureaucracies to organize talent and expertise and perform the
essential duties required of managers, supervisors, and workers (Barnard, 1938;
Feldman & Pentland, 2003; March & Simon, 1993). According to Feldman (2003, p.
94),
Organizational routines are a central feature of human organizations and an
explanatory mechanism in many of our most widely accepted theories. Since the
concept was introduced by Stene (1940), organizational routines have been
regarded as the primary means by which organizations accomplish much of what
they do.
While it is significant that bureaucracies organize themselves and create routines to
perform tasks and accomplish goals, these structures can often stifle creativity and
create inflexible environments where continuous improvement is impeded (Feldman &
Pentland, 2003). However, routines are important because “they minimize cost and
increase managerial control, while maximizing the legitimacy of the organization”
(Feldman & Pentland, 2003, p. 97). It is curious how people performing organizational
routines sometimes generate change within bureaucracies by not changing how they
perform the routines or how they sometimes create stability by changing how they
perform the routines. Within this curiosity exists “the inherent capability of every
organizational routine to generate change, merely by its ongoing performance”
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(Feldman & Pentland, 2003, p. 94). This is the aspect of organizational routine theory
investigated in this research study of the AF military housing privatization program
implementation. The study examines how the AF learned and changed the process,
structure, and strategy of housing privatization through people performing day-to-day
organizational routines.
By adapting Feldman’s (2003) theoretical framework on organizational interaction
of performance and understanding, this research develops a framework for AF housing
privatization. The framework conceptualizes how organizations allow agents, through
their day-to-day activity, to change performance of organizational routines. The
research considers a theoretical framework capturing how organizations establish
structures, processes, and strategies for program implementation and how conditions
might change throughout a program’s lifetime.
Here, organizational routine theory helps explain how organizations generate
change by performing their day-to-day activities (Feldman & Pentland, 2003). These
routines help explain the organizational strategy adaptation, implementation of process
improvement, and organizational structure modifications that emerged during housing
privatization implementation. These modifications to the routines addressed the quality,
quantity, affordability, and timeliness of military family housing, especially for junior
enlisted service members.
The theoretical research framework recognizes that agency is an important
element of routines, and people engaging in performing routines helps explain why
routines change (Feldman, 2000). Routines rely on practices, organizational needs,
norms, and innovation that evolve based on dynamic change in strategy, institutional
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values, knowledge, and internal and external interaction. Through this dynamic
interaction, processes, structure, and strategy transform.
Theoretical Lens
Organizational routine theory.
Organizations purposefully engage in different ways of understanding the
continuous process of problem solving and improving how they perform day-to-day
activities (Feldman, Khademian, Ingram, & Schneider, 2006). Three organizational
learning theories frame this researcher’s theoretical lens: Ansell’s (2011) pragmatist
institutionalism; March’s and Simon’s (1993) automation; and Feldman’s (2000)
organizational routines. All three theoretical approaches incorporate organizational
routine to promote efficiency, create organizational legitimacy, and solve problems
(Feldman & Pentland, 2003).
Even though March’s and Simon’s (1993) automation predates Ansell and
Feldman, these three perspectives each reflect boundaries for organizational learning
identified in theory and the influence of learning on organizational structure and
process. Since March and Simon (1993), there has been a great deal of change in the
social and technological context of organizations. Yet, modern organizational theories
still “describe the delicate conversion of conflict into cooperation, the mobilization of
resources, and the coordination of effort that facilitate the joint survival of an
organization and its members” (March & Simon, 1993, p. 2). March’s and Simon’s
(1993) automation transitions from repetitive and simple problem solving of repetitive
well defined problems to development of routines for more complex programs and new
activities in the day-to-day performance of organizational goals and responsibilities. In
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these more complex programs, routine has the characteristics of a strategy rather than
a fixed program, and activities are conditional and not necessarily fixed in advance.
This approach also promotes standardization, avoidance of failure, and reduced
variability (March & Simon, 1993).
Ansell’s (2011) pragmatist institutionalism portrays organizations as agents of
evolutionary learning. He theorizes that organizational rules constantly change to align
with action; this results in fewer rules than in more traditional bureaucracies. As Ansell
(2011) observes, this model of hierarchy equates to the higher organizational levels
setting broad strategies, guiding principles, and organizational values while granting
extensive discretion at lower organizational levels.
For the pragmatist, habit (routine) is a foundational human behavior. Habit links
the memory of the past with observation of the present and an outlook for the future
(Ansell, 2011). This is similar to what Feldman (2000) calls dynamics of routine where
participants in routines are often the source of the reflective learning process. Or as
Feldman (2000, p. 620) states, “When actions do not produce the intended outcome, or
produce an unintended and undesirable outcome, participants can respond by repairing
the routine so that it will produce the intended and desired outcome.”
Like Ansell (2011), March’s and Simon’s (1993) concept of routine centers on
economizing organizational and individual energy. However, March and Simon (1993)
view routine as an automatic response; here, routine mimics automation. This
automation is what March and Simon (1993) call programs; these programs (also
referred to as processes) can be highly complex sets of responses, but they restrain
problem-solving power because the details of behavior and response remain relatively
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well defined and ordered. To modify these programs, March and Simon (1993) contend
higher levels of the organizational hierarchy retain the power to approve changes that
lower levels of the organization then implement. Feldman’s (2000) dynamics of routine
and reflective learning are minimized within March’s and Simon’s (1993) concept of
programs, at least within the lower levels of the organization.
Feldman (2000) takes a theoretical approach that has similarities to Ansell (2011)
and March and Simon (1993). Feldman (2000) attempts to understand how change
occurs within organizational routines and whether the change is episodic or continuous.
In the case of March and Simon (1993), upper levels of management have the power to
affect change; this is the case for Feldman and Pentland (2003) as well. However, like
Ansell (2011), Feldman and Pentland (2003) also recognizes there is opportunity for
continuous change within routine. Feldman (2000) capture this cycle of learning, noting
that “organizational routines involve people doing things, reflecting on what they are
doing, and doing different things (or doing the same things differently) as a result of the
reflection” (Feldman, 2000, p. 625). Somewhat paradoxically, routine provides a
needed source of change as well as stability within the organization (Feldman &
Orlikowski, 2011).
March and Simon (1993), Feldman and Pentland (2003), and Ansell (2011) each
argue that organizations rely on routine to simplify and economize activity within an
organization. However, unlike March and Simon (1993), Feldman and Pentland (2003)
recognize the social group that exists within the routine can accept power and make
changes. In their approach to organizational routine, individuals are more than
subjects, they are engaged in continuous learning, yet they are still constrained by
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management in the power structure of the organization (Feldman & Pentland, 2003).
The practical side of Feldman’s and Pentland’s (2003) approach is that management
and labor still actively engage in performing their core organizational functions.
Management has a more pronounced role in March’s and Simon’s (1993) automation
while at the other extreme Ansell (2011) considers management much less pronounced
in terms of process change. In all three cases, management still has to establish goals,
create vision, and provide boundaries to operations. It is Feldman and Pentland (2000;
2003) who provide the middle ground for a theory and framework that will be built upon
and developed in this research.
According to Feldman (2000), there are many reasons why routines change and
not all the reasons create positive outcomes. Some of the outcomes do not produce the
intended results, and other outcomes result in new problems that need to be solved.
While these outcomes might be considered negative, if recognized properly, they create
opportunities for further changes to routines. Sometimes new resources are created
that generate opportunities, and often routine changes fall short of the intended
outcomes and still need further improvement (Feldman, 2000; Pentland & Feldman,
2005).
Within the context of AF military family housing privatization, the processes,
strategies, and structure used to implement housing privatization were falling short of
the military family housing improvement goals set forth by the Defense Science Board
(AFCEC, 2013; Marsh, 1995). These processes, strategies, and structures needed
positive change in order to improve upon the previous attempts at privatization. Within
the AF, an organizational routine mindset that recognized these shortfalls as inhibitors
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to privatization implementation was needed. This was not easy since defining success
in housing privatization was a difficult proposition.
Success in providing military family housing improvements was not about
privatization but rather about improving the quality, quantity, and timeliness of military
family housing programs. Housing privatization became the preferred mechanism
because it provided quality housing in a timely manner while leveraging housing funds
by using private investment. The duration of housing privatization lease agreements is
over a 50-year performance period; so, defining housing privatization success as a
means to improving military family housing is a long-term proposition. However,
reflecting on privatization as a tool to improve military family housing during the 15-year
implementation period is appropriate since the implementation period is complete.
Considering the AF approach to housing privatization and how changes and
improvements to the organizational routines directly affected processes, strategies, and
structure helps determine whether the changes were virtuous or derogatory in meeting
the Defense Science Board goals (1995) during the implementation period. The
changes the AF implemented to organizational routines and the continuous
improvements made in response to the intended and unintended outcomes are
discussed in Chapter 7.
Strategy as a structuration process.
While most of the focus of how the AF implemented military family housing
privatization will be on the impact of continuous change and organizational learning,
consideration will also be given to strategy theory as it applies to organizational change
and learning. Strategy development is an important aspect in the dynamics of
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organizational routine. Jarzabkowski (2008), in her research on shaping strategy,
recognizes organizational strategies can evolve over time as a result of individual
behavior and action. Her theory proposes that for strong institutional strategies, more
success results from the simultaneous shaping of strategy through routine action
(Jarzabkowski, 2008). This approach is similar to Feldman’s and Pentland’s (2003)
reflective routine approach in that “structures guide actions that reproduce structures”
and influence strategy change (Jarzabkowski, 2008, p. 639). In this approach to
strategy making, there is a reciprocal relationship between institutional structure,
strategy, and the day-to-day activities of people.
Deliberate-emergent strategy.
This notion of a reciprocal relationship shaped in part by structure influences
strategy development (Feldman & Pentland, 2003; Jarzabkowski, 2008). Mintzenberg
and Waters (1985) capture this in their patterns of strategy development as two ends of
a continuum ranging from what the strategy should be to what the strategy is. In Figure
4.1, their deliberate-emergent theory approach conceptualizes strategy in various forms:
intended, unrealized, deliberate, emergent, or realized (Mintzberg & Waters, 1985). In
some situations, the intended strategy is abandoned as unrealized, and in other
situations, the realized strategy is the product of emerging strategies that develop
synergistically. While no pure form of deliberate or emergent strategy is likely,
deliberate strategy focuses on direction and control to accomplish specific tasks and
priorities while emergent strategy leans more toward an organization’s ability to learn
while the process of strategy development is ongoing (Mintzberg & Waters, 1985). For
example, March’s and Simon’s (1993) organizational rules are more constrained and
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less flexible and creative; their view of routine within an hierarchical organization would
not encourage an emergent strategy. In contrast, Ansell’s (2011) institutional
pragmatism is more congruent with emergent strategies since they result from the
interaction of participants continuously adapting to change.

Types of Strategies
Deliberate Strategy
Intended Strategy

Realized Strategy

Unrealized Strategy

Emergent Strategy

Figure 4.1. Deliberate-emergent strategies. Adapted from “Of strategies, deliberate
and emergent,” by H. Mintzberg and J. Waters, 1985, Strategic Management Journal,
6/3, p. 257-272. Copyright 1985 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Adapted by Amy Winter.
As Mintzberg and Waters (1985) observe, “Emergent strategy itself implies
learning what works—taking one action at a time in search for that viable pattern or
consistency” (Mintzberg & Waters, 1985, p. 271). While deliberate strategy reflects the
theoretical underpinnings of March and Simon (1993) and their approach to automation,
Ansell’s (2011) evolutionary learning creates a greater opportunity for change.
Emergent strategy reflects strategic learning whereas deliberate strategy, once
established, is less flexible and less creative; therefore, emergent strategy is less likely
to adapt to routine generated by continuous change (Mintzberg & Waters, 1985).
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Theoretical Framework
To consider whether the AF is meeting the Defense Science Board goal (1995)
to provide adequate military family housing, this research investigates institutional and
organizational learning during the first 15 years of the AF housing privatization program.
Specifically, this research considers the organizational routines the AF developed,
deployed, and revised over the course of implementing the DOD family housing
transformation. Throughout implementation, the AF housing privatization organizational
routines changed process, strategy, structure, and altered the way the AF implemented
the housing privatization program. The focus is on why institutional learning occurred
within the organization during this latest attempt at housing privatization implementation.
In particular, this theoretical framework considers how, during housing privatization
implementation, the many actors initiated a learning process that incorporated internal
and external factors leading to organizational, structural, and strategic change which
differed from previous military housing privatization outcomes (Feldman, 2003;
Jarzabkowski, 2008; Mintzberg & Waters, 1985).
Any strategy- and structure-based theoretical framework must recognize that
habit and routine simplify and economize on processes within the implementation and
execution of any program. “One can think of routines as flows of connected ideas,
actions, and outcomes. Ideas produce actions, actions produce outcomes, and
outcomes produce new ideas. It is the relationship between these elements that
generates change” (Feldman, 2000, p 613). In continuous change theory, process,
structure, and strategy respond and adapt to internal and external pressures throughout
program implementation (Feldman & Pentland, 2003).
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In the performance of organizational routines, Feldman and Pentland (2003)
recognize that agency is an important element of routines, and people engaged in
performing routines helps explain why routines change. As illustrated in Figure 4.2,
organizations settle on relevant routines that consistently evolve as people in the
organization perform the routine. It is this constant learning and understanding of how
the organization operates that allows the agents to change performance of the routine.
As a result, this internal and external interaction during program implementation reflects
Feldman’s theory on organizational dynamic (Feldman, 2000). “Outcomes can open up
new possibilities by, for instance, creating new resources. New ideas may be required
to deal with these outcomes” (Feldman, 2000, p 613). As the internal processes
interact with the pressures and demands of external inputs, the processes, structure,
and strategy transform. This transformation occurs as initial strategies, knowledge, and
institutional values evolve. As the processes mature, the learning cycle continues
throughout program completion (Feldman, 2003).

Guiding

Relevant Performances
(routines and other
perfomances)

Creating

Understanding of How
Organizations Operated

Guiding

Performances in a
Specific Routine

Creating

Figure 4.2. Interactions of performances and understandings. Adapted from “A
performative perspective on stability and change in organizational routines,” by M.
Feldman, 2003, Industrial and Corporate Change, 12/4, p. 727-752. Copyright 2003 by
ICC Association. Adapted by Amy Winter.
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This approach to a theoretical framework illustrates how organizations establish
structures, processes, and strategies for program implementation based on pre-existing
conditions. These conditions then evolve into routines that change, mature, and repair over
the program life cycle. As organizations learn, conditions do not remain static but
deliberately capture the adjustments, improvements, successes, and failures of day-to-day
activities and routines (Feldman & Pentland, 2003). Additionally, internal or external stimuli
create changing conditions that cause on-going adjustments to process, structure, and
strategy. During the AF housing privatization, these adjustments, improvements, and
reactions continued over the implementation period. Each dynamic adjustment during
implementation created a different possibility or opportunity. Because of the dynamic
interaction, the organization then instituted the adjustments as part of the evolving
conditions (Figure 4.3).

Pre-existing Conditions
Structure

Institution

Internal Input

Strategy

Knowledge

External Input

Strategy

Process
Program
Implementation

Evolved Conditions

Program
Termination

Structure

Figure 4.3. Theoretical process, strategy, and structure-based organizational change
for AF housing privatization implementation. Adapted by Amy Winter.
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Conclusion
This theoretical approach highlights opposite poles of organizational dynamics
evident in theory. March’s and Simon’s (1993) automation and Mintzberg’s and Waters’
(1985) deliberate strategy reflect the less dynamic, more structured perspective on
change. Conversely, Ansell’s (2011) pragmatism and Mintzberg’s and Water’s (1985)
emergent strategies reflect the opposite end of the creative spectrum. Likely, most
organizations will settle somewhere in between the extremes of the continuous change
spectrum. Feldman’s and Pentland’s (2000; 2003) theoretical approach to
organizational routine and continuous change aims toward the middle ground that
encourages stability while allowing continuous change and the reciprocal approach
reflected in realized strategy building.
Not all organizational routine change is constructive, and not all outcomes
provide the intended or desirable results. Sometimes organizational routine change
creates stability and other times change (Feldman, 2000). Sometimes the change is
virtuous, other times the change is derogatory to the intended outcomes.
Understanding that organizational routines can have these divergent impacts is
beneficial when considering routines in an organization’s performance and potential for
positive outcome.
Feldman’s (2003) adapted theoretical framework (Figure 4.3) proposes how
organizations with institutionalized processes, strategy, and structure might adapt in
order to accommodate new and evolving programs. Institutions, by the nature of their
organization and culture, harbor pre-existing conditions (Selznick, 1984). If these preexisting conditions include the people interacting in their day-to-day activities, then this
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proposed framework might be relevant. Testing this framework might also reveal how
the various levels within an institution influence change in organizational routine that
transcends the immediate work environment. This framework also takes advantage of
continuous change that creates or maintains legitimacy for the organization (Pentland &
Feldman, 2005).
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Chapter 5
Process Tracing as an Approach to Making Sense
Out of Collecting Data for a Single-Case Study
The outcome of the AF housing privatization implementation during the first 15
years provides a clear indication of initial privatization program efforts. However, how
the strategy, processes, and structure changed during the course of the 15-year
implementation period is not so clear and since the case study is historical, requires an
investigative approach to data collection. Since the implementation period for the AF
housing privatization program is complete, explaining the outcome requires looking
back at how the program evolved. This dissertation examines a single-case study of
how the AF implemented the DOD military family housing transformation. Specifically, it
examines how an outcome-oriented process tracing methodology provides an adequate
and minimally sufficient accounting of how the AF implemented military family housing
privatization.
The AF housing privatization program provides an opportunity to study the
implementation of housing privatization across the AF from 1996 until 2011. This
timeframe encompasses the period during which the AF negotiated and signed most of
the housing privatization lease agreements (AFCEC, 2013). This 15-year
implementation timeline provides a suitable single case for investigating the
recommendations and continuing adjustments made by organizations responsible for
AF housing privatization implementation.
While this recent attempt to leverage private capital for military family housing
began in 1996, the privatization program is ongoing and is a long way from completing
the expected 50-year performance period for the leasing agreements. However, within
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these first 15 years, the implementation period was completed and sufficient data in the
form of interviews, historical evidence, textual evidence, and process tracing exists to
observe the organizational structure, processes, and strategy during the implementation
of AF housing privatization.
Process tracing lends itself of three variants of study: theory testing, theory
building, and explaining outcome (Beach & Pedersen, 2013). Theory testing deduces
theory from existing literature then tests to see if the theory is validated by the data.
Theory building builds upon a generalizable theoretical explanation from empirical
evidence. And, explaining outcome provides a minimally sufficient explanation of a
puzzling outcome in a specific historical case. Theory testing and theory building are
theory centric and explaining outcome is case specific.
There is a clear bifurcation overall between theory-centric and case-centric
process tracing, reflecting a choice between building/testing (relatively)
parsimonious causal mechanisms that can be generalized across a bounded
context of cases and focusing on explaining particular outcomes through the
pragmatic use of mechanismic explanations to account for the important aspects
of the case. (Beach & Pedersen, 2013, p. 11)
The AF approach to military family housing privatization is complex, involves
many different organizational levels and institutional biases and, perhaps most
significantly, is very context specific (Beach & Pedersen, 2013). For this single-case
study of AF housing privatization implementation, outcome process tracing provides the
tools to investigate the workings that contribute to the outcome by tracing the causal
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mechanisms that most likely enabled significant organizational change to occur (Beach
& Pedersen, 2013).
The complex and context-specific nature of AF family housing privatization as a
single-case study does not lend itself to generalizing across multiple cases. Rather the
puzzle is how the AF achieved the specific outcome over the 15-year implementation
period (Beach & Pedersen, 2013). The causal mechanism links might provide critical
insight into the policy processes the AF used during housing privatization
implementation. If this is true, then the approach the AF used and the lessons learned
might lead to future public-policy recommendations (Yin, 2009). However, this nongeneralizing approach of explaining outcome does not mean others cannot learn from
the outcome-oriented case study approach (Beach & Pedersen, 2013).
An outcome-oriented approach for the AF housing privatization single-case study
relies on multiple sources of evidence to identify the most probable causal mechanisms.
Documentation and archival records review, direct interviews, and direct observation
were used in investigating AF housing privatization and are important in ensuring there
are multiple sources of collaborating and complementary evidence (Yin, 2009). For this
dissertation, using multiple sources of evidence started with documentation and archival
review. The archival and documentary data shaped the questions used during the
interviews. The interviews helped triangulate the researcher’s direct observation and
experience with AF military family housing privatization. Triangulation of all data is both
the purpose and result of using multiple sources of evidence (Yin, 2009).
Reviewing Congressional Research Office reports, General Accountability Office
reports, historical, and archival documents confirmed the magnitude of implementing
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the housing privatization program within the AF. The initial data collection uncovered
multiple, complex data that revealed a variety of internal and external dynamics in the
implementation of the Defense Science Board report (1995) recommendations during
the first 15 years of program initiation. It became apparent that finding the processes,
structure, and strategies that drove this complex program required investigating the
significant causal mechanisms that influenced changing processes, evolving strategies,
and organizational dynamics (Beach & Pedersen, 2013; Feldman, 2000).
The AF housing privatization program provides a single-case, in-depth study, and
identifying the changing processes, evolving strategies, and organization dynamics
required a compatible methodology approach. Since the outcome of the initial housing
privatization implementation is factual, process tracing helps look backward to
investigate how the changing environment influenced the outcome. Following the
evolution of AF housing privatization identified the following five causal mechanisms:


Structuring governance process.



Collaborating and developing competency.



Structuring real-estate leases.



Validating and managing business processes.



Financing.

Reflecting on Beach and Pedersen (2013), the five primary AF housing
privatization causal mechanisms represent complex systems. These complex systems
produced outcomes that resulted from the interaction of multiple layers in the AF
organizational structure (Feldman & Pentland, 2003). These outcomes, in turn,
revealed the results of organizational routines learned from a variety of different
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perspectives. The outcome-oriented approach attempts to validate a theoretical
framework that proposes how the AF, with institutional processes, strategy and
structure, adapted routines to accommodate new and evolving program strategies,
structures, and processes (Beach & Pedersen, 2013; Feldman, 2000; Feldman &
Pentland, 2003; Jarzabkowski, 2008; Mintzberg & Waters, 1985).
Congress, the AF as an institution, leadership at more than 70 installations,
private developers, financial institutions, housing residents, and a 50-year performance
period of privatization leases have had a direct and enduring influence on the AF
housing privatization program. The AF housing privatization implementation presents a
complex, multi-factored, and context-specific case study. This complexity makes
generalizing knowledge across many cases difficult, if not impossible. Here, the goal is
not to validate organizational routine learning as a theory, but instead to identify the best
possible outcome and to build an explanation about the case by analyzing the case
study data (Beach & Pedersen, 2013; Yin, 2009).
Using process tracing helped uncover the significant causal mechanisms that
trace the five primary AF organizational routines. These primary organizational routines
provide the best explanation for how the AF housing privatization processes, structure,
and strategy evolved during the first 15 years of the housing privatization program.
Chapter 7 presents the AF organizational routines, how they relate to the process
tracing casual mechanisms, and how they became the catalyst for the organizational
dynamics while the AF implemented the military family housing privatization initiative.
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Conclusion
For explaining outcomes in a complex, single-case study, existing theories
cannot provide a sufficient explanation for rarely studied programs such as AF housing
privatization. Process tracing is an historical method whereby working backward from
the end of the AF privatization implementation period and tracing the five AF causal
mechanisms validated the outcome. This bottom-up analysis used empirical evidence
as the basis for building a plausible explanation of how evolving processes eventually
altered the way the AF implemented military family housing privatization beginning in
1996 (Beach & Pedersen, 2013; National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year
1996). Process tracing as a methodology and the five causal mechanisms sufficiently
explains the AF housing privatization implementation outcome.
By using an outcome-oriented approach to process tracing, Beach and Pedersen
(2013) help us determine when there is a minimally sufficient explanation for an
historical accounting. For this dissertation, the five primary causal mechanisms best
explain the AF privatization outcome. Process tracing and outcome explanation as a
methodology is not expected to confirm the changing processes, evolving strategies,
and organizational dynamics; instead, the causal explanations account for the most
important aspects of the outcome (Beach & Pedersen, 2013).
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Chapter 6
AF Family Housing Privatization Data Analysis
Previous chapters established the context of the research setting by briefly
identifying the state of military family housing before the 1995 housing privatization
initiative. Earlier housing programs highlight DOD’s previous attempts to provide
housing for military members and their families. Quality of life, the importance of
community, and the need for affordability reflect intangible aspects of privatization. In
particular, the sense of community, commitment to quality of life, building personal
wealth by military members, and sense of purpose are as important as the lease
agreement for the people who choose to reside in, manage, or operate AF privatized
housing.
Chapter 4 discussed the basis for the theoretical research and introduced
organizational science as the foundation for the theoretical lens. Organizational routine
helps explain how people in the AF housing privatization program generated change by
performing their day-to-day activities (Feldman & Pentland, 2003). Reciprocal
relationships and emergent strategy as well as organizational strategies resulting from
individual behavior and action were introduced as complementary strategies supporting
Feldman’s and Pentland’s (2003) organizational routine theory.
By adapting Feldman’s (2003) theoretical framework on organizational interaction
of performance and understanding, the researcher identified an AF framework for
housing privatization that considers how the AF establishes structures, processes, and
strategies for program implementation and how conditions might change throughout the
program’s lifetime.
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Since this dissertation investigates a single-case study of the outcome of the AF
implementation of military family housing privatization, process tracing was used as an
outcome-oriented methods approach. Chapter 5 looked at how process tracing, as an
investigative, outcome-oriented method, provides an adequate and minimally sufficient
accounting of the most important aspects of the AF housing privatization
implementation (Beach & Pedersen, 2013). The investigative, outcome-oriented
approach uncovered five causal mechanisms that contributed to AF housing
privatization implementation and directly link to the five organizational routines that
influenced the outcome.
This chapter analyzes the AF military family housing privatization data. The
organization selected for this research was the AF which offered 34 lease agreements
in order to examine the housing privatization program implementation and results
(AFCEC, 2013) By using the AF housing privatization organizational routines as the
unit of analysis, the data collected provides an institutional-level organizational learning
and change perspective.19 Figure 6.1 depicts the Air Force organizational structure at
the beginning of the AF military family housing privatization implementation in 1996.
The figure establishes the organizational relationships between the installations,
intermediate commands, the Air Force Civil Engineer Center (AFCEC), DOD, and
Congress.

19

See Appendix A for a detailed discussion of data collection and unit of analysis.
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Department of
Defense

Department of the
Navy & Marines
Intermediate
Commands

AF Civil Engineering
Center (AFCEC)
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Department of the
Army

Department of the
Air Force
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Intermediate
Command

Intermediate
Command

Multiple Installations

Multiple Installations

Multiple Installations

Intermediate
Commands

Figure 6.1. Traditional Air Force organizational relationships. This figure depicts the
typical AF organizational structure and only shows three intermediate commands; there
are a total of nine intermediate commands and 70 installations involved in the AF
housing privatization program.20, 21 Adapted by Amy Winter.

By the end of the AF military family housing privatization implementation period,
the organizational structure for privatization had altered significantly. At the outset, the
traditional military lines of bureaucracy prevailed, and this hierarchal structure shaped
the structure, knowledge, institutional norms, and strategies (Barnard, 1938; March &
Simon, 1993; Wilson, 1989). By the end of implementation, AF learning had evolved
from AFCEC as a supporting agency to AFCEC as the AF central housing authority
(AFCEE, 2006). This learning was influenced by the day-to-day tasks performed by
individuals within the AF and the organizational goals and structure established by the

20

There is one installation-level organization, the United States Air Force Academy (USAFA), reporting directly to
the Department of the Air Force. For purposes of this research, HQ USAF considers USAFA an intermediate
headquarters.
21
The nine intermediate headquarters involved in the AF housing privatization program are the AF District of
Washington, AF Special Operations Command, Pacific Air Forces, Air Combat Command, Air Mobility Command, Air
Education and Training Command, AF Material Command, AF Space Command, and the Air Force Academy. The
United States Air Forces in Europe is the only intermediate command wholly outside the housing privatization
program and does not have any privatized housing resulting from the 1996 legislative authority.
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AF Housing Executive Steering Group (ESG) (Feldman & Pentland, 2003; March &
Simon, 1993). This institutional learning resulted in alterations to the AF housing
privatization governance structure, a push toward collaborating and developing housing
privatization competency, re-structuring real-estate leases as a means to streamline
and accelerate privatization projects, centralizing and consolidating program validation
and managing activities, and enhancing financing options for the AF and developers.
The causal mechanisms uncovered with the help of an outcome-oriented process
tracing approach were the foundation for each of these changes to the AF housing
privatization process, strategy, and structure. Figure 6.2 depicts the AF organizational
structure after the institutional learning and change that occurred during housing
privatization implementation.

Department of the Air Force
Housing Executive Steering Group (ESG)

AF Central Housing Privatization
Program Office (AFCEC)

Multiple
Installations

Multiple
Installations

Multiple
Installations

Figure 6.2. The AF housing privatization organizational structure at the end of
implementation. This is a simplified depiction of the organizational chart. While the
intermediate commands are not represented, they still have functional input into the
housing privatization processes, strategy, and structure. However, their role shifted
from a primary responsibility to an advisory role. At the end of the implementation
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period, AFCEC was the responsible agency for the AF privatization program and had
direct access to the installations for program responsibilities. Adapted by Amy Winter.
Numerous external drivers created opportunities for a new approach to AF
housing privatization implementation. However, AF budget pressures and the Defense
Science Board report (1995) highlighting the negative impact of substandard housing
were the primary reasons for change (True, Jones, & Baumgartner, 2007; Walker,
2013). As an example, the Energy Policy Act of 2005, and Executive Order 13327,
Federal Real Property Asset Management (2004), are external drivers supporting
housing privatization, encouraging transfer of military family housing units to the
developers, and contributing to an overall reduction in the AF infrastructure inventory.
From an infrastructure perspective, housing privatization reduced the AF facility square
footage, the housing operations and maintenance budget, and energy consumption
(Energy Policy Act of 2005; Executive Order 13327 (EO 13327), 2004). In terms of
asset management and energy conservation, privatizing housing optimized
appropriated and private funds for infrastructure activities and reduced physical plant
and related facility energy consumption (Culver, 2007; Eulberg, 2008). All of these
events contributed to bringing about policy change for the way the AF provided military
family housing (Kingdon, 1995; Sabatier & Weible, 2007; True et al., 2007).
The historical perspective, discussed in Chapter 2, was instrumental in identifying
how previous DOD housing programs failed to provide adequate family housing. The
two earlier privatization programs, Wherry and Capehart housing, started in the late
1940s and ended in the early 1960s. DOD-wide, these two privatization efforts provided
198,742 privately funded housing units (Killinger, 2010). However, both programs were
halted due, primarily, to inadequate quality, poor management and oversight, declining
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budgets, and partisan political bickering (Baldwin, 1996, 1998; Else, 2001). The 1995
Defense Science Board report (1995) provided renewed interest in alternative
approaches to housing and several recommendations to leverage appropriated funds
from private sector financing to fast-track housing construction and improvements.
Across DOD, the privatization program leveraged $2.2 billion in federal funding
and $22 billion in private funds to provide 213,000 privatized family housing units
(ODUSD (I&E), 2010). The AF leveraged $619 million in federal funds and obtained
$8.3 billion in private funds to provide 53,323 family housing units (AFCEC, 2013). In
addition, as part of the lease agreements, housing units transferred immediately to the
private developers further reducing the housing labor, operations, maintenance, and
utility burden on the military budget (EO 13327, 2004; Lepore, 2009; National Defense
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1996).
Table 6.1 presents the results of the AF housing privatization program as of
November 2013 (AFCEC, 2013). This table captures how the transformed AF
requirements determination process reduced the need for housing units by 6,781 units
AF-wide. In addition, the privatization lease agreements provided 53,323 upgraded,
new, and existing adequate units over the 50-year performance period. Since some of
the inadequate housing units still require upgrades and others require demolition, Table
6.1 is not additive but depicts the ongoing dynamics of housing privatization at a
particular point in time. As of 2013, housing privatization and execution by the
developers is ongoing.
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Table 6.1
AF Privatization Program Overview. Adapted by Amy Winter.

Military Family Housing Units

Number of Units

Transferred at award (Aug 98 - Sep 13)
Status as of Nov 2013
Inadequate units eliminated
New construction
Renovation of existing units
Retained as-is
Demolition completed
End-state inventory

60,104
41,982
18,237
10,759
17,765
23,022
53,323

Beginning in 1996 and during the first 5 years of implementation, housing
privatization made limited progress (AFCEC, 2013; Else, 2001). Within these first few
years, DOD recognized the OSD was not suited to manage a program with new
acquisition rules, a variety of evolving installation demands, and complex financial and
budget issues. As a result, in October 1998, DOD transitioned housing privatization
operational responsibilities to each of the military services while retaining oversight and
final privatization lease approval authority (Else, 2001).
Even after transition of operational responsibilities to the military services,
progress was still slow as each military service developed its own privatization
approaches to fit the service’s unique needs. In some cases, the services developed a
wait-and-see approach until the lead privatization agreements were consummated and
results validated (Else, 2001). During the first 5 years of privatization, as discussed in
Chapter 3, several concerns arose that eventually led to significant program-wide
changes in strategy, process, and structure (Schuster, 2002):
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Some projects earned rent at higher rates than anticipated due to rising
housing allowances that resulted in higher than expected profits for developers.



Lack of DOD and military services oversight of project improvement decisions
resulted in unnecessary or inappropriate project improvements and amenities.



Assumptions and fees for military services were not standardized and it was
unclear if DOD was minimizing overall cost.



Reports to monitor and evaluate project financial and management data to
assess project performance were not timely.

For the AF, these problems eventually led to consolidation of housing
privatization into a centralized program office known as the AF Civil Engineer Center
(AFCEC).22 Centralization of housing privatization operations into AFCEC facilitated
massing of specialized privatization skills and capturing the lessons learned with each
project and improving the processes as housing privatization progressed (AFCEE,
1999). These specialized skills became the core housing privatization skill sets and
expertise needed to evaluate project awards, manage portfolios, review adjustments or
modifications to on-going agreements based on financial stress, and assess new
housing requirements (HQ USAF ILE, 2001).23 Financial stress could be caused by
lower-than-expected occupancy rates and the need to modify agreements due to
unforeseen increases or decreases in troop strength at specific project locations
(Lepore, 2009). According to DOD housing privatization governance, OSD still
approves final lease approvals, but the AF centralized approach provides a single
22

In 1991, the AF created the AF Center for Environment Excellence (AFCEE); in 2012 AFCEE was renamed the AF
Civil Engineer Center (AFCEC). Starting in 1994, one of AFCEE’s primary functions was to provide design and
construction assistance for the AF. It soon became the center of expertise for traditional military family housing
design and construction.
23
See Figure 6.2 for the empowered AFCEC organizational structure with respect to the rest of the AF.
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conduit for operational program oversight and creates a level playing field across project
locations in terms of housing features, amenities, and quality (AFCEE, 2006; Else,
2001; HQ USAF A7C, 2012; ODUSD (I&E), 2010).
Within the centralized AF housing activity, AFCEC created a single privatization
office responsible for executing all AF housing privatization efforts. The centralized
activity now conducts industry-wide forums to evaluate private sector interest, capacity,
and capability to perform housing privatization projects. As part of the industry forums,
private sector developers and financial institutions provide feedback about how they can
best execute privatization projects. These industry forums address trends and best
practices in developing financial packages before project approval and operations and
management of projects once capital development is completed (AFCEE, 2010; HQ
USAF A7C, 2012).24
Because of private developer and financial sector feedback and a centralized
program management perspective, the AF began grouping privatization projects across
multiple locations. Using this approach, the AF grouped projects that were initially not
viable with other more financially robust projects. The AF originally planned on 50
privatization projects to satisfy housing needs. Transitioning to a grouping strategy
reduced the number of privatization lease agreements from the initial 50 proposals to 34
projects that resulted in a $13.7:1 private sector to AF return on investment. This
$13.7:1 return on investment greatly exceeded the original DOD $3:1 targeted rate of
return for private equity to federal investment (Holman, 2006). Without this bundling

24

Privatization projects typically have an initial five-year capital improvement period, and then day-to-day
activities take over for the long-term operations and maintenance of the projects. Throughout the 50-year life of
the project lease agreements, there are additional capital improvements scheduled by the developer to keep the
housing units up to local housing standards and provide additional features and amenities.
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approach, the AF would only be 65% privatized whereas, as of 2014, the AF has
privatized 100% of eligible military family housing located in the United States and U.S.
Territories (AFCEC, 2013).
A core organizational component in the AF housing hierarchy is the AF Executive
Steering Group (ESG). This organization of senior AF members, located mostly at AF
headquarters, includes primary stakeholder functions from across the AF, e.g. legal,
engineering, security, budget analysis, and installation management. Initially, the ESG
served as an corporate advisory body for the various decision-making bodies on
privatization strategies, acquisition, and compliance (Deputy Assistant Secretary of the
Air Force (DASAF) (Installations), 2004). During the first 15 years of housing
privatization implementation, the ESG became more directive and consolidated
significant developer-selection and lease-approval milestone decision points from more
than 80 entities into three primary activities. By bringing the major milestone decisions
into the ESG, the ESG put themselves in a better organizational position to influence
privatization at other AF organizational levels (Feldman, 2000; Ostrom, 2007). The shift
in housing privatization authority to the ESG effectively brought the installation
commanders and intermediate command headquarters into a more participative and
less antagonistic decision-making structure (Selznick, 1949).
In the first round of projects, each of the local installation program offices, with
assistance from the intermediate commands, executed their own privatization deals.
For the AF, several initial program stipulations created execution problems, such as the
need to have severable housing. Severable housing required an installation to consider
only the housing units that, if the project failed, could be severed from the installation
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without mission or security impact (Chief of Staff of the Air Force (CSAF), 2001). More
significantly, the severability stipulation created an inequity at installations where
personnel living in privatized housing enjoyed upgraded housing with modern amenities
while those in non-severable housing remained mostly in inadequate, substandard
federally owned family housing. Junior enlisted or non-commissioned officers occupied
most of the inadequate federal housing. This meant the intent of the Defense Science
Board recommendations (1995) to provide adequate housing for junior enlisted
members remained unfulfilled.
Early attempts at privatization considered only single installations and usually
only a portion of the existing housing inventory. Early in privatization implementation,
the ESG and intermediate command headquarters identified several locations where
the market analysis and condition of existing inventory would generate significant
revenue and provide housing units in excess of the DOD housing standards, features
and amenities (AFCEC, 2013). At other locations, the market analysis and condition of
existing units allowed for only minimally profitable projects or, in several cases, a
developer could not develop a business case or arrange financing at all. As a result,
based on ESG direction, AFCEC started grouping their under-performing projects with
their over-performing projects to minimize the financial risk and achieve overall program
goals (AFCEC, 2013; HQ USAF ILE, 2002).
The distinctions between previous attempts to privatize military family housing
under Wherry, Capehart, and 801 and 802 leasing authorities, and this latest attempt
are considerable. Yet, the full impact of the latest attempt to privatize military family
housing is difficult to assess since the current approach is only 15 years into a 50-year
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project life. However, clear distinctions do exist. As discussed in Chapter 2, previous
privatization efforts were terminated early because of inadequate quality, poor
management and oversight, declining budgets, and partisan political bickering (Baldwin,
1996, 1998; Else, 2001). In these previous efforts, the Wherry and Capehart programs
averaged a 5- to 6-year timespan before DOD and Congress were compelled to
purchase existing housing units from the developers or halt further construction. If
program life can be used as a measure of success, the current DOD military family
housing privatization program has already more than tripled the average program life of
previous DOD privatization attempts.
The problems uncovered during the initial implementation period of the latest
attempt at privatizing family housing eventually strengthened the overall AF program
(Schuster, 2002). Transitioning program execution oversight from DOD to the AF
created an opportunity for a centralized privatization management activity at the service
level that eventually streamlined decisions and allowed rapid assimilation of creative
housing privatization solutions from one project to another (Else, 2001).25 This allowed
rule making at a higher organizational level in the AF and had greater influence on
subordinate levels in terms of responsiveness to the AF Secretariat for housing
privatization policy and execution (DASAF (Installations), 2004; Feldman, 2000; Ostrom,
2007). Most importantly, the centralized program management approach facilitated
grouping projects across geographic regions and multiple intermediate commands to
capitalize on financial strengths and mitigate weaknesses (AFCEC, 2013).

25

While DOD and Congress chose not to establish a single DOD housing authority, the AF program eventually took
on the role of functioning as a single housing authority within that service (DASAF (Installations), 2004; Marsh,
1995).
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The affordability, reliability, and predictability of military family housing have
increased significantly since Congress enacted the bipartisan housing privatization
legislation in 1996. Based on the 2009 program evaluation compiled by DOD,
depending on the type of unit (new, renovated, or un-renovated), occupant satisfaction
ranges from 89% to 92% across all housing privatization within DOD and occupancy
rates were 95% program wide. Even with these positive indicators, high levels of
occupancy might be the greatest indicator of customer satisfaction given the primary
reason military members choose privatized housing is quality, safety, and affordability
(ODUSD (I&E), 2012).
Most military members are not required to live in privatized housing; they have a
choice (Else, 2001; Marsh, 1995). This is especially relevant since continuous combat
operations beginning in the early 1990s placed great stress on the all-volunteer military
forces. To help offset this stress, quality housing creates a sense of community and
reduces stress on families while military members deploy (Marsh, 1995). Based on the
high occupancy and satisfaction rates, members choose to live in privatized housing for
a variety of reasons that include quality, cost, safety, amenities, convenience, and
availability (ODUSD (I&E), 2012). In previous attempts at privatization, because
residents and the military were not satisfied with the results of the program, the
programs failed and DOD or Congress terminated them (Baldwin, 1996, 1998; Else,
2001). With junior enlisted and non-commissioned officers making up almost 70% of
privatized residents, DOD housing privatization addresses, at least in the first 15 years,
Defense Science Board (1995) concerns about adequate, quality, timely, and affordable
housing for junior enlisted members (LMI Government Consulting, 2010).
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The first 15 years of the AF housing privatization program created three distinct
phases (see Table 6.2). Evolving strategy, structure, and processes distinguish each of
these phases. The first phase reflected the initial strategy, structure, and routine as
defined by the legislation and as previously conducted for programs like Wherry,
Capehart, and the 801 and 802 leasing- and rental-guarantee programs. This first
phase marked tepid engagement, experimentation with previous approaches, and, in
some cases, a willingness to wait and see the results from pilot projects to gauge how
well they worked (AFCEC, 2013; Else, 2001).
The second phase characterized foundational changes in structure and strategy.
Here, the ESG became more actively involved in shaping the environment for housing
privatization once DOD shifted program execution responsibility to the military services
(Else, 2001; Feldman, 2000; Ostrom, 2007; Selznick, 1984). Realigning the developerselection authorities, centralizing program management, combining multiple projects
into single-lease proposals, creating a center of expertise with effective real estate
leasing tools and qualified contractor support staff, and reducing financial risk across
projects are all examples of significant shifts driven, in large part, by continuous learning
and change in organizational routines (AFCEC, 2013; AFCEE, 1999; Feldman, 2000;
HQ USAF A7C, 2012; HQ USAF ILE, 2000, 2001, 2002; Ostrom, 2007).
By the third phase, AF leadership and housing privatization residents could see
firsthand the changes housing privatization brought to the quality of life for military
families (AFCEC, 2013). Adjustments to organizational approaches increased the
speed of delivery mechanisms, reduced financial risk, and expanded the variety and
quantity of local project amenities. Most importantly, these adjustments enabled the AF
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to balance developer risk at locations previously determined too risky for privatization
(AFCEC, 2013).
Table 6.2
AF Privatization Program Phases. Adapted by Amy Winter.
Number of
Installations

Total
Privatization
Projects

Phase I
Phase II

15
32

15
13

15
5

0
8

12.3
19.1

16,328
21,062

2011 - 2013
Phase III
Program Totals

23
70

6
34

1
21

5
13

8.8
13.7

15,933
53,323

Project Award
Years
1998 - 2006
2007 - 2008

Program
Phases

Single
Multiple
Equity
End-State
Installation Installation Investment
Housing Units
Projects
Projects
Ratio

The organizational structure adjustment the ESG made to establish a single
developer-approval authority was transformational and defined new institutional
directions and boundaries for housing privatization structure and process strategy
(DASAF (Installations), 2004; Feldman, 2000; Ostrom, 2007; Selznick, 1984). These
adjustments accelerated the implementation schedule, led to consolidated management
in a central program structure, combined multiple projects into single-lease proposals,
and enhanced financial performance (AFCEC, 2013; HQ USAF A7C, 2012; HQ USAF
ILE, 2000, 2001, 2002). This level of organizational learning highlights how changes to
structure, strategy, and process enhanced the ability of the AF and the AF housing
privatization program to learn and perform (Feldman, 1989; Jarzabkowski, 2008;
Mintzberg & Waters, 1985).
To reduce the time needed to approve privatization leases, the AF began
negotiating with existing developers to combine follow-on privatization proposals with
earlier lease agreements (AFCEC, 2013; HQ USAF ILE, 2000, 2001, 2002). This
approach accelerated construction schedules to comply with the housing improvement
mandates, created incentives for privatizing locations that would otherwise carry
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excessive financial risk, and began to level amenities and construction quality across
multiple projects (AFCEC, 2013).
After the initial implementation phase, the need for a transformed approach to
housing privatization established a centralized AF support activity for housing
privatization (AFCEE, 1999; HQ USAF ILE, 2000, 2001, 2002). Within a short time, this
support agency became the center of expertise for all housing privatization projects and
began to function as the central program office for the AF on housing privatization
issues (AFCEE, 2006; Else, 2001; HQ USAF A7C, 2012).
The central program support office, combining multiple projects into single lease
proposals, and a single developer-selection authority created the environment for
significant change in the execution strategy, organizational structure, and processes for
family housing privatization. Just as significantly, once long-term privatization portfolio
oversight shifted to AFCEC, that office no longer supported just housing privatization
but now provided primary execution of the entire housing privatization portfolio (AFCEE,
2006). Phase II (Table 6.2) clearly depicts the overall impact of a central program
office, consolidated developer-selection authority, and combining projects into single
lease proposals (AFCEC, 2013). With fewer total projects than in phase I, the second
phase was able to provide an increased number of housing units at a much higher
equity investment ratio (AFCEC, 2013).
Delegation of program operations from OSD to the military services, and in the
case of the AF, establishing the ESG and consolidating program execution and portfolio
management into a centralized activity, created the conditions for the third phase of
program implementation. The first phase was associated with pilot programs, initial
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program strategies, and distributed authority. The second phase streamlined business
processes, consolidated program support, and reduced developer financial risk. The
third phase of implementation made full use of the consolidated program activities and
centers of expertise. The projects in phase III represented high-risk projects that were
not financially viable in earlier stages, so this phase presented new challenges.
Advances in the strategy for combining projects, incorporating lessons from earlier
projects through the central program office, and a single-developer and lease-approval
authority resulted in an approach to privatizing the remaining difficult housing locations.
After phase 1, the subsequent two phases are marked by significant
improvements in the number of housing units completed, amenities provided,
implementation of common housing standards, and reduced financial risk (AFCEC,
2013; AFCEE, 2010). Only within the third phase did the organizational dynamics of
housing privatization become noticeably visible and associated with response to change
(Feldman, 2000). In essence, as Feldman (2000) explains, the actions that were
expected based on established structure and process did not always produce the
intended outcomes; so, the day-to-day activities of the privatization participants led to
routines that achieved a desired outcome. Probably the most visible results came in
two areas. The AF privatized all 70 locations with 34 lease agreements (AFCEC, 2013).
Locations that were not financially viable initially are now bundled with over-performing
locations that reduced financial risk and created the business case for overall program
improvement (AFCEC, 2013). At the same time, from a resident perspective, the
overall quality-of-life improvements represent tangible improvements to military family
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housing all within the constraints of the individual service member’s housing allowance
as the cash stream (AFCEC, 2013; ODUSD (I&E), 2010).
Conclusion
The data and analysis support the theoretical framework (Figure 4.3) as applied
to the AF housing privatization initiative. This research shows that, within the AF
housing privatization program, organizational routines allow day-to-day activities to act
as incubators of change and influence overall program change. These organizational
routines are discussed in Chapter 7. At the same time, the AF organizational dynamics
allowed the ESG to interact with lower organizational levels, in this case the central
program management activity and installations, when opportunities for improvement to
the overall program occurred (Feldman, 2000, 2003). AF implementation of housing
privatization strengthens the organizational routine approach as a framework and helps
provide insight into how its processes, strategy, and structure evolved during the first 15
years of AF housing privatization implementation.
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Chapter 7
The Five Organizational Routines in Implementing the
AF Military Family Housing Privatization Initiative
Previous chapters established the research setting by briefly identifying the state
of military family housing before the 1996 housing privatization initiative (Baldwin, 1996,
1998; Else, 2001). Quality of life, the importance of community, sense of community,
commitment to quality of life, service members building personal wealth, and sense of
purpose are important for the people who choose to reside in and those who manage
and operate AF privatized housing (Else, 2001; Marsh, 1995).
The organizational routine theoretical discussion in Chapter 4 introduced
organizational theory as the foundation for the theoretical lens and organizational
routine to help explain how people in the AF housing privatization program generated
change by performing their day-to-day activities (AFCEE, 1999; DASAF (Installations),
2004; Feldman & Pentland, 2003; HQ USAF ILE, 2000, 2002). Reciprocal
relationships, emergent strategy, and organizational strategies resulting from individual
behavior were introduced as complementary strategies supporting Feldman’s and
Pentland’s (2003) organizational routine theory (Jarzabkowski, 2008; Mintzberg &
Waters, 1985). By adapting Feldman’s (2003) theoretical framework for organizational
interaction of performance and understanding, the research developed an AF
framework (Figure 4.3) for housing privatization that considers how the AF established
structures, processes, and strategies for program implementation and how conditions
change throughout a program’s lifetime (Feldman, 2000; Feldman & Pentland, 2003).
Since this dissertation investigates an historical single-case study of the AF
implementation of military family housing privatization, process tracing was used as an
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outcome-oriented methods approach. Process tracing, as an investigative, outcomeoriented method, provides an adequate and minimally sufficient accounting of the most
important aspects of how the AF implemented housing privatization (Beach & Pedersen,
2013). The investigative, outcome-oriented approach uncovered five causal
mechanisms that contributed to AF housing privatization implementation and link
directly to the five organizational routines that influenced the outcome.
This research indicates, within the AF housing privatization program, that
organizational routines allow day-to-day activities to act as incubators of change and
influence overall program evolution. At the same time, the AF organizational dynamics
allowed the ESG to interact with lower levels within the organization, in this case the
central program management activity and installations, when opportunities for
improvement to the overall program occurred. How the AF implemented housing
privatization supports the organizational routine approach as a theoretical framework
and provides insight into the processes, strategy, and structure that evolved during the
first 15 years of AF housing privatization.
To investigate implementation of the 1996 military family housing privatization
program and how this most recent approach changed the way the AF provides housing
for military families, the researcher examined the process changes, organizational
structure modifications, and strategy adjustments implemented by the AF. To
understand how the changes, modifications, and adjustments occurred, the researcher
used organizational routine theory to explain how the AF generated change by people
performing their day-to-day activities (Feldman & Pentland, 2003). The five routines
discussed in this chapter help explain the organizational strategy adaptation,
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improvement to the implementation process, and organizational structure modifications
that emerged to address the quality, quantity, affordability, and timeliness of AF military
family housing (Feldman & Pentland, 2003; Jarzabkowski, 2008; Mintzberg & Waters,
1985).
First, the researcher viewed the entire AF organization as the unit of analysis.
Since the research and data collection centered on AF-wide implementation of housing
privatization, it appeared natural to consider the various shifts in strategy, changes in
organizational structure, and modifications to processes at a macro level using the AF
as a unit of analysis. Data collection and interviews occurred across a variety of
organizational levels that included several AF installations, multiple intermediate
headquarters, headquarters AF, the AF Secretariat, and private developers.26
As data collection and analysis continued simultaneously, conceptualizing the
meaning of the data in terms of organizational dynamics from an AF-wide perspective
became easier, as expected, but more complex. Based on ongoing research and
feedback from the dissertation committee, it became apparent that it was necessary to
understand the internal structure of the organizational routines in order to better analyze
and understand the organizational theory of the AF military family housing privatization
implementation.
The five causal mechanisms for housing privatization, identified by using an
outcome-oriented approach within process tracing, clarified privatization implementation
from an organizational routine perspective. Since organizational routines are the
primary means bureaucracies use to perform work, it was necessary to shift the unit of

26

Organizational levels refer to the AF organizational structure as presented in Figures 6.1 and 6.2.
Details of data collection are included in Appendix A, Data Collection Approach.
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analysis from the AF-wide level to the organizational routine level (Pentland & Feldman,
2005). Shifting the unit of analysis to organizational routines altered the research
especially as individual sources for shared organizational power, emerging participants,
and the resulting interconnected actions surfaced during interviews that occurred during
the second stage of data gathering (Feldman, 2000).
The shift to an organizational routine as a unit of analysis allowed a better
understanding of how the multiple levels within AF housing privatization implementation
influenced the outcome during the first 15 years of privatization. This shift also
confirmed how the organizational routines continuously evolved due to changes to their
internal structures and dynamic interactions (Pentland & Feldman, 2005). None of the
five organizational routines was performed in isolation. They all changed continuously,
developing their own momentum, influenced by multiple levels within the AF structure,
and reflected the many streams of routines constantly intersecting in organizational
dynamics (Pentland & Feldman, 2005).
Individuals were selected for a variety of reasons but mostly for their
responsibilities and experience with military family housing privatization (see Table A1.1
for a listing of the 21 individuals who were interviewed and their involvement in military
family housing privatization implementation). Several senior DOD and AF program
interview subjects included Congressional, OSD, and AF staff members who authored
the original 1996 housing privatization enabling legislation and the 2006 permanent
legislation. Other interviewees were in the Office of the Principal Assistant Deputy
Undersecretary of Defense (Installations and Environment) and the OSD privatization
offices. AF senior executive service and staff members from the AF Housing
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Privatization Executive Steering Group and from the AF central program office were
also interviewed. Private developer interviews included persons located on military
installations with housing privatization projects as well as persons identified during
previously conducted interviews. Housing resident interviews included military
members and their families who currently or previously lived in government, privatized,
or local community housing.
Because of the nature of process tracing and the investigative perspective for an
outcome-oriented analysis, witnessing the performance of the routines by the various
activities was not possible. As a result, an idealized and documentary approach
dominated data collection. Since the idealized, documentary activity of the routines
overlapped, autonomous or discrete aspects of an organizational routine were difficult to
distinguish empirically. While institutional data tends to reflect artifacts more than an
idealized general pattern of organizational routines, interviewing senior DOD and AF
program officials, reviewing program guidance correspondence, GAO audits, CRS
reports, and the Defense Science Board report (1995) reflected a more dominant
idealized strain of research data.
Routines are important to the organizations in which they evolve, and they reflect
a variety of personal and institutional features. Finding the relevant features that guide
the work organizations accomplish is meaningful work. According to Feldman (2003, p.
727), “Routines are a principal engine for work that firms, organizations, and even
markets accomplish. From an evolutionary perspective, routines are important to the
reproduction of the firms.” The relevant features are signification, domination, and
legitimization (Feldman, 2003). The five routines presented in this chapter reflect the
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relevant features; they are linked directly to the five causal mechanisms. These causal
mechanisms and the organizational routines they reflect sufficiently explain the outcome
of the AF housing privatization program implementation (Beach & Pedersen, 2013).
To be sure, numerous other causal mechanisms and organizational routines
influenced the AF housing privatization implementation outcome. However, each of the
organizational routines presented in this research are complex and transcend multiple
levels of the organizational structure (Pentland & Feldman, 2005). These attributes
make the five organizational routines identified the most dominant and significant
routines that influenced the outcome and legitimized AF housing privatization
implementation (Feldman, 2003; Feldman & Pentland, 2003). The following analysis
(Table 7.1) maps the causal mechanisms and five organizational routines presented in
this chapter to the organizational dynamics, structural modifications, and evolving
strategy used as the theoretical lens and framework.
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Table 7.1
Mapping of Causal Mechanism, Organizational Routine, Organizational Dynamic,
Structural Modification, and Evolving Strategy. Adapted by Amy Winter.

Mapping Analysis
Method and Unit of Analysis

Theoretical Lens and Framework

Routine Learning

Organizational
Dynamic
(Feldman)

Structuring governance
processes

Establishing one authority
for developer selection

X

X

Collaborating and
developing competency

Establishing an AF housing
privatization center of
expertise

X

X

Structuring real-estate
leases

Combining multiple
locations into single leases

X

Validating and managing
business processes

Centralizing operational
oversight

X

Financing

Bundling leases across
geographical regions

X

Causal Mechanism

Evolving
Structural Modification
Strategy
(Mintzberg & Waters) (Jarzabkowski)

X

X
X
X

By using process tracing to identify the minimally sufficient causal mechanisms,
an outcome-oriented investigative approach captured how the AF adapted and created
new and evolving routines during the housing privatization implementation (Beach &
Pedersen, 2013). These organizational routines account for how the five primary AF
causal mechanisms best explain the outcome and provide explanations for the changes
in financial risk, quality, quantity, and timeliness of AF privatized family housing
implementation. The details of each organizational routine follow.
Organizational Routine 1: Establishing a Single Authority for Developer Selection


Causal mechanism: Structuring governance processes



Theoretical lens: Organizational dynamic, structural modification, evolving
strategy
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The change to the AF housing privatization governance process for selecting the
housing privatization developer is probably the single most influential change that
created continuous improvement in the AF housing privatization effort. Each housing
privatization effort had two significant approval milestones: developer selection and
lease approval. At the outset of housing privatization in 1996, the AF developer
selection rested with nine different offices, and the lease-approval process resided in
yet another office. Each of the housing privatization developer-selection authorities was
located at one of nine different AF intermediate headquarters located across the United
States. The AF Secretariat, located in the Pentagon, was already the single leaseapproval authority.27, 28, 29 Since the AF had more than 70 housing privatization
locations to consider and nine developer-selection authorities, the AF organizational
structure, implementation strategy, developer-selection, and lease-approval processes
for the 70 installation-level housing privatization efforts were subject to 12 different
interpretations and a variety of implementation strategies.30 Ultimately, this
cumbersome administrative routine for housing developer selection and lease approval
27

Intermediate headquarters are those military command activities located in the organizational structure
between HQ Air Force and the installations in the AF military chain of command. Intermediate
headquarters are aligned traditionally by their military missions and across geographical regions. In the
AF, these military commands are Space, Air Combat, Airlift Mobility, Education and Training, Logistics
and Maintenance, and Special Operations. There are three geographical commands and one direct
reporting unit: HQ U.S. Air Forces in Europe, HQ U.S. Pacific Air Forces, HQ AF District of Washington,
and the Air Force Academy. For housing privatization, HQ U.S. Air Forces Europe was not involved since
all of their installations are located overseas, and 1996 housing privatization legislation only applied to
installations located within the Unites States and its territories.
28
The AF activated Global Strike Command in 2009 from two existing intermediate headquarters (Space
and Air Combat) and multiple installations. Global Strike Command is the benefactor of earlier Space
and Air Combat Command housing privatization and did not implement any privatization projects of their
own.
29
By statute, the AF Secretariat is the civilian authority responsible for all real estate transactions and
recommendations to OSD and Congress, including real estate lease agreements. The office responsible
for real estate oversight reports to the Secretary of the Air Force.
30
The 12 activities interpreting housing privatization policy, governance, and implementation were the
nine intermediate headquarters, Air Force Civil Engineer Center (AFCEC), the Air Staff, and the AF
Secretariat.
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was non-responsive in terms of providing needed improvements to family housing for
military members.
Military culture traditionally places responsibility for unit mission and
organizational quality of life at the lowest level of responsibility within the hierarchical
structure, usually referred to as the military chain of command. Individual unit
commanders at the installation level are responsible for their troops and the aspects of
military life that affect the well-being of military members and their families. If the unit
commanders do not have the authority to exercise control over a specific issue, the
issue advances up the chain of command through increasing levels of authority until a
level is found that can effect change (Figure 6.1). For housing privatization, these
command levels vary depending on a variety of complex interactions and organizational
levels of responsibility and accountability.
During early implementation of housing privatization, local installation
commanders were responsible for initiation and execution of the overall housing
privatization effort given their traditional role as base housing landlords and the absence
of AF directives providing alternatives. However, depending on dollar amounts, nature
of the agreement, and duration of the lease agreement, senior levels of command often
accrued authority because of experience, impartiality, or fiscal and legal accountability.
For housing privatization, the authority to select the real estate partner to develop a final
lease proposal rested within the intermediate command headquarters, usually with a
senior general officer or civilian equivalent. The AF refers to this action as the
developer-selection authority.
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During housing privatization implementation from 1996 through 2001, the
developer-selection process was lengthy, cumbersome, and inconsistent. Developer
selection involved the activities of 12 different agencies. These activities and agencies
occurred at multiple levels within the organizational structure and included installations,
intermediate headquarters, AF headquarters, the AF Secretariat, and AFCEC. Each
function had varying responsibilities that involved initial project proposal scoping, local
housing market analysis, housing requirement determination, financial analysis, and
legal sufficiency. All these responsibilities required significant action, interaction, and
coordination between multiple organizations. These activities culminated in selecting
the best available real estate candidate from proposals submitted by numerous
developers, and the installation then negotiates the best proposal with the developer for
final review, eventually culminating in a final lease approval by the AF Secretariat. 31, 32
During developer selection, AFCEC was a technical advisor to multiple levels
within the AF chain of command. AFCEC, as a technical advisor, typically had
representatives on the installation housing privatization team providing installation
commanders with recommendations and advice. The intermediate headquarters staffs
also hired AFCEC as a technical advisor. Often, because of differing intermediate
headquarters responsibilities, experience, or perspectives, AFCEC consultant advice to
the intermediate headquarters was not always the same as recommendations provided
at the installation level.
31

For the purpose of this research, lease approval occurred when the AF recommended a final project to
OSD for approval. OSD then submitted all housing privatization lease agreements to Congress for a
specific notification period (usually 21 days). If Congress offered no objections within the specified
period, OSD approved the proposal.
32
The Secretary of the AF is not the actual real estate lease-approving official. The Secretary of the AF
delegates real estate lease approvals to the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Installations. Lease
approvals are vested in a single position, and that position is one of the co-chairs of the Housing
Privatization Executive Steering Group.
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Ultimately, all of the entities had to come together with a formal recommendation
for developer selection to the intermediate headquarters based on the best developer
proposal. After developer selection, the installation leadership further negotiated with
the developer and provided recommendations to the AF Secretariat for approval of the
final privatization real estate lease. The coordination between installations and
intermediate commands for developer selection was time consuming and cumbersome,
gave significant opportunity for traditional AF culture to influence the progress of
developer selection and lease approval, and this already extensive coordination was
made even more complex with the AF Secretariat as the final lease-approval authority.
To minimize conflict during final lease approval, ESG members participated as
stakeholders during developer-selection presentations to the intermediate headquarters
because they would eventually review the developer’s proposal and make
recommendations to the AF Secretariat on real estate lease approval.
In preparation for developer selection, the AF Secretariat required precoordination and often used the Air Staff and Secretariat functional offices, e.g.
engineering, financial, legal, and real estate, for review and recommendations on
housing privatization proposals. Similar to the conflicting views that occurred between
intermediate headquarters and their installation leadership, the Secretariat and Air Staff
offices also had differing perspectives, experiences, and responsibilities. As a result,
the circle of coordination expanded, and the interaction and divergent privatization
proposal transactions increased significantly.
As a complicating factor, the Air Staff and AF Secretariat also turned to AFCEC
for recommendations and advice on the privatization proposals in an attempt to simplify
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the process. As an organizational dynamic, this meant AFCEC had technical advice
and recommendation responsibilities to four different organizational levels (installation,
intermediate headquarters, Air Staff, and AF Secretariat) in the developer-selection
process, all with unique perspectives and differing responsibilities. As a technical
advisor, AFCEC began developing a set of institutional values for housing privatization
implementation. This AFCEC center of knowledge added yet another divergent
organizational dynamic.
Cumbersome is a polite term for this lengthy and convoluted level of interaction
and dynamics. Since increasing levels of authority were involved in each decision, the
subordinate levels and functional staffs required prior coordination as well. Also,
remember that developer selection was only the first of two major milestones requiring
this level of review. After the installations finalized lease negotiations with the
developer, another round of approvals was required. The AF Secretariat needed to
approve the lease proposal as well as the coordination cycle of related timelines,
perspectives, and responsibilities. Any re-negotiations between the interested
stakeholders were repeated.
Not all was lost. Often the ESG combined multiple lease approvals into single
decision meetings to conserve time and improve interaction; but these multiple-project
sessions had risks as well. Because multiple installations and intermediate
headquarters attended the ESG sessions, a variety of differing perspectives occurred
across functional and operational entities highlighting a wide range of developer
proposals and conditions. These conditions created concerns about equity in housing
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size, amenities provided, reinvestment and financial arrangements, timelines for
development, and the ever-present special interests.
Program emphasis and command structure influence varied depending on level
of engagement and functional responsibilities. Installations wanted to maximize the
housing unit size, amenities, and the overall number of units. Intermediate
headquarters wanted consistent housing across their commands and rapid
implementation to offset reduced housing operation, maintenance, and construction
budgets. Last, the Air Staff and Secretariat tracked overall housing status and quality of
life, so they focused on implementing the Defense Science Board report (1995)
recommendations and meeting Congressional timeline mandates. At the same time, all
organizational levels recognized the need to reduce the percentage of the AF budget
consumed by housing operations and to re-direct housing funds to other AF operational
priorities.
As a center of expertise, AFCEC, along with the ESG, wanted to simplify the
process and create a standard approach to implementation that ensured consistency
throughout the technical and advisory responsibilities at all levels of program
implementation. To create this level of consistency, the ESG altered the developerselection process they inherited from earlier attempts to execute military family housing
at the lowest possible level in the organizational chain of command. To streamline
developer-selection and lease-approval processes, the ESG removed developer
selection from the intermediate headquarters and consolidated it into the AF Secretariat
with execution and management responsibilities centralized at AFCEC. This meant the
housing privatization developer selection and real estate lease approval were vested in
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the same person on the AF Secretariat staff. In terms of organizational dynamics, this
action consolidated housing privatization into a single office on the AF Secretariat staff
(DASAF (Installations), 2004; Feldman, 2003).
Even though the ESG consolidated developer selection in the AF Secretariat,
installation and intermediate headquarters remained responsible for each housing
privatization project. Installation responsibilities included developing project proposals,
conducting local housing market analysis, determining and validating housing
requirements, recommending between competing real estate developers, negotiating
financial considerations, and ensuring legal sufficiency (HQ USAF A7C, 2012).
However, by consolidating developer selection and lease approval, the ESG now had
more control over timing, content, and consistency across the entire AF housing
privatization program.
The ESG changed the organizational structure and eventually changed the
privatization strategy by consolidating developer selection for all AF housing
privatization proposals into a single office (DASAF (Installations), 2004). The ESG
recognized that the interdependent actions of 70 different installations and nine
intermediate headquarters had a negative impact on privatization performance. This
negative impact resulted in increased uncertainty, ambiguity, and complexity in program
interpretation and implementation and caused delays in achieving privatization lease
approvals. By consolidating developer selection at the ESG level, the ESG not only
improved the housing privatization process and problem-solving ability but also created
new opportunities for execution strategy and organizational structure not previously
envisioned (Feldman & Pentland, 2003).
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This shift by the ESG in designating the AF Secretariat as the developerselection authority influenced further organizational dynamics. These dynamics
included establishing an AF housing privatization center of expertise, combining multiple
housing privatization locations into a single-lease agreement, centralizing operational
oversight, and bundling leases across geographic regions. These dynamics ensured
access to the expertise necessary to produce privatization leases that were good deals
for both the AF and privatization developers. The next four organizational routines
discussed provided opportunities for improvement in housing privatization
implementation.
Organizational Routine 2: Establishing a Housing Privatization Center of
Expertise


Causal mechanism: Collaborating and developing core competence



Theoretical lens: Organizational dynamic, structural modification

Establishing AFCEC as the center of expertise for housing privatization
contributed many changes in organizational dynamics and shifts in structure. Initially,
AFCEC was a relatively neutral and impartial agency in the housing privatization
process. While installation commanders desired partiality as they focused on taking
care of their troops, having AFCEC as a center of expertise proved complimentary.
AFCEC performed the arduous task of technical review and sufficiency while freeing the
installation programs to concentrate on proposal content, timing and sequencing of
housing improvements, quality of housing market analysis, and housing features and
community amenities. At the same time, AFCEC invested in the administrative aspects
of a developing program and brought banker-developer expertise to the AF side of
developer negotiations. They standardized operating procedures, developed training
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programs, and began negotiating between the conflicting organizational power
structures and overlapping organizational routines (Feldman, 2003; HQ USAF A7C,
2005, 2012). Negotiating between the power structures and across organizational
routines became increasingly important because of the 12 different developer-approval
authorities, the differing leadership influence from 70 installation commanders, and the
developer relationships that came negotiating 34 housing privatization lease
agreements.
For more than a century, AF installation commanders had the responsibility for
planning, programming, designing, constructing, and operating military family housing
using prescribed design, construction, and contracting methods funded with
Congressional appropriations.33 While different levels of command or activities might be
involved in executing military housing construction projects, overall responsibly for
military family housing rested with the local installations and their commanders. For
military housing privatization, the initial strategy, structure, and processes were no
different from previous attempts to leverage private funds for military housing projects.
As already discussed, Wherry and Capehart Housing were the two most significant
programs in earlier attempts at privatizing military family housing (Baldwin, 1996, 1998;
Else, 2001). While these two previous privatization efforts provided 198,742 privately
funded housing units across all services, both programs ultimately failed for a variety of
reasons including inadequate quality, poor management, insufficient quantities, limited
administrative and operational oversight, and lack of bi-partisan Congressional support
(Baldwin, 1996, 1998; Else, 2001).

33

Until 1948, the AF was a component of the Army and called the Army-Air Corps. After 1948, the AF
was designated a separate service and responsible for their own military housing programs.
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When drafting the 1996 military family housing privatization enabling legislation,
the Congressional committees considered previous privatization programs and
attempted to include provisions that mitigated against the same types of failure
(National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1996). Whether Congress was
successful will be decided over the 50-year life of the lease agreements. So far,
through initial implementation, the AF housing privatization program has achieved the
Defense Science Board’s (1995) recommendations and fulfilled Congressional intent as
expressed in the enabling legislation (National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year
1996). DOD’s housing privatization program has improved access to family housing for
junior enlisted members, improved housing quality, reduced construction timelines,
minimized operating and investment costs, updated housing design and construction
standards, and improved housing market analysis procedures to define the needed
quantity of privatized housing units (AFCEC, 2013; ODUSD (I&E), 2010).
Housing design and construction programs lend themselves to repetition and
centrally managed expertise. While the military culture was reluctant to centralize the
entire housing program, the AF did create the capability to provide technical expertise to
assist installations in their housing construction responsibilities (AFCEE, 1999).
Beginning in the early 1990s, AFCEC started providing housing design and construction
assistance and expertise to the installations while local commanders retained overall
responsibility for day-to-day planning, programming, and operation and maintenance of
housing (AFCEE, 1999).34 This was the status of AFCEC housing support to the
installations when the housing privatization legislation passed in 1996. The installation
34

The AF Center for Environment and Engineering (AFCEE) was formed in 1991, and after several
mission realignments it was renamed the Air Force Civil Engineer Center for Engineering (AFCEC) in
2012.
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was the primary focal point when implementation of housing privatization began
following passage of the 1996 legislation. This was challenging since the time span of
housing privatization real estate leases covers 50 years. This meant the installation
housing privatization program manager would research and develop an execution
strategy, then implement, execute, and manage a 50-year lease agreement. The
installation leadership and their staffs were prepared to execute the traditional military
housing construction programs, but they lacked the institutional knowledge,
organizational structure, and stamina for managing a 50-year lease period when
implementing the new housing privatization legislation. In fact, according to one senior
AF official, as the program proceeded, the entire AF structure struggled with the bankerdeveloper mindset demanded by privatization.
During initial development of housing privatization projects, installation program
managers needed to assess the current condition of military housing on the installation,
define the overall housing requirement, develop the housing design and configuration,
and analyze the local housing market (HQ USAF A7C, 2005, 2012). The next series of
tasks included soliciting interested developers, evaluating initial proposals, and
recommending a preferred developer. After the intermediate headquarters approved
the developer, the installation then began negotiating best and final developer proposals
(HQ USAF A7C, 2005). As part of this negotiation, installation program managers
deciphered the complexities of financial structuring and coordinated and interacted with
a variety of stakeholders internal and external to the AF on final approval and
Congressional notification (HQ USAF A7C, 2005). Until this point, not a single action to
construct housing units had actually occurred. After Congressional notification, the
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work on capital improvements began. Usually after a 5-year construction and capital
improvement period, the development phase changed over to the operation and
management phase of the privatized housing project for the balance of the 50-year
lease agreement.
In reality, no single person at the installation performed all these functions.
However, it was still overwhelming, especially for a nascent program that provided no
specialized training for this one-of-a-kind project of such huge scope, duration, and
financial value. At the same time, the depth of support and housing privatization
experience at the intermediate headquarters was even less than at the installation level.
Even though AFCEC provided technical support and advice to the installations
and intermediate headquarters, AFCEC was not experienced in evaluating housing
privatization proposals nor could they compete with the expertise of private developers
or financiers in evaluating fair and reasonable offers during negotiations. Since 1994,
AFCEC had actively engaged in providing design and construction management
expertise and capability to AF installations on an as-requested basis. While this
expertise was invaluable for the design and construction of military family housing
worldwide, AFCEC, like the installations and intermediate headquarters, had no
previous experience in housing privatization and was ill prepared to provide the
necessary level of support and guidance to the installations on the intricacies and
complexities of the housing privatization process.
As a result, AF housing program oversight and performance evaluation suffered,
and private developers earned higher than expected profits and added unnecessary or
inappropriate project improvements and amenities (Schuster, 2002). Overall AF and
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developer costs were not minimized (Schuster, 2002). During interviews, ESG
members identified the magnitude of differences and discrepancies in the individual
installation and overall housing privatization portfolio performance and execution; they
knew something had to change to improve program performance if housing privatization
was to succeed as an alternative delivery method for military family housing.
In addition to the AFCEC support provided to the AF for design and construction
of traditional housing, AFCEC was embedded in all levels of housing privatization
implementation. The ESG members recognized AFCEC was representing multiple
organizational levels on housing privatization matters. In an attempt to remedy the
oversight and program evaluation concerns and to streamline program execution, the
ESG designated AFCEC as the center of expertise for AF family housing privatization
(AFCEE, 1999). This new authority and responsibility required AFCEC to increase staff
and develop the new housing privatization functions and expertise to perform the new
charter.35
This need to develop a transformed approach to housing privatization resulted in
establishing a centralized AF support activity for housing privatization and set the stage
for further organizational and strategy improvements during the housing privatization
implementation period (HQ USAF A7C, 2012; HQ USAF ILE, 2000, 2001, 2002). Over
the next few years, AFCEC developed the core skills to provide better advice to the AF
installations on housing privatization matters. Improvements to functional advice
centered on enhancing AFCEC’s capability and capacity to conduct housing market
analyses; make developer-selection recommendations; monitor financial performance;
35

AFCEC was unique in the AF structure since it was a self-sufficient execution center staffed with its
own legal staff, contracting capability, public affairs, financial management, and information technology
expertise, along with the more traditional installation planning, design, and construction functions.
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and conduct negotiations, long-term operations, and portfolio management (HQ USAF
A7C, 2012). It is important to note, however, that ESG did not charter AFCEC as the
primary agency responsible for housing privatization; rather, AFCEC became the
centralized support activity to provide real estate, financial, industry forum, and advisory
support to the installations. Installation commanders and their program managers
remained responsible and accountable for negotiating the variety of complexities in the
housing privatization dealings, albeit with AFCEC as a knowledgeable and informed
consultant (AFCEE, 1999).
Organizational Routine 3: Combining Multiple Locations into Single Leases


Causal mechanism: Structuring real estate leases



Theoretical lens: Organizational dynamic, evolving strategy

The ability to combine multiple housing privatization proposals into a single
privatization lease negotiation allowed the AF the flexibility to accelerate program
implementation and provide upgraded housing units at a faster rate than in previous
privatization attempts (AFCEC, 2013; HQ USAF ILE, 2000, 2002). Additionally, it was
much faster than using traditional housing construction authorities (AFCEC, 2013).
Based on the 1996 enabling legislation, the AF approach to housing privatization
considered most military family housing units eligible for privatization. However, the Air
Force Chief of Staff (CSAF) imposed three stipulations that restricted significant military
housing stock from privatization consideration (CSAF, 2001). First, because of strict
financial and management oversight from Congress, none of the AF general officer
housing units was included in privatization proposals.36 Second, troop force-protection
36

Public law establishes the amount of appropriated funding that can be used annually on general officer military
family housing by unit. General officer housing is defined by the military rank of the person living in the housing
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concerns excluded certain family housing that could not be severed from the installation
(force-protection severability). Last, based on relationships and management oversight
agreements with state historical preservation offices, none of the AF historical military
family housing units was considered eligible for privatization.
Early in the privatization program implementation, these three CSAF stipulations
created significant challenges for the installation programs. Each stipulation, in its own
way, created a patchwork of existing housing that was not eligible for privatization.
Sometimes natural or physical boundaries (e.g. rivers, oceans, highways and other
military or federal installations) adjacent to the installations prevented severability. For
example, where there was direct access to the housing from off the installation, the
severability for force-protection constraints was accommodated and privatization
allowed. To adhere to the stipulations, each installation had to carve out from each
proposal the stipulated housing that was ineligible for privatization consideration. In
most cases, this resulted in removing significant swaths of housing or, in some cases,
only a couple housing units, if any, from the privatization proposals. Accommodating
these CSAF stipulations resulted in privatization proposals that often included only
portions of military housing on an installation and a housing privatization eligibility map
that gerrymandered around stipulated enclaves and, in several cases, entire sections of
housing (Figure 7.2).

unit (one-star to four-star general officers). While most general officer housing units are designated for general
officer occupancy, only units with general officers actually living in them require Congressional oversight and
annual reporting.
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Figure 7.1.
Housing Privatization Schematic for Military Family Housing Unit Privatization Eligibility.
Created by Amy Winter.

Because of these CSAF stipulations, several initial privatization projects created
inequity between residents living in privatized housing and those remaining in AFowned housing.37 Privatized housing provided all the amenities, square footage, and
features of modern, planned middle-class residential communities. Meanwhile,
37

Privatization developers are limited to charging rents equal to military member housing allowances.
Initially, when it was likely that installations had both privatized and AF-owned housing, developers
preferred to rent to more senior military members because their housing allowances were higher and
translated to more rental income for the developer. Since enlisted members occupy more than 65% of
privatized housing, this meant mostly junior enlisted members lived in the inadequate AF-owned housing
units.
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residents on the same installation living in AF-retained housing settled for units
constructed over the previous 100 years that fell far short of the upscale housing units
provided by privatization.
By 2003, the AF had completed several housing privatization agreements, yet
Congress and OSD continued pressuring the AF to complete upgrades to the entire AF
housing inventory by 2006 (Else, 2001). Using housing privatization as a delivery
mechanism to improve housing was working for the AF; however, the portion of the
military housing program using traditional construction mechanisms to improve AFretained housing units did not keep pace with the 2006 mandate to upgrade housing
(AFCEC, 2013; Else, 2001). As of 2006, the AF privatization program only accounted
for 16,328 of the 53,323 military family housing units needed to meet the quality,
quantity, affordability, and timeliness requirements defined by the Defense Science
Board report (1995) (Table 6.2). Because of the inability of the AF to meet the 2006
mandate using traditional construction mechanisms and the inequities between
upgraded privatized and substandard AF-owned housing, something had to change
(AFCEC, 2013). By 2006, because the ability to execute privatized housing projects
had improved, the ESG chose to improve all AF family housing using privatization as
the primary delivery mechanism in order to bring housing modernization in line with the
standards envisioned by the Defense Science Board recommendations (Marsh, 1995).
Even before the 2006 decision by the ESG to use housing privatization as the
primary housing delivery mechanism, the AF had adjusted the privatization process.
The first adjustment the CSAF made to accelerate housing upgrades was to remove the
self-imposed general officer, historic housing, and force-protection stipulations (CSAF,
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2003). Under housing privatization with these stipulations removed, a developer could
now consider privatizing all the family housing units. Once general officer units were
included in the privatization lease agreements, the AF no longer had responsibility for
these units. As a result, the developer was now accountable to residents for adequate
upkeep. Direct Congressional oversight was no longer applicable since appropriated
funds were no longer involved in directly improving, operating, or maintaining the units.
A similar situation existed for the historic properties where the developer became
accountable to the state historic offices to ensure historic preservation and compliance
with historic preservation mandates. Last, administrative protocols remedied the forceprotection severability conditions and established a process for non-military residents to
live in AF privatized housing. The process helps installation leadership determine nonmilitary resident eligibility based on installation security access agreements and
comprehensive background security checks of prospective local community renters.
When the CSAF removed the three constraining stipulations, this meant the
entire AF housing stock became eligible for privatization (CSAF, 2003).38 It is important
to understand, however, that just because the housing units were now eligible for
privatization this did not automatically determine that the units would be privatized.
These units still had to meet all conditions for privatization notwithstanding the removal
of the CSAF stipulations.
Example 1.
The following example typifies what accelerating program execution meant to the
installations, intermediate commands, AFCEC, the Air Staff, and the AF Secretariat.

38

As a reminder, the 1996 Congressional legislation restricted the AF housing stock eligibility for
privatization to housing located in the United States and U.S. Territories.
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The first AF installation to implement housing privatization signed their lease agreement
in 1998 (AFCEC, 2013). At the time of the initial award, the three stipulating constraints
were in effect: no general officer quarters, force-protection severability, and no historical
units in the privatization agreement (CSAF, 2001). This initial agreement excluded
general officer housing units and several hundred other housing units for forceprotection severability as part of the agreement. Since the installation had no historical
units, there was none to consider. This first lease agreement had 420 privatized units in
the end-state agreement.39 This left another 465 housing units as AF-owned and
retained because they were non-severable for force-protection concerns or had general
officers living in them. Once the CSAF lifted the stipulations, these 465 units became
eligible for privatization (CSAF, 2003).
After removing the CSAF stipulations, the installation privatization program
manager began the process to privatize the second increment of housing. However,
because of the cumbersome developer-selection procedures and lease-approval
process, the timeline for the installation to develop a proposal, solicit, select, negotiate,
and sign a lease agreement with a new developer did not guarantee a similar level of
amenities or quality of housing comparable to the initial privatization lease agreement.
To accelerate the approval timeline, the installation requested authority to negotiate with
the initial project developer to combine the second privatization proposal with their first
project. From an ESG perspective, this proposal accelerated the negotiation period,
created an equitable approach to providing housing, and introduced the notion of a
39

The end state was often different from the initial number of units in the agreement and was determined
by the local housing market analysis. Some units were immediately demolished because of poor
condition, others were retained and upgraded. The AF retained some units and planned to demolish
them over time and replace them with improved units. For other units, the AF never planned to replace
them based on the housing market analysis and end-state requirements.
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single developer combining multiple projects into a single proposal, albeit in this
instance, two projects at a single installation.
This attempt to combine two projects into a single-lease agreement created an
opportunity for the ESG and AFCEC to reconsider how they looked at privatization
proposals. Initially, the ESG encouraged all intermediate headquarters to look across
their installations to see if multiple housing privatization proposals could be combined
into single-lease agreements. Combining multiple projects into a single-lease
agreement became a means to accelerate upgrading the entire eligible housing stock.
Combining multiple proposals also minimized the complexity of implementing the
housing privatization program. By having fewer developers, the program provided
consistency in housing size and condition, amenities, services, and maintenance across
multiple project locations.
However, this approach to accelerating privatization by combining projects could
only go so far since the installation commanders still controlled their housing
privatization proposals. Congress, OSD, and the Air Staff continued pressuring the
intermediate headquarters to accelerate the housing upgrades, and the intermediate
commands soon asserted direct control over their installations and combined multiple
installation proposals into single proposals where it made sense. While the first 15
housing privatization lease agreements were approved over an 8-year period, all were
for single installations and provided 16,328 end-state privatized housing units (AFCEC,
2013). The AF shifted to combining multiple projects into single-lease agreements
during the second phase of housing privatization. During the second phase of housing
privatization lease agreements, the AF approved 13 leases at 31 installations for a total
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of 21,062 privatized units over a 2-year period (see Table 6.2) (AFCEC, 2013).
Combining multiple proposals into single privatization leases accelerated program
implementation and provided upgraded housing units to meet Congressional, OSD, AF
leadership, and resident expectations (AFCEC, 2013).
Example 2.
Another intermediate headquarters took full advantage of combining multiple
projects into a single-lease agreement. This command had three separate installation
privatization projects eligible to be combined into a single lease proposal. At two of the
installations, there were existing family housing units. One of the installations was
located on the West Coast and had 613 military family housing units; the other two
installations were located in Colorado and had 669 housing units. The West Coast
location was in a high cost living area with high housing allowances. The Colorado
locations were in a moderate to low cost area with medium range housing allowances.40
The developer’s business case for the Colorado projects was moderate at one location
and not financially viable at the other location.
Since the West Coast location had high housing allowances, from a developer’s
perspective, the financial viability was highly favorable. So much so that the features
and amenities offered by the developer exceeded the features and amenities offered at
the Colorado locations. At the Colorado location that had existing housing, the
developer offered many features and moderate amenities; at the other location, since
housing was not available, there were no amenities and only limited community support

40

One of the Colorado locations had no existing military family housing units, limited community support
activities, and no sense of community. At this location, a housing market analysis showed demand for
242 privatized housing units.
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activities. At this location, the developer needed to provide all new housing construction
and amenities.
Understanding these financial considerations and the difference in housing
features and community amenities, the intermediate headquarters for all three locations
combined the locations into a single-lease agreement that standardized (as much as
possible) the housing features and amenities across the three locations. This meant the
cash rich West Coast privatization project subsidized the Colorado projects in order to
provide standard features and amenities for those projects. Combining the three
projects into a single lease proposal provided housing units at all three locations and
ensured the quality, timeliness, and quantity were adequate for the military families
residing at these locations.
Combining the three installations into a single lease proposal leveraged private
sector contributions for all three privatization projects. Ultimately, the private sector to
government investment ratio was $17.2:1 and provided 1,524 privatized family housing
units at the three locations. The organization dynamic of restructuring the real estate
lease causal mechanism and combining multiple locations into a single lease
organization routine significantly altered the AF strategy for implementation of family
housing privatization (Feldman, 2000; Feldman & Pentland, 2003; Jarzabkowski, 2008;
Mintzberg & Waters, 1985).
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Organizational Routine 4: Centralizing Operational Oversight


Causal mechanism: Validating and managing



Theoretical lens: Organizational dynamic, structural modification

In 2006, the ESG designated AFCEC as the central agency responsible for
housing privatization oversight (AFCEE, 2006). Centralizing operational oversight at
AFCEC shifted responsibility from the installation commanders to AFCEC for all AF
housing design, construction, and privatization programs (AFCEE, 2006). From the
beginning of the AF housing privatization program, AFCEC performed an advisory and
technical support role for the installations, intermediate commands, the Air Staff, and
the AF Secretariat. The flow of resources (primarily funds) was from AF headquarters
to the intermediate command headquarters and then to the installations. The technical
and advisory support AFCEC provided came at the request of the installations; if
AFCEC needed funds to perform the work, the installations funded the technical and
advisory services on an as-requested basis. Installations became the primary providers
of housing privatization once they began receiving funding for housing privatization.
With the installations as primary providers, AFCEC was placed in a support role. In this
support role, AFCEC provided program management capacity, economy of scale, and
advisory assistance or technical support when requested (AFCEE, 1999; HQ USAF
A7C, 2012; HQ USAF ILE, 2000, 2001, 2002).
As discussed earlier in routine 2, the center of expertise routine, because of
AFCEC’s technical capability, program management capacity, ability to leverage
resources, and overall expertise, the ESG designated AFCEC as the primary housing
privatization support activity to assist the installations with housing privatization
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programs (AFCEE, 1999). As installations moved forward with their housing
privatization efforts, they soon recognized AFCEC was developing specialized housing
privatization expertise. AFCEC could conduct multiple industry forums where potential
developers and financiers attended technical privatization conferences and where the
developers and financiers could gauge interest and ask questions about proposed
projects (AFCEE, 1999). Grouping multiple housing privatization proposals into single
industry forums streamlined timelines to solicit interest and provided information to
potential developers about future privatization initiatives. Developers could then begin
assembling teams to seek future work and develop more insightful proposals to meet
the approach and timelines expected by the AF (HQ USAF A7C, 2012).
The number and national scope of potential developers expanded under the
industry forum concept and allowed developers the opportunity to engage with other
developers and the AF on potential improvements and structuring of current and future
housing privatization projects. AFCEC assembled central support contracts to help
installations conduct local housing market analysis, determine housing requirements
and the number of units developers needed to provide, and designate housing unit
configuration and type as well as the minimally acceptable amenities as part of the
lease proposal (HQ USAF A7C, 2012). When the installations determined these
aspects independently, because of lack of experience or capability, each project was
vulnerable to developer profit gouging, inadequate oversight, inconsistent financing, and
lack of program performance reports to evaluate financial and management data
(Schuster, 2002). As the center of expertise, AFCEC took on an active role but
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remained constrained by the charter restricting the agency to an advisory capacity
without overall program responsibility.
Designating AFCEC as a center of expertise, combining projects into single lease
proposals, and using a single authority for developer selection and lease approval
created significant change in the execution strategy, organizational structure, and
processes for family housing privatization. After the first 5 years of housing
privatization, ESG was now the central authority for AF housing privatization. In this
role, ESG changed the structure of housing privatization accountability by shifting
primary execution authority to AFCEC as the central agency accountable for all housing
privatization.41 Central program funding to execute the AF housing program now flowed
directly to AFCEC. Ultimately, this meant long-term privatization portfolio oversight
shifted to the central program office and AFCEC no longer supported just housing
privatization but provided primary execution (AFCEE, 2006).
Just as significantly, the lessons learned by AFCEC from early privatization
efforts had profound strategic implications for the manner in which housing privatization
was structured and executed. Some of the central improvements included developing a
real estate leasing transaction template, using SMART scoping at 80% of the housing
requirement determination, project-tracking using overall and individual program
scorecards and status dashboards, reinvestment and flow of funds, providing
guaranteed occupancy considerations, conducting portfolio management and oversight,
training, and providing housing management compliance (HQ USAF A7C, 2012).

41

Centralizing program authority at AFCEC meant the agency was now responsible for the housing
privatization program as well as for design and construction of traditional military construction programs.
Since the privatization legislation did not apply overseas, AFCEC retained functional responsibility for
executing military family housing construction in overseas locations.
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Instead of AFCEC assembling central mechanisms to help installations provide housing
privatization, the roles reversed and AFCEC had responsibility for the entire program
and the installations supported AFCEC on overall program execution (AFCEE, 2006).
Organizational Routine 5: Bundling Leases Across Geographical Regions


Causal mechanism: Financing



Theoretical lens: Organizational dynamic, evolving strategy

Having AFCEC as the centralized operational oversight activity responsible for
providing AF housing allowed for bundling housing privatization projects across
geographical regions and intermediate command installations. This bundling allowed
privatization developers to spread investment risk across housing projects located in
urban, suburban, and rural housing markets in order to minimize the effect of market
turbulence and to create stability within the 50-year lease agreements. Bundling meant
the AF could accelerate housing privatization projects by combining multiple locations
into single lease proposals (AFCEC, 2013). These bundled projects used the entire
revenue stream from all projects to provide a consistent level of support, housing
features, and amenities. AFCEC achieved this by bundling over-performing project
locations with under-performing project locations. This bundling approach also allowed
ESG to direct AFCEC to use housing privatization as the only delivery mechanism for
housing at all AF locations in the United States and U.S. Territories.
When the housing privatization program began in 1996, Congress intended the
housing privatization enabling legislation to augment traditional construction of military
family housing programs (National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1996).
Congressional members understood that housing privatization was not a viable option
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for all locations, but where financial, developer, and local market conditions allowed,
pursuing privatization provided an alternative delivery mechanism for family housing
(Baldwin, 1998). For many locations, privatization worked, but for many other locations,
privatization was not an option (AFCEC, 2013). Early in the program, pursuing housing
privatization did not make sense at several locations for a variety of reasons. In some
cases, housing standards were not well defined, need at specific locations was not
understood, the revenue stream was inadequate, and a motivated and properly
financed developer and willing partners were missing (HQ USAF A7C, 2005, 2012;
Schuster, 2002). In some cases, Congressional delegations did not exercise the
political will to privatize family housing units at installations where they had recently
appropriated funding for housing upgrades. These reasons were in addition to the
CSAF stipulations for general officer housing, force-protection severability, and historic
unit exclusions from privatization consideration.
Mostly, however, housing privatization was not pursued because the financial or
local housing market conditions were inadequate. These factors lead to unacceptably
high developer and financial risks or required federal subsidies that were too large to
make privatization work. For most of the 23 installations that progressed to the third
phase of the program, during the first phase, privatization was not a favorable
alternative delivery mechanism primarily because the AF was initially constrained by
having to evaluate each project as a single installation effort (Table 6.2) (AFCEC, 2013).
Originally, the AF had more than 70 locations to consider for housing
privatization (AFCEC, 2013). This volume created a significant challenge to approve
the real estate transactions needed for privatization in a timely manner. By the terms of
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the enabling legislation, these sophisticated 50-year transactions required multiple
levels of approval and eventually required Congressional notification (National Defense
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1996). Addressing the financial challenges, real estate
dealings, local community engagement, police, fire, and medical services, housing
standards, resident expectations, community housing assessments, and utilities
negotiations were all part of the complex transactions required (HQ USAF A7C, 2012).
The installations did their best to perform these negotiations within a reasonable amount
of time, yet they lacked previous experience and negotiations occurred only once during
a 50-year performance period.
As a means to accelerate program implementation, using a single developer for
multiple locations established a proof-of-concept where developers could combine
multiple proposals for multiple locations into single-lease agreements. From an industry
perspective, this made a great deal of sense. The developers could spread risk across
multiple locations and decrease the time needed for lease-agreement approvals. For
the AF, this approach accelerated construction schedules to comply with housing
improvement mandates, created incentives for privatizing locations that would otherwise
carry excessive financial risk, and began to standardize amenities and construction
quality across multiple installations. The ESG recognized the value of this approach
and, through the steering group’s advocacy, this revised strategy of combining projects
into single lease proposals began to get traction (AFCEC, 2013).
Delegation of program operations from DOD to the Services and, in the case of
the AF, establishing the ESG and consolidating program execution and portfolio
management into a centralized activity reduced financial and developer risk. As
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identified in the theoretical framework (Figure 4.3), the initial housing privatization
program organizational structures, acquisition processes, and implementation strategies
were associated with pilot programs, inherited program strategies, and distributed
authority. Once ESG took control as the primary housing privatization authority, they
streamlined business processes, consolidated program support, and created a central
program office. Finally, ESG made full use of the consolidated program activities and
centers of expertise when considering installation needs by directing AFCEC to use the
grouping-projects strategy and to review the entire AF housing portfolio to group underperforming projects with over-performing projects.
Because of the ESG grouping decision, high-risk projects that were less
financially viable in earlier privatization phases were grouped across geographic
boundaries (HQ USAF ILE, 2002). Project grouping across intermediate command
boundaries reduced financial risk, increased the speed of the delivery, expanded the
variety and quantity of amenities, and standardized the quality of housing across the AF
(AFCEC, 2013). Given advancements in strategy for grouping projects, incorporating
lessons from earlier projects, and consolidated developer selection using increased
program experience, an approach to privatizing the remaining difficult-to-privatize
housing locations emerged. Each of the subsequent advancements in AF
organizational structure, implementation strategy, and routine modification resulted in
significant improvements in housing units completed, amenities provided,
implementation of common housing standards, and financial risk reduction (AFCEC,
2013; AFCEE, 2010). Grouping under-performing projects with over-performing
projects allowed the AF to privatize the remaining stock of AF housing units over a 4-
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year period (AFCEC, 2013). Using six lease agreements across 23 locations, the AF
privatized 15,933 additional housing units and still maintained an equity investment ratio
of almost $9:1, an investment ratio far exceeding the targeted private sector investment
to government investment ratio of $3:1 (Table 6.1) (AFCEC, 2013).42
Example 3.
During the initial phase of AF housing privatization implementation, there were
four installations with 3,494 end-state housing units located in northern states where
housing privatization was not financially feasible. The local housing market analysis,
the substandard condition of existing housing units, and the financial analysis for
developers did not allow privatization without substantial AF direct investment.
Congress did not expect to privatize all military housing when the privatization
legislation was passed, so the AF pursued traditional construction programs using
appropriated funds to improve the housing units at these locations. While the 1996
legislation enabled housing privatization as an alternative delivery mechanism,
Congress also supported improving all housing quality regardless of the delivery
mechanism (National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1996). This meant
Congress, in concert with the Services’ budget requests, committed to meeting the
appropriated funding needs for housing units where privatization was not feasible. As a
result, for installations where housing privatization was not feasible, Congress and the
AF invested the funds required to bring the housing units up to the standards
established by the Defense Science Board recommendations (Marsh, 1995). The AF
submitted budget requests and Congress funded the construction programs in an
42

The last 30 AF units privatized were located at one installation. The AF excluded these units during the
early implementation period under the CSAF exclusion stipulations for historical unit and general officer
quarters.
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attempt to meet the 2006 mandate (Else, 2001). In fact, local Congressional
delegations frequently accelerated the housing improvement program with
supplemental funding. However, even with AF and Congressional support for funding,
the magnitude of the construction and the need to provide housing for military families
during construction did not allow for completion of housing improvements by the 2006
mandate (Else, 2001). However, the AF invested in these locations, and construction
continued despite the inability to improve the 3,494 housing units in a timely manner.
As traditional housing construction improvements continued, a strategy evolved
at installations where privatization was not initially feasible. Once the AF invested in the
capital improvements, the four installations, from a developer perspective, became
more financially viable for privatization. The shift in financial viability for developers also
occurred at numerous other installations where privatization as a delivery mechanism
was not initially viable. Where once there were more than 20 installations financially not
viable for privatization, these installations were now worth re-evaluating, especially
given the ESG decision to use privatization as the primary delivery mechanism
wherever financially viable (AFCEC, 2013).
By the time the projects that were not initially viable for privatization were reevaluated, the ESG had altered the privatization strategy to combine multiple projects
into single leases and to bundle projects across geographic regions (HQ USAF ILE,
2002). Since AFCEC was now responsible for all family housing privatization, 3,494
housing units from the four northern state installations plus 1,052 housing units from two
additional installations were bundled into a single-lease proposal (AFCEC, 2013). This
single-lease proposal included six installations from three separate intermediate
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headquarters and spanned geographic locations in the northern, western, and
southwestern states (AFCEC, 2013). By combining multiple projects into a single lease,
grouping projects across geographic boundaries, using the knowledge gained by having
a center of expertise, and executing program control through a centralized operational
support agency, the AF duplicated this strategy at 20 installations with just four
privatization agreements (AFCEC, 2013). In the third phase of AF housing privatization,
these four lease proposals included 10,935 housing units at an overall $9:1 private
sector to federal investment ratio (AFCEC, 2013).
Organizational Routine Analysis
The following analysis indicates the findings of this AF housing privatization
implementation case study are consistent with an organizational routine analysis
approach. The AF privatization organizational routines reflect the signification,
domination, and legitimization characteristics that constantly interact through
institutional communication, power exchanges, and sanctions (Feldman, 2003). These
characteristics may interact through the internal and external dynamics of the
organization (Feldman, 2003). “Relevant performances are actions that are signified in
that they are known to others in the organization. People have picked them out from
the stream of ongoing actions and communicated about them” (Feldman, 2003, p 729).
Selecting organizational routines as the unit of measure helped considerably in
unpacking the underlying relevant performances within the AF housing privatization
program (Pentland & Feldman, 2005).
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Signification.
As discussed in Chapter 2, the Services have a history of and commitment to
providing family housing for military members. Along with this commitment came
institutional processes and a military culture that encouraged the lowest level in the
military chain of command to provide for the morale and welfare of military members
and their families. However, with this commitment also came established strategies and
processes for managing and delivering housing that existed prior to the introduction of
this latest attempt at housing privatization (Figure 4.3). While previous strategies and
processes allowed installation commanders to provide family housing for their troops
using traditional construction approaches, the previous approaches were inadequate
when using housing privatization as an alternative delivery mechanism (Else, 2001;
Marsh, 1995).
During the most recent housing privatization implementation period, changes
evolved in governance processes, collaborating and developing competency,
structuring real estate leases, program validation and management, and financing.
Establishing an AF housing privatization center of expertise and centralizing operational
oversight brought credibility and legitimized how the multiple organizational levels
standardized their approach to and strategy for housing privatization (Pentland &
Feldman, 2005). Once AFCEC became the center of expertise for operational
oversight, the AF had a central activity responsible for a common purpose, policy
development, and program expertise specific to housing privatization (AFCEE, 2006;
HQ USAF A7C, 2012). As a result, combining multiple projects into single leases and
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bundling leases across geographic regions evolved into the housing privatization
strategy, structure, and process.
Organizational routine as a unit of analysis provided a simplifying and clarifying
perspective. Each of the causal mechanisms and organizational routines crossed
multiple levels of the AF organizational structure. During the initial stages of housing
privatization implementation, this meant installation leadership, intermediate
headquarters oversight, headquarters AF guidance, and AFCEC consulting services
each provided conflicting and confusing interpretations of policy and displayed differing
program advocacy.
The multiple levels of organizational interaction during the AF housing
privatization implementation created opportunities for significant conflict in program
implementation. This conflict manifested in differing organizational interpretations of
policy, guidance, strategy, and purpose. At the installation level, leadership concerns at
some locations centered on force-protection and maximizing housing features and
amenities while at other locations installation leadership was reluctant to implement
housing privatization because of cultural and control issues. Some of the conflict and
organizational dynamics resulted from early program policies such as the general
officer, force-protection severability, and historical home stipulations. Other conflicts
originated from the way OSD determined adequacy and availability of local housing. At
one installation, the housing requirements and market analysis deemed high-density
local housing enclaves where convicted child molesters lived as adequate housing for
military families. It took local installation leadership’s concerted effort to convince the
AF and OSD to exclude these tracts of local housing from potential housing for military
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families, which, in turn, created demand for additional privatized housing on the
installation.
At some locations, installation leadership was overt in overstating their demand
for the number of privatized housing units. At these locations, installation leadership
excluded as much off-base housing as possible so privatization requirements increased
and, therefore, resulted in more housing on the military installation and fewer military
members living off the installation. Part of this calculus resulted from the military culture
of providing for military members and encouraging them to live and recreate where they
worked as a component of military custom and sense of community. This sense of
military culture was driven by having the military member easily accessible during times
of work surge demands, rapid response requirements during alert conditions, and ready
access to families when the military member deployed.
Intermediate headquarters privatization strategy focused on providing consistent
housing standards, features, and amenities across all installations under their command
and resulted in conflict and dynamics of resistance and dominance. Intermediate
headquarters leadership was also concerned about the Defense Science Board
recommendations (1995) to provide more affordable housing in a timely manner for
junior enlisted members. As highlighted in organizational routine 5, bundling projects,
installation commanders wanted to maximize amenities based on lucrative local
financial conditions, and the intermediate headquarters leadership wanted to shift
resources from the cash rich installations to the cash poor installations in order to
provide the same level of amenities across all installations.
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The constant learning and revision of organizational routines by the ESG,
AFCEC, intermediate headquarters, and installations gradually molded the conflicting
perspectives of the various actors and organizations into a mutually reinforcing
dynamic. Each of the causal mechanisms helped ground the AF housing privatization
implementation in a more consistent, less ambiguous strategy, structure, and process
(Feldman, 2000). As organizational power over housing privatization in all five
organizational routines began coalescing in the ESG and AFCEC, less conflict and
complexity surfaced (Selznick, 1949). As a result, program conflict and divergent
strategies were constrained, simplified, and reduced by the shift in organizational power
(Pentland & Feldman, 2005). The benefit was an AF privatization program that
provided higher quality housing in a more timely and consistent manner.
Domination.
When the AF housing privatization program started in 1996, the organizational
dynamics and traditional military chain of command established the installation and
intermediate commands as the source of organizational power (Wilson, 1989). The
installation commanders were responsible and held accountable for the execution of
housing privatization. During the first phase of privatization implementation, the source
of organizational power gradually shifted. This shift in power occurred when ESG
moved developer selection from the nine intermediate headquarters to the AF
Secretariat. By moving developer selection to the AF Secretariat where lease-signing
authority was already assigned, the ESG acted as an agent of change and consolidated
organizational power into a single office. This single office already had lease-approval
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authority, so by placing developer-selection authority at the same organizational level,
the organizational power was vested in the same office.
The move toward a centralized developer-selection process for housing
privatization formally shifted housing privatization organizational power from the
intermediate headquarters to the ESG. Through the investigative approach of process
tracing, this research identified the most promising causal mechanisms, in this case
restructuring the AF housing privatization governing process. Looking back at
organizational routine 1, the shift of developer selection to the AF Secretariat clearly
highlights the transfer of organizational power to the ESG. This seminal shift proved
significant for future power transformation as program responsibility and funding was
transferred from the installations to the AFCEC as the central program office (Barnard,
1938; Ostrom, 2007). While the installations were originally the source of housing
privatization decision making, once the ESG designated AFCEC as the central office
responsible for housing privatization strategy and execution, organizational power
shifted from the installations to AFCEC while daily operations remained at the
installations.
These two particular shifts in organizational power clearly marked the
advancement of AF thinking and strategy on how to better execute housing privatization
implementation. As housing privatization organizational power was consolidated within
the ESG and AFCEC, follow-on evolutions of organizational dynamics, strategy, and
structure occurred. Changes in grouping multiple housing privatization locations into
single leases and operational oversight and bundling of projects reflected how AFCEC,
in concert with the ESG, exercised AFCEC’s housing privatization organizational power
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and responsibilities. These changes in organizational routines revealed the internal
structure of housing privatization. These changes also revealed the importance and
nature of organizational power and the necessity to influence the actions people take as
agents of change (Ostrom, 2007; Pentland & Feldman, 2005).
Organizational learning and change in the AF housing privatization program was
messy, complex, and highly contested between various organizational levels (Pentland
& Feldman, 2005). The ESG’s shifting of developer selection from the intermediate
headquarters to the AF Secretariat severely breached the traditional military culture of
chain of command and the unit commanders’ inherent responsibility to take care of their
troops and families. Shifting responsibility for program execution, and eventually
program resources, from the installation to AFCEC was another breach of chain of
command that required organizational power to accomplish. Had the ESG not shifted
developer selection to the AF Secretariat, the steering group would not have accrued
the necessary organizational power to create the housing privatization center of
expertise or to centralize operational oversight in AFCEC (Pentland & Feldman, 2005).
These shifts in organizational power began when the installations challenged
ESG to find a faster, more consistent and predictable way to finalize housing
privatization leasing proposals. Once the ESG allowed projects to be combined into
single-lease proposals, the dynamics of organizational power solidified at the ESG level.
From that point on, the ESG became the responsible organizational element (Ostrom,
2007). With this newfound authority, the ESG shifted the structure of and strategy for
providing privatized housing beyond the conditions inherited from the Wherry and
Capehart era attempts at housing privatization. This is learning related to organizational
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routines and behavior of the people who enact these routines. This learning is enabled
by people reflecting on what they are doing and altering what they are doing in future
routine execution (Feldman, 2000).
Legitimization.
Investigating the structuring of real-estate leases as a causal mechanism led to
discovery of the underlying processes that permitted combining multiple locations into
single-lease agreements. Specifically, at one installation, the leadership recognized the
opportunity to privatize their remaining housing units after the CSAF removed the
general-officer unit, historic unit, and force-protection severability stipulations. They
recognized a need for an innovative leasing approach.
Organizational routine 3, combining multiple privatization projects into a singlelease agreement, was innovative in several ways. The intermediate headquarters
activity took a multi-level organizational routine and altered the structure of the leasing
process. Leadership at the intermediate headquarters convinced the ESG to approve
the installation’s request to combine their first privatization lease with their second
leasing proposal. The institutional culture and organizational chain of command did not
facilitate combining multiple housing privatization projects into a single-lease
agreement. However, the behavior of the individuals involved in the day-to-day
privatization process created a possibility where combining multiple locations into a
single-lease proposal occurred. The intermediate command headquarters performance
of an organizational routine influenced change that transcended the installation and
ESG levels of housing privatization governance, supporting the theoretical framework of
this research.
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It is not happenstance that the five causal mechanisms helped identify the
significant privatization organizational routines; nor is it surprising that the causal
mechanisms and organizational routines were complex, overlapping, and constitutive
(Pentland & Feldman, 2005). Without the transfer of developer selection to the ESG,
combining multiple housing privatization projects into single-lease proposals and
bundling projects across geographic regions to reduce financial risk would probably not
have occurred.43 If changes to combining projects and reducing financial risk did not
occur, then it is likely housing privatization implementation efficiencies and effectiveness
would have been significantly limited. Likewise, the AF would not have established an
AF housing privatization center of expertise and designated the AFCEC as the central
program office for operational oversight
The assumption of power by the ESG was not a unilateral event conducted for
the steering group’s benefit. Had OSD not transferred operational control to the
individual Services, ESG’s power to consolidate developer selection in the AF
Secretariat would be suspect (True et al., 2007). Once the ESG assumed more
organizational power, the steering group then consolidated developer selection from
nine separate intermediate headquarters into the AF Secretariat. By ceding the
operational control to the Services, OSD altered the path of AF housing privatization
implementation in an unexpected and unforeseen manner (Feldman, 2000). The
strategy that emerged changed the organizational structure of AF housing privatization
governance and created an organizational dynamic that altered how the AF

43

AFCEE provided the full range of privatization evaluations and structured recommendations for the
ESG so the ESG could be a more deliberative body in exercising authority.
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implemented housing privatization (Figure 4.1) (Feldman & Pentland, 2003; Mintzberg &
Waters, 1985).
Over the course of AF housing privatization implementation, certain individuals
had direct input and responsibility for multiple organizational routines while others had
only input or activity in one routine. However, overlapping organizational routines and
opportunities for individuals to exercise power as a mechanism promoted change in
strategy, structure, and encouraged organizational dynamics in housing privatization
(Jarzabkowski, 2008; Mintzberg & Waters, 1985; Pentland & Feldman, 2005). While it
might be expected that all organizational routines would affect the organizational
dynamic, it is also consistent that not all organizational routines would have had
significant impact on the processes, structure, and strategy.
Conclusion
Using organizational routines as a theoretical lens provides a great opportunity
for organizational research. From an outcome-oriented perspective, as in this research
where the privatization implementation period was completed and not ongoing, using
process tracing allowed investigation of an historical single-case study (Beach &
Pedersen, 2013). Reflecting on an historical single-case study also validated an
idealized routine structure as the best way to collect data for an outcome-oriented
approach. While on-going performative and artifact routine structures provided some
research data, the idealized routine structure dominated as the source of data and
perspective. For this research, where organizational routine was used as the theoretical
lens and a single-case study was the source of research data, an idealized, or
ostensive, routine structure dominated (Feldman, 2003). The ESG shaped, revised,
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and restructured several organizational routines largely on an idealized perspective.
The reflection on lessons learned, sluggish performance during the first few years of the
implementation period, along with using organizational routine as a unit of measure
largely drove this idealized perspective.
The mapping of causal mechanisms and organizational routines across the
theoretical lens and framework reinforced process tracing as a methods approach and
organizational routines as a unit of measure. Process tracing as an outcome-oriented
investigative methods approach helped identify the most significant and dominant
housing privatization organizational routines as discussed in this chapter. The causal
mechanism guided the research protocols along the most promising organizational
routines. The organizational routines revealed by the outcome-oriented approach
sufficiently explore the minimally sufficient explanations of how the AF military family
housing privatization evolved over the first 15 years.
The five organizational routines reflect the most relevant AF organizational
learning during housing privatization implementation. Understanding each of the
organizational routines led directly to the discovery of characteristic features that most
influenced AF learning. As discussed in the analysis, the legitimization domination, and
signification characteristics of organizational routines all have a place in the AF
organizational routine structure. Establishing a single authority for developer selection
and lease approvals proved to be the most dominant routine and cut across lines of
communication, origins of power, and program sanctioning internal to the AF and
externally to OSD and Congress. The characteristic attributes of the AF organizational
routines affirm that the routines represent what the causal mechanisms promised. The
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promise was to identify the most probable and sufficient organizational routines the AF
learned from during implementation of the military family housing privatization program.
Over the course of this research, centralization of the dominant organizational
routines streamlined and simplified the complex and sophisticated aspects of the
housing privatization processes. While the Defense Science Board (1995) in their 21st
century approaches to military family housing recommended creating an overall DOD
military family housing authority, this was the one Defense Science Board
recommendation (1995) OSD did not implement. By centralizing execution and
operational control of AF military family housing privatization, the ESG, even if not by
name, comes close to creating an overall housing authority for the AF.
While identifying centralization of activities was important in recognizing
dominant organizational routines, it might also advance the theoretical contributions
from a theory-building approach. For an outcome or theory-building process tracing
methodology, AF housing privatization was historical. A theory-building approach
compared to an outcome-oriented approach identifies the possibility of “a systematic or
relatively simple mechanism that contributes to producing an outcome across a
bounded context of cases” (Beach & Pedersen, 2013, pg 60). As part of a future
research effort, or as a secondary contribution of this research, it is possible to consider
centralization of dominant organizational routines as a means to theory building and
advancing organizational routine theory.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
Using the AF as a case study, this research looked at how the AF
institutionalized privatization of its family housing stock. The analysis specifically
examined how the AF upgraded, repaired, or replaced 53,323 housing units at 70
locations on AF installations (AFCEC, 2013). Starting in 1996, DOD transformed its
military family housing program (National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year
1996). Applying organizational learning and change theories, this study reveals how the
AF used $617 million in federal funds and $8.3 billion of matching private investments to
significantly upgrade or construct and manage 53,323 AF family housing units (AFCEC,
2013). Using an outcome-oriented process tracing methodology, this research
examined the process changes, organizational structure modifications, and strategy
adjustments the AF instituted to implement this latest attempt at military family housing
privatization.
To understand how these adjustments occurred, the researcher used
organizational routine theory to explain how organizations generate change by
performing their day-to-day activities. Since this is a single-case historical study of AF
family housing privatization, using process tracing as a methodology was critical in
identifying the five causal mechanisms that helped determine the minimally sufficient
explanation of how the AF privatized the existing military family housing stock. These
causal mechanisms led to the organizational routines that helped clarify the
organizational strategy, implementation process, and structure changes that emerged to
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address the quality, quantity, affordability, and timeliness of AF military family housing
privatization.
In 1995, the Defense Science Board Task Force report (1995) on military
personnel quality of life linked the readiness of the armed forces to service member
quality of life. This report identified the poor condition of military family housing across
DOD and emphasized the shortage of quality, affordable family housing. In addition,
the Defense Science Board report (1995) identified junior enlisted personnel as the
largest and most vulnerable and underserved segment. The report highlighted the need
for a transformed process that would reduce the time required to improve the quality of
family housing for all eligible service members (Marsh, 1995; Twiss & Martin, 1999).
Because of the Defense Science Board report (1995), a revised DOD approach to
providing housing for military members significantly changed the delivery mechanism,
quality, quantity, and timeliness of providing military family housing.
In Chapter 2, this dissertation established the context of the research setting by
identifying the state of military family housing before the 1996 housing privatization
initiative and previous attempts to provide family housing. Since the beginning of the
1900s, DOD’s commitment has been to provide adequate, safe, affordable housing for
military members and their families (Baldwin, 1996, 1998; Else, 2001). However, since
the early 1930s, DOD has been unable to find funds to provide adequate military family
housing, and they turned repeatedly to the private sector to help finance, construct, and
operate family housing (Baldwin, 1996). Beginning in the late 1940s with build-to-rent
programs, then build-to-own programs in the 1950s, and eventually housing-lease
programs in the 1980s, DOD experienced limited success that was hindered by budget
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deficits, Congressional partisanship, and a lack of mechanisms to provide adequate
oversight (Baldwin, 1996, 1998). Two earlier programs, the Wherry and Capehart
Housing programs, provided 198,742 military housing units but proved inadequate over
the long-term because of budget and operational concerns so Congress terminated
both programs (Baldwin, 1996, 1998). An attempt to remedy these problems and to
provide adequate housing to all service members began in 1995 when the Defense
Science Board (1995) assessed the impact of housing on troop retention in an allvolunteer military. In 1996, DOD turned to the private sector once again to help finance,
construct, operate, and maintain family housing units located in the United States and
the U.S. Territories (National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1996).
While implementing the Defense Science Board recommendations (1995), DOD
set a goal to eliminate military family housing inadequacies by 2006 (Else, 2001). All
parties involved in providing DOD housing recognized that reaching this goal was
unattainable given the lack of available funding, inadequate existing legislation, out-ofdate housing size and amenity standards, and a limited understanding of the housing
deficit DOD-wide (HQ USAF A7C, 2005, 2012; Schuster, 2002). In 1996, prompted by
an under-resourced, inefficient, and outdated delivery system for military family housing,
Congress established the bipartisan Military Housing Privatization Initiative (National
Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1996)).
Chapter 3 defines the broad elements of housing privatization. This chapter
presents why defining housing standards and understanding the local housing market
dynamics and availability of adequate, affordable housing is essential in defining military
family housing needs. Financing, revenue streams, and motivated developers are a
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core component in making the 50-year real estate lease agreements work. Yet,
housing privatization goes beyond brick and mortar structures. Multiple interviews with
residents living in privatized housing reflect aspects of privatization such as quality of
life and the importance of community. Additionally, the interviews addressed the
responsibilities and accountability of the people who manage the day-to-day activities of
privatized housing. Chapter 3 frames the broad perspectives of residents, developers,
and administrators. In particular, the sense of community, commitment to quality of life,
building personal wealth, and sense of purpose is important to military members as they
make choices about residing in AF privatized housing.
Chapter 4 shifted to the basis for the theoretical research and introduced the
theoretical lens and framework that guided the research. Organization theory provides
the foundation for the theoretical lens, and organizational routine helps explain how staff
in the AF housing privatization program generated change by performing their day-today activities (Feldman & Pentland, 2003). Chapter 4 also introduced reciprocal
relationships and emergent strategy as well as how organizational strategies resulting
from individual behavior and action evolve over time (Jarzabkowski, 2008; Mintzberg &
Waters, 1985). Jarzabkowski’s reciprocal relationships and emergent strategy and
Mintzberg’s and Waters’ evolving organizational strategies are complementary to
Feldman’s and Pentland’s (2003) organizational routine theory.
By adapting Feldman’s (2003) theoretical framework on organizational interaction
of performance and understanding, the researcher developed an AF theoretical
framework for housing privatization (Figure 4.3). The framework conceptualized how
organizations allow agents, through their day-to-day activity, to change performance of
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organizational routines. The research considered a theoretical framework capturing
how organizations establish structures, processes, and strategies for program
implementation and how these conditions change throughout a program’s lifetime.
Since this dissertation investigated a single-case study of the outcome of the AF
implementation of military family housing privatization, process tracing was used as an
outcome-oriented methods approach. Chapter 5 focused on how process tracing, as an
investigative, outcome-oriented method, provided an adequate and minimally sufficient
accounting of the most important aspects of how the AF implemented housing
privatization (Beach & Pedersen, 2013). The investigative, outcome-oriented approach
uncovered five causal mechanisms that contributed to AF housing privatization
implementation and linked them to the five organizational routines that influenced the
outcome (Table 7.1).
In the analysis in Chapter 6, the theoretical framework and methodology framed
the AF housing privatization initiative. This dissertation shows, within the AF housing
privatization program, that organizational routines allow day-to-day activities to act as
incubators of change that influence overall program change. At the same time, AF
organizational dynamics were comprised of interaction between higher and lower levels
in the organization where opportunities for change in organizational routines resulted in
improvements to the overall housing privatization implementation. This analysis
strengthens the organizational routine approach as a framework and provides insight
into how organizational routine processes, strategy, and structure evolved during the
first 15 years of AF housing privatization implementation.
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Chapter 7 mapped the causal mechanisms and organizational routines across
the theoretical lens and framework (Table 7.1). Process tracing as an outcome-oriented
investigative methods approach helped identify the most significant and dominant
housing privatization organizational routines. The causal mechanisms linked the
research protocols to the most promising organizational routines. The outcomeoriented investigative approach and the resulting organizational routines explored and
defined the minimally sufficient explanations of how AF military family housing
privatization evolved over the first 15 years of implementation.
Summary
Initially, military family housing privatization projects were 50-year, singleinstallation and single-developer real estate leases. These projects carried substantial
developer risk; as a result, private equity financial risks were high and, in several
instances, required substantial government subsidies. At numerous military
installations, because of overall poor housing conditions that required significant
investment and inadequate local housing-market conditions, developers could not
create a business case to secure financing for military family housing privatization
projects. Substantial government subsidies provided the only realistic mechanism to
offset these detrimental conditions. Because of inadequate local housing-market
conditions and the inability of developers to secure financing for privatization projects,
these locations were not good candidates for privatization (Else, 2001).
Since the proposals that did materialize were single installation ventures, they
reflected each installation’s unique desires and conditions and were negotiated from
that perspective. Because of these single-developer, single-installation proposals, even
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the low risk locations were more costly than normal since they still required high riskmitigating guarantees for private equity (Schuster, 2002). At locations where financial
risks were lower, developers provided housing with improved features that included
upgraded appliances, increased housing square footage, and additional bedrooms.
Developers also provided enhanced amenities such as playgrounds, fitness centers,
athletic courts and fields, and recreation centers. At higher risk locations, because of
developer demand for increased risk guarantees, housing features were limited and few
amenities were provided.
Since developers, bankers, bondholders, investment securities, DOD, and local
community and resident stakeholders are involved in housing privatization projects,
striking the right balance between the number of units, upgrades, replacements,
demolition, features, and amenities was complex, especially because of the 50-year
impact. Initial learning curves were steep since each installation negotiated its housing
privatization projects only once over the course of a 50-year lease agreement. As a
result, projects early in the implementation timeframe were more expensive, provided
varying amenities, and took excessive time to consummate because each project was a
unique lease negotiation (Schuster, 2002).
While privatization was a promising option for providing military family housing,
not every installation could use privatization as a delivery mechanism because of the
high risk factors. However, implementing the Defense Science Board recommendations
(1995) required DOD to accelerate housing investment, regardless of delivery
mechanism, to meet the 2006 upgrade mandate (Else, 2001). At installations where
DOD chose not to privatize because of the requirement for high government subsidies,
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DOD invested appropriated funds to comply with the revised housing standards and to
meet the mandated timeline. Yet, traditional appropriated housing improvement funds
remained inadequate and delivery mechanisms too slow (AFCEC, 2013; Else, 2001).
To meet the deadline to eliminate housing inadequacies, private equity investment risks
had to be reduced, real estate lease negotiations accelerated, and the quality of
housing and amenities balanced across AF privatization lease locations.
Historically, the military family housing program has been unable to maintain the
funding levels necessary to provide the quality, quantity, and timeliness of housing for
military family members (Baldwin, 1996; Else, 2001). Because of pressure to retain
military members in an all-volunteer force, DOD implemented the recommendations of
the Defense Science Board (Marsh, 1995). The DOD housing privatization initiative
eventually became the preferred policy supporting use of private equity to fund,
accelerate availability, and improve housing stock. The housing privatization approach
implemented by the AF reflects an organization, strategy, and structure that improved
financing and housing quality. This approach increased the quantity of adequate
housing, accelerated achievement of goals for timeliness, and raised resident
expectations for military provided family housing. These approaches were instrumental
in achieving a sense of community, an improved quality of life and lifestyle, sense of
purpose, and excellence in housing management that are beginning to fulfill the promise
of the Defense Science Board report (1995) and the DOD housing privatization initiative
(National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1996)).
Military members and their families choose to live in privatized housing for quality
of life, sense of community, and financial considerations. Based on these
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considerations, the overall occupancy and satisfaction rates indicate positive traction for
the goals of housing privatization, at least during the first 15 years of the 50-year
program (ODUSD (I&E), 2010). The affordability, reliability, and predictability of military
family housing increased significantly since Congress enacted the bipartisan housing
privatization legislation in 1996. Based on the 2009 program evaluation compiled by
DOD, depending on the type of unit (new, renovated, or un-renovated) occupant
satisfaction ranges from 89% to 92% across all privatized housing within DOD, and
occupancy rates are 95% program wide (ODUSD (I&E), 2012). Even with these
positive indicators, high levels of occupancy might be the greatest indicator of customer
satisfaction given the primary reason military members choose privatized housing is
because of quality, safety, and affordability (ODUSD (I&E), 2012).
Most military members are not required to live in privatized housing; they have a
choice (Else, 2001; Marsh, 1995). This is especially relevant since continuous combat
operations beginning in the early 1990s placed great stress on the all-volunteer military
forces. To offset this pressure, available quality housing creates a sense of community
and reduces stress on families during the military member’s deployment (Marsh, 1995).
Based on the high occupancy and satisfaction rates, members are choosing to live in
privatized housing for a variety of reasons that include quality, cost, amenities,
convenience, and availability. In previous attempts at privatization, because residents
and the military were not satisfied with program results, the programs ultimately failed
and DOD or Congress terminated them (Baldwin, 1996, 1998; Else, 2001). Now,
almost 70% of the privatized residents are junior enlisted and non-commissioned
officers (ODUSD (I&E), 2012). DOD housing privatization addresses, at least in the first
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15 years, the Defense Science Board concerns (1995) about adequate, quality, timely,
and affordable housing for junior enlisted members (LMI Government Consulting, 2010).
Senior leadership, program oversight, and developer interests appear aligned to
provide improved family housing for the right people. However, there are concerns as
housing privatization moves forward. The potential change in utility charges, fluctuating
housing allowances, potential elimination of housing allowances, and maintaining
occupancy rates were high on the list of concerns identified by those responsible for
providing safe, affordable housing. The residents’ concerns reflected the more
traditional concerns of households tied to commuting, budgets, balancing demands of
children, schools, and the uncertainty created by change.
To understand housing privatization implementation and how this most recent
approach changed the way the AF provides housing for military families, this research
examined the process changes, organizational structure modifications, and strategy
adjustments the AF instituted to implement family housing privatization. To understand
how the adjustments occurred, organizational routine theory was used to help explain
how organizations generate change by performing their day-to-day activities (Feldman
& Pentland, 2003). These routines help explain the organizational strategy adaptation,
implementation process improvement, and organizational structure modifications that
emerged to address the quality, quantity, affordability, and timeliness of military
housing, especially for junior enlisted service members.
A theoretical framework (Figure 4.3) from Feldman (2003) adapted for the AF
proposed how organizations with institutionalized processes, strategy, and structure
might adapt to accommodate new and evolving programs (Jarzabkowski, 2008;
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Mintzberg & Waters, 1985). Institutions, by the nature of their organization and culture,
harbor pre-existing conditions (Selznick, 1984). If these conditions include people
within the institution interacting in their day-to-day activities, then this proposed
framework might be relevant. Testing this framework also revealed how the levels
within an institution influence change in organizational routine that transcends the
immediate work environment.
After establishing the theoretical basis and framework, the researcher introduced
a process tracing method to collect data. Using an outcome-oriented approach proved
valuable in identifying the most probable causal mechanisms and underlying
organizational routines. The causal mechanisms and organizational routines provided
insight into the evolution of AF processes, strategies, and structure during housing
privatization implementation.
The AF housing privatization program provides a single-case, in-depth study.
Identifying the changing processes, evolving strategies and organization dynamics
required a compatible methodology approach. Since the outcome of the initial housing
privatization implementation is factual, process tracing helps look backward to
investigate how the changing environment influenced the outcome. Following the
evolution of AF housing privatization led to identification of the following five causal
mechanisms:


Structuring governance process.



Collaborating and developing competency.



Structuring real-estate leases.
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Validating and managing business processes.



Financing.

Identifying these five causal mechanisms warranted an outcome-oriented,
empirically driven methods approach. In this case, process tracing helped investigate
the five causal mechanisms contributing to the outcome of AF housing privatization. As
stated in Beach and Pedersen (2013), the five primary AF housing privatization causal
mechanisms represent complex systems. These complex systems produced outcomes
resulting from the interaction of multiple levels in the AF organizational structure
(Feldman & Pentland, 2003). The outcome-oriented approach helped validate a
theoretical framework that proposed how the AF, with institutional processes, strategy,
and structure, adapted routines to accommodate new and evolving program strategies,
structures, and processes (Beach & Pedersen, 2013).
The causal mechanisms and organizational routines studied here reflect a cycle
of continuous learning and provide a useful framework for analyzing and understanding
the DOD approach to housing privatization (Feldman, 2000). Using organizational
routines as a unit of analysis highlighted how the AF strategy, structure, and processes
reflected the dynamics in routine while optimizing organizational and individual
efficiency. Most of the improvements to strategy, structure, and process overcame
inertia from previous attempts at housing privatization (Pentland & Feldman, 2005).
Mapping causal mechanisms and organizational routines across the theoretical
lens and framework reinforced process tracing as a methods approach and
organizational routines as a unit of measure. Process tracing as an outcome-oriented
investigative methods approach helped identify the most significant, dominant, and
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legitimate housing privatization organizational routines. Causal mechanism shaped the
research protocols along the most promising organizational routines. The outcomeoriented investigative approach and the resulting organizational routines sufficiently
explored and defined the minimally sufficient explanations for how AF military family
housing privatization evolved during the first 15 years of implementation.
The five organizational routines reflect the most relevant AF organizational
learning during housing privatization implementation. These AF housing privatization
organizational routines are:


Establishing one authority for developer selection.



Establishing an AF housing privatization center of expertise.



Combining multiple locations into single lease proposals.



Centralizing operational oversight.



Bundling leases across geographical regions.

These organizational routines provide excellent clues about how the AF evolved
internally over the course of housing privatization implementation. Meanwhile, DOD
created external pressure when authority for the housing privatization program
execution was transferred to the military services (True et al., 2007). At the same time,
as the ESG brought the routines closer to the level of the AF Secretariat, the ESG
increased its own ability to influence change (Feldman, 2000; Ostrom, 2007). During
initial implementation, the installation commanders were in control of the routines, and
major adjustments required significant coordination and went through multiple levels of
organizational influence. As the ESG brought the routines closer to the AF Secretariat,
the ESG’s ability to influence change became more nimble and the rate of change
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accelerated, especially as the privatization program execution matured during the 15year implementation period.
Understanding these organizational routines led directly to the elements most
affecting AF learning. The analysis consistently showed the five significant
organizational routines dominated implementation and legitimized the AF housing
privatization program (Feldman, 2003). While all five of the organizational routines
provided depth and understanding of the AF housing privatization program, establishing
a single developer-approval authority had the greatest impact as a catalyst for AF
continuous learning and improvements in structure, process, and strategy. The
decision of the ESG to create a single developer-approval authority set the conditions
for the remaining organizational routines to evolve and continually improve.
The single developer-approval organizational routine proved to be the most
dominant routine revealed by this research. The routine cut across lines of
communication, origins of power, and program sanctioning internal to the AF and
externally to OSD and Congress. However, all routines contributed to uncovering
underlying processes, resolving conflict, discovering sources of organizational power,
intersecting organizational routines, standardizing procedures, idealizing organizational
routines, and contesting the nature of organizational routines. While all organizational
routines provided a sufficient explanation for learning during the AF privatization
implementation, each has a significant place in the AF military family housing
privatization implementation process (Beach & Pedersen, 2013; Pentland & Feldman,
2005).
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This research reflects on organizational change theory and suggests ways to
advance the theory incrementally. While this research captures the theoretical
implications of how the AF continually revised processes, strategy, and structure during
the delivery and management of privatized housing, it also introduces an approach that
others who provide and manage publicly funded housing programs might consider.
Mostly, this dissertation advances the research on housing privatization and, especially,
the research on military family housing privatization. There is little scholarly research on
military family housing and this research investigates the internal processes, strategies,
and structure of a DOD program that is one of the largest, if not the largest, quality-oflife program ever initiated by the DOD. This empirical research adds to the significantly
neglected body of research on military family housing privatization and contributes a
unique perspective for all programs engaged in providing public housing. The AF’s five
causal mechanisms and the fundamental organizational routines might also apply at the
state, regional, county, municipal, academic, institutional, or public housing levels.
Of secondary significance is the theoretical contribution organizational routine
might add to housing policy research. This, coupled with process tracing and the
resulting causal mechanisms, reveals how strong relationships in organizational theory
benefit from discovering the minimally sufficient basis for building a plausible
explanation of how organizational routines evolve through the day-to-day activities of
the organization. While this research investigated a single-case historical study, AF
family housing privatization implementation, the five causal mechanisms and
organizational routines might be applicable in a broader context or theoretical research.
While there may be political, legal or jurisdictional limitations that need negotiating, it is
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quite possible the lessons the AF learned during housing privatization implementation
will also apply to other publicly funded housing programs. Additionally, the
centralization of dominant organizational routines might also contribute to theorybuilding research where theories formulated as a causal mechanism might work within a
bounded context (Beach & Pedersen, 2013). In this context, it might be possible to
separate the centralization of organizational routines from this housing privatization
case study and consider other spatially or temporally oriented case study research
where understanding the outcome of a complex case study is the research goal (Beach
& Pedersen, 2013).
The rate of change in routine as housing privatization goes beyond capital
improvement and into the day-to-day management of housing projects creates potential
for further change over the balance of the 50-year lease performance periods. How that
rate of change increases, decreases, or preserves the integrity of housing privatization
as intended by the Defense Science Board (1995) is a suitable subject for future
research. Of course, the original intent of earlier privatization programs envisioned
resolving intractable housing problems at the time (Baldwin, 1996, 1998; Else, 2001).
What the endgame of this latest version of housing privatization looks like will be a
testament to how rapidly DOD and the military services can react to or stimulate change
that results in continuous improvement to their process for providing housing for military
members and their families.
By the time of the Defense Science Board report (1995), Congressional and
Service interest in military housing had gone through numerous funding peaks and
valleys but mostly sustained valleys of underfunding. The Wherry and Capehart
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programs brought significant housing units into the DOD inventory, yet funding for
maintenance, repair, and replacement still lagged behind (Baldwin, 1996, 1998;
Killinger, 2010; Marsh, 1995). Over the years, the housing units lacked the size and
amenities more common in civilian communities, and DOD investment accounts were
insufficient to bring the housing up to adequate and modern standards (Marsh, 1995).
At the time of the Defense Science Board report (1995), DOD controlled 387,000
housing units that averaged 33 years in age. It was estimated that more than $20 billion
was needed to bring them up to reasonable standards (Else, 2001; Marsh, 1995). The
Services were already averaging more than $4.5 billion per year on housing
expenditures and had little expectation of finding the additional $20 billion needed (Else,
2001; Marsh, 1995). Even if the funds were available, the 30-year timeline to complete
the required upgrades was unacceptable (Marsh, 1995).
The AF was able to change its housing delivery mechanism by creating and
constantly revising core processes, strategy, and structure. These constant changes in
organizational routines leveraged federal funds and increased AF privatization
knowledge and approaches to providing military family housing. Across DOD, the
privatization program leveraged $2.2 billion in federal funding with $22 billion in private
funds and provided 213,000 privatized family housing units (ODUSD (I&E), 2010, 2012).
The AF leveraged $619 million in federal funds and obtained $8.3 billion of private funds
to provide 53,323 family housing units (AFCEC, 2013). This latest AF approach to
providing housing for military members significantly changed the delivery mechanism,
quality, quantity, and timeliness of family housing. The results directly affect the military
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family’s quality of life and the management and leadership of family housing programs
on military installations.
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Appendix A
Air Force Family Housing Privatization Data Collection
The organization selected for this research was the AF which offered access to
34 lease agreements in order to examine the housing privatization program
implementation and results (AFCEC, 2013). By using the AF housing privatization
organizational routines as the unit of analysis, the data collected provided relevant
information for the AF housing privatization case study and related organizational
routines (Yin, 2009).
Data gathering occurred in two stages. Documentary data was collected first
from archival records, interviews, direct observation, program documents, and
participant observation. These sources provided the insight needed to frame the
historical DOD housing program and highlight previous attempts by DOD and the
private sector to provide family housing for military members. Presidential executive
orders, annual defense spending, and the Report of the Defense Science Board Task
Force on Quality of Life were instrumental in determining the impact of family housing
on military quality of life (Energy Policy Act of 2005; EO 13327, 2004; Marsh, 1995;
Walker, 2013). By reviewing and analyzing these documents, the researcher
discovered enabling legislation, financial status, execution strategies, milestones and
implementation goals, and overarching policy guidance and directives.
This first phase of data gathering established the housing privatization
perspective and background used to design questions for the one-on-one interviews
conducted during the second phase of the research. The first phase was also
instrumental in identifying Feldman’s (2000) organizational routine theoretical lens as a
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basis for the researcher’s observations. Just as importantly, this first phase helped
establish AF housing privatization organizational routines as the unit of analysis and
helped the researcher select an outcome-oriented approach to process tracing as the
research methodology.
In this initial phase of research, data collection focused on housing privatization
performance, program management, and historical context perspectives. The most
significant data aligned with the following areas:


Financial and program performance.



Previous housing privatization program organization.



Structure, processes, and strategy.



Adequacy of housing stock and programmatic issues.



Determination of housing standards and amenities.



Enabling legislation or Congressional oversight investigations.

The data enabled the researcher to establish the framework for questions in
follow-on interviews with program oversight officials and administrators. Question topics
included financial indicators, program assessment, quality-of-life objectives, and longterm viability of privatization. While interviewing residents who lived in AF-owned,
privatized, and local housing, the researcher focused on the value residents placed on
privatized housing compared to local market housing and the overall quality of
privatized housing. Residents were also asked how they compared privatized housing
to previously occupied DOD housing or private-market housing. Additionally, residents
were asked about the considerations they used to choose where to live (See Appendix
B for initial subject interview questions). Analyzing the research data collected in the
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initial phase and from follow-on interviews led to discovery of the five theoretical causal
mechanisms discussed in Chapter 5:


Structuring governance process.



Collaborating and developing competency.



Structuring real-estate leases.



Validating and managing business processes.



Financing.

As a result, while conducting interviews, the researcher collected evidence
related to these five causal mechanisms. Since interviews were conducted with
housing privatization developers, DOD housing or senior managers directly involved in
the privatization oversight, and current and former residents of privatized military family
housing, the interview guide was broken into two primary types of questions: questions
about management and oversight structure and questions about privatization residents’
experiences. The interviews were structured in this manner based on the results of the
literature search, findings of the Defense Science Board report on military personnel
quality of life, and the Governmental Accountability Office (GAO) report on management
improvements needed for DOD housing privatization (Marsh, 1995; Schuster, 2002).
The questions about management and oversight provided program management
perspectives while the current and former resident questions addressed the sense of
community and quality of life provided by privatized housing. In several cases,
management and oversight personnel and residents were the same person. The nature
of the interviews was similar but distinct. Interviews with management and oversight
personnel focused on how they assessed whether they were meeting expectations for
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safe, clean, affordable, adequate housing, and possibly their approach for attracting
future residents. For the residents, the interviews asked about their personal
assessments of the privatized housing and their decision process for choosing to live in
privatized housing versus local market housing.
Since research interest for this study centered on the AF-wide implementation of
housing privatization, it appeared natural to consider various shifts in strategy, changes
in organizational structure, and modifications to the processes experienced by the AF
during implementation of the housing privatization program. After selecting
organizational routine as the unit of analysis, the researcher then considered how
organizational routines acted as sources for shared power, identified emerging
participants, and fostered interconnected actions (Feldman, 2000). Selecting
organizational routines as the unit of analysis allowed a better understanding of how the
multiple levels of personnel in the organization influenced the housing privatization
outcome during the first 15-year period. As discussed in Chapter 7, this also confirmed
how the organizational routines evolved as the internal structures changed (Feldman,
2000).
None of the five primary organizational routines occurred in isolation. As also
discussed in Chapter 7, they constantly changed, developed their own momentum,
were influenced by multiple levels within the AF structure, and reflected the many
streams of routines that constantly collide in organizational dynamics (Pentland &
Feldman, 2005).
Since this case study was historical, actually witnessing the performance of the
routines by the various activities was not possible. As a result, individuals were
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interviewed about their recollections of how the AF approached privatized housing. It
became evident that the lessons the AF learned resulted from projecting idealized
changes for future program improvements. The AF used the lessons learned to shape
how it wanted the AF housing privatization program to change as the organization
moved forward during implementation.
In a program as complex as housing privatization, the most significant
organizational routines tend to overlap, and the likelihood of autonomous or discrete
aspects of an organizational routine is difficult to distinguish empirically (Pentland &
Feldman, 2005). However, in a reflective research effort, the idealized is more readily
captured in the institutional data and the processes, procedures, and program
management policies the organization retains. The AF housing privatization
implementation program was consistent with this approach. While institutional artifacts
reflect an idealized and historical pattern of organizational routines, interviewing senior
DOD and AF program officials and reviewing program guidance, GAO audits,
Congressional Research Service and Defense Science Board reports revealed more
idealized organizational routines (Pentland & Feldman, 2005).
The second stage of gathering data involved interviewing twenty-one individuals
directly involved in housing privatization and reviewing program source documents to
validate data collected from the interviews. Data collected for this phase concentrated
primarily on the AF from an organizational and process perspective. Interview subjects
included housing residents, program oversight individuals, and housing developers
involved in day-to-day operations of housing privatization projects. As part of the
interview process, new archival, program management, and process documentation
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provided validating as well as new discovery data that added clarity and depth to the
previous data collected.
Since the DOD family housing program is a federal program, the researcher
interviewed federal and Congressional staff members who helped shape or implement
the housing privatization initiative. Several individuals or their offices were identified in
the many CRS, GAO, or program reports on military family housing. Others were
identified using social media such as LinkedIn. As is usual, numerous secondary
interviews resulted from the initial interactions and interviews. Several senior DOD and
AF program official interview subjects included Congressional, OSD, and AF staff
members who authored the original 1996 housing privatization enabling legislation and
the 2006 permanent legislation. Other interviewees were in the Office of the Principal
Assistant Deputy Undersecretary of Defense (Installations and Environment) and the
OSD privatization offices. There were numerous AF senior executive service and staff
members from the AF Housing Privatization Executive Steering Group and from the AF
central program office. Private developer interviews included persons located on
military installations with housing privatization projects as well as persons identified
during previously conducted interviews. Housing resident interviews included people
who currently or previously lived in government, privatized, or local community housing.
Table A.1 identifies how the interview subjects were involved in the various
housing privatization engagement areas. The 21 subjects participated in 13 different
engagement areas. All of the interview subjects were interviewed based on their direct
involvement implementing housing privatization or they were current or previous
residents of privatized military family housing. While senior officials, program
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managers, and action officers were selected based on the positions they were
assigned, housing residents were selected because they currently lived in privatized
housing or had previously lived in privatized or government-owned family housing.
Table A.1
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Interview Subject Involvement in Military Family Housing Privatization Implementation
Engagement Areas. Adapted by Amy Winter.
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The interviews and documentation provided insight on how projects evolved from
decentralized execution into a centrally managed program. Data recounts how the AF
processes, organizational structures, and strategies changed from disparate
organizations and structures into consolidated project oversight and a centralized
portfolio of management activity that could oversee and apply lessons learned across
the entire program (HQ USAF ILE, 2001).
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Appendix B
Institutional Review Board for Participants in Research Involving
Human Subjects Approval
B1. IRB Approval
VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY
IRB Approval for Participants in Research Involving Human Subjects
IRB 14-993
Title of Project: DOD Family Housing Privatization – Research and Dissertation
Investigator: John S Medeiros
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B2. IRB Research Protocols
VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY
Research Protocols for Participants in Research Involving Human Subjects
IRB 14-993
Title of Project: DOD Family Housing Privatization – Research and Dissertation
Investigator: John S Medeiros
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B3. Interview Questions
VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY
Interview Questions for Participants in Research Involving Human Subjects
IRB 14-993
Title of Project: DOD Family Housing Privatization – Research and Dissertation
Investigator: John S Medeiros
The interviews involve housing privatization developers, DOD housing or senior
managers directly involved in the privatization oversight, and current and former
residents of privatized military family housing. My interview guide will be broken into
two primary types of questions – those aimed at the management/oversight structure,
and those directed toward privatization residents. The interviews were structured in this
manner based on the results of the initial literature search and the findings of the
Defense Science Board report on military personnel quality of life and the findings and
Governmental Accountability Office report on management improvements needed to
DOD housing privatization (Marsh, 1995; Schuster, 2002). The questions for
management and oversight provide more program management perspectives, while the
current and former resident questions addressed the sense of community, quality or life,
and sense of community privatized housing provided. In several instances, the
management, oversight, and residents could be the same person. The nature of the
interviews will be similar, but distinct. For the oversight and management interviews,
the focus will be on how they assess if they are meeting the expectations for safe,
clean, affordable, adequate housing and possibly their approach for attracting future
residents. For the residents, the interviews will reflect their personal assessments of the
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privatized housing and their decision process for deciding to live in privatized housing
versus local market housing.
Interview Guide
A. Management/Oversight Interview Guide:
1) Financial indicators
a. How do you assess financial success related to privatized military
housing?
b. How do overall financial indicators reflect in business decisions for
occupancy satisfaction in daily activities?
2) Program assessment
a. How do you know if housing privatization meets customer needs, and
what are the parameters you consider in overall program assessment?
b. Are these overall program assessment factors shared with residents?
3) Meet Quality-of-Life Survey objectives
a. How do you assess whether the Defense Science Board Quality of Life
Report objectives for safe, affordable, clean, and adequate housing are
met and target under-served military personnel segments?
b. What factors assess resident satisfaction, how are they used?
4) Long-term viability of privatization
a. What influences your ability to retain existing and attract future
residents?
b. How do outside factors influence housing privatization long-term
viability?
5) Do you recommend anyone else I should interview?
B. Privatized Housing Resident Interview Guide:
1) Value of privatized housing compared to local market housing
a. How do you compare the cost of renting privatized housing to the cost
of housing in the local market?
b. How did you consider the overall value in deciding to live in privatized
housing?
2) Quality of privatized housing
a. Why did you choose to live in privatized housing?
b. What factors contributed to this decision?
c. Do you consider your living environment to be safe, affordable, clean,
and adequate?
d. What else did you consider in deciding to live in Bolling Field privatized
housing
3) Compared to previously occupied DOD housing or private-market housing
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a. How would you describe privatized military compared to former military
housing?
b. Is privatized housing more or less desirable to live in compared to
private-market housing and why?
4) Consideration processes
a. Were there any unique factors you considered when deciding to live in
privatized housing?
b. Are there inequities of privatized housing compared to private-market
housing?
5) Do you recommend anyone else I should interview?
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B4. IRB Written Informed Consent
VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY
Written Informed Consent for Participants in Research Involving Human Subjects
IRB 14-993
Title of Project: DOD Family Housing Privatization – Research and Dissertation
Investigator: John S Medeiros
I. Purpose of this Research/Project
This interview is part of my PhD research to interview subject matter experts on the
Department of Defense family housing privatization program. This is part of my PhD
research and may be used in my dissertation on the same subject. My dissertation
chair, Dr Matt Dull, sponsors this research and interview protocol. The purpose is to
conduct PhD research, writing and the Department of Defense military family housing
privatization program.
Over 15 years starting in 1996, the Department of Defense (DOD) transformed its
military family housing program. Applying organizational learning and change theories,
this study of the Department of the Air Force (AF) reveals how the AF used $617 million
of federal funds and $8.3 billion of matching private investment to significantly upgrade
or construct and effectively manage 53,323 AF family housing units. In doing so, the AF
changed its core processes, strategies, structure, and institutional values thereby
improved how it provides housing for service member families, particularly for junior
service member families.
II. Procedures
A list of general questions will guide the interview but you may cover additional themes
if you would like. The interview should take no more than 1-2 hours. The final product
will be retained within Virginia Tech; however, some information from this interview may
be used in my follow-on dissertation on the same subject.
III. Risks
There are no known risks to you for participating in this survey
IV. Benefits
No promise or guarantee of direct benefit is being made to encourage you to participate.
You may contact the interviewer or instructor at a later time if you’d like the interview
summary.
V. Extent of Anonymity and Confidentiality
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Your identity will remain confidential and accessible only to the interviewer. Each
individual interview will be coded as a separate event and the code will be maintained
separately from the electronic interview files. I will be the only one with access to the
study codes, and they will be kept in a separate non-electronic file for my use only.
VI. Compensation
You will not receive compensation for this interview.
VII. Freedom to Withdraw
Your participation is voluntary. You can decline to participate at the outset, stop the
interview at any time, or refuse to answer any question without any negative
consequences to you.
VIII. Subject's Responsibilities
You voluntarily agree to participate in this study.
IX. Subject's Permission
I have read the Consent Form and conditions of this project. I have had all my
questions answered. I hereby acknowledge the above and give my voluntary consent:

_____________________________________ Date_______________________
Subject signature

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY
Informed Consent for Participants in Research Involving Human Subjects
Should you have any pertinent questions about this research or its conduct, and
research subjects' rights, and whom to contact in the event of a research-related injury
to the subject, you may contact:
Investigator: John S. Medeiros
eagle4@vt.edu

Telephone/e-mail: 571-236-1246 /

Dr. Matt Dull, (703) 706-8117, mdull@vt.edu
Committee Chair, Telephone/e-mail
David M. Moore, Chair 540-231-4991, moored@vt.edu
Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects
Office of Research Compliance
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B5. Verbal Informed Consent Script
VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY
Verbal Informed Consent Script for Participants in Research Involving Human
Subjects
IRB 14-993
Title of Project: DOD Family Housing Privatization – Research and Dissertation
Investigator: John S Medeiros
Title of Project: DOD Family Housing Privatization – Dissertation
Hi, my name is John Medeiros and I am involved in a PhD research and dissertation
that requires I interview private and federal persons on the Department of Defense
family housing privatization program. This is part of a PhD research and may be used
in my follow-on dissertation on the same subject. My PhD committee chair, Dr Matt Dull
who teaches at Virginia Tech University, sponsors this research and interview protocol.
Your participation is voluntary. You can decline to participate, and you can stop this
interview at any time, if you wish to do so, without any negative consequences to you. I
anticipate that the interview will take approximately between 1-2 hours. By answering
my interview questions, this means you consent to participate in this research project.
Do you have any questions?
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B6. Email Informed Consent
VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY
Email Informed Consent for Participants in Research Involving Human Subjects
IRB 14-993
Title of Project: DOD Family Housing Privatization – Research and Dissertation
Investigator: John S Medeiros
I am a doctoral student from Virginia Tech working with on my PhD research involving
the DOD family housing privatization program. My research seeks to understand the
processes, structure and strategy used by DOD to develop and implement the family
housing privatization program. The results of this interview will be used as part of my
PhD research and dissertation.
Because of your unique perspective and involvement in the DOD housing privatization
program, I am hoping you will speak with me regarding your ideas on how the housing
privatization program evolved over the first 15 years of implementation since 1996. Your
experience supporting DOD’s housing privatization initiative provides a unique
perspective that is vital to my research.
The interview will be at you convenience, but is expected to last between 1-2 hours,
depending upon your schedule, and preferably in person. You can choose to stop the
interview at any point in the process. Your responses will be kept completely
confidential. The benefit of participating in this research is being involved in scholarship
with the aim of increasing our understanding of DODs housing privatization process.
Please let me know if you would be willing to participate in an interview by responding to
this email. If you agree to participate, I will respond with the informed consent form and
we will find a mutually agreeable time for the interview.
Please contact myself at eagle4@vt.edu or 571-236-1246 (mobile) with any concerns or
questions regarding the interview.
Thank you in advance for your consideration and willingness to participate.
Sincerely,
John S. Medeiros
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B7 Interview Subject Recruitment Materials
VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY
Interview Subject Recruitment Materials
IRB 14-993
Title of Project: DOD Family Housing Privatization – Research and Dissertation
Investigator: John S Medeiros
There are no formal recruitment materials.
Current and former Department of Defense members, former congressional
professional staff members, housing privatization developers, and current and former
residents of DOD family housing will be the candidate interview subjects. Current and
former DOD members will be selected based on their position within the federal
government and their primary involvement in initiating and implementing the DOD
housing privatization program. Private developers will be selected from those currently
engaged in DOD housing privatization projects and/or recommended by DOD
personnel. Housing resident interviews will be based on recommendations from DOD
members and possibly randomly selected based on chance interviews. Some subjects
are expected to be recommended from previous subject interviews (cascading)
conducted as part of this protocol.
Recruitment will be based on subject matter experts currently working in
positions of knowledge about DOD military family housing privatization. Subjects are
expected to be congressional and DOD staff members, private housing privatization
developers, and current and former housing privatization residents. Congressional and
DOD staff members will be selected based on unique positions they are filling, private
developers selected based on the companies they work for that currently have housing
privatization projects with DOD, and current and former housing residents will be based
on recommendations from subject matter experts.
This population provides the unique core knowledge for decisions, processes,
and recommendations to the DOD family housing privatization program. There are no
other subjects to interview that possess the knowledge of implementing, executing and
residing in privatized military family housing. The research and data could be used in
my PhD dissertation on the same topic.
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